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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Phenomenon of·Interest
Perhaps it is -not coineideiltal that IChanges ·in the functions and structures .of
the American family and changes in the value of remembering in our society should

obsemtion may have significance to those who are

have occurred concurrentfy'~ This

the complexities of family functioning.

striving to undetstand

·This does not imply

'

causality necessarily, le:, that changes in the family as we once knew it' "caused'' a
.4 d~'.(. p~
' .
·, , , ·
1

1

f

devafilation in
',,..

•

••

.',

,

,

tlie ad <!if ~ r i n g , or that a devaluation of the acf of remembering
...

;·,

,

fr

"caused" changes in the American family unit. Instead, it suggests that the breakdown
i \~

,

-\

of each has implications for the other.
} L···;

!.·r

;.

, ·,.

r

: .. ,~i''

-'!hit~

'!

:~·,.,_

,'

P,

The days of the Ozzie ~d Harriet Nelsons or the Walt and June Cleavers as
1_. •.

prototypes of the American family appear to be gone forever. This is not necessarily a
i

'

,

,

'

~

.)

'.

·1

;

,, .

I

) ~ /

'.

~

l

• !,.

·,.1,

good or a bad thing; it just. is. The American family has changed. Presumably some
,, '•

~

;._ ; . i

i 1 • l1,

• i.'

:1.

,

r,

,

,

i

._·'.

• ~ ,:t -' 1;

;l

,.

,,.

;

'd

.

of the changes in the family unit have been correctives to the family of bygone days.
',

·:

'../.

i

"

For example, perhaps families today are doing a better job of allowing each member
.\ :

'

\

.. ~

.

'

·,,,

to fulfill more than just a prescribed role by supporting each member's efforts to
achieve his or her potential as he or she defines it. Perhaps the expectations of

2
today's families are more realistic and honest. Perhaps it is a growthful thing that
families no longer feel as if they must stay together regardless of the costs for "the
sake of the kids."
On the other hand, some of the changes in the family unit may be less
positive. Such changes may be "the unintended consequences" of some of the
n~ssary , ~ positive chang~s. One of these unm•nded consequences. I propose. is

the. decline in .the value.ana activity of mmemberinJ. As a society, we have forgotten
:i.} . ,\;,:-, { .

In there~ the scienqfia st:u.dy ~f ,me.nocy and tacq>rescnce of elaborate
electronic aides-memoire are the currently most manifest symptoms of the
declining i~st in ::rememt,ering in the. ol'1 DllJ)ller. ~ ' Whatever the ultimate
reasons for this decline, we must acknowledge it as an established fact, an
,iptJ.ins~
of ever'."iltcreasing, ptoportions :within Westem culttire. ·It has
become such a deeply entrenched tendency at the level of praxis and theory
n.alike ;that 1it, would be l,uddite,-lib to ,try to reverse. Oil even to lament, the .
trend. (Casey, 1987, p. 10)

-wre

, , 1 \ ~,,)

,1

I

If it is true that the changes in the American family are
fundamentally irreversible because of changes in our assumptions about such things,
for example, as gender roles and what constitutes a family, then perhaps it is not
helpful to make attempts to restore the family to "the way it used to be." However,
the decline in the value and activity of remembering seems to be far less intentional
'i I'

than the changes in the family have been. It may be possible that efforts can be taken
"to unforget our own forgetting" (Casey, 1987, p. 10).
One mode of remembering that we as a society appear to have devalued and
forgotten is the remembering of our personal, family and communal stories, or
,
I
narratives. John Steinbeck has been credited with saying, "Without our past, how do

3

we know we're us?" The narrative method of remembering does not separate the
question of "what is?" from "what was?" It does not separate a general account of the
meaning of being with the unique events of a person's life. In order to find meaning
in a person's unique life, each person must authentically relate to the present in light
of the past. "In doing so, in Nietzsche's terms, I become what I am. In doing so, I

find my unique place ud stance within the temporal unfolding of the human, cosmic,
and divine story" (MeCaffrey,:1992, p. 8). Meaning; therefore, is not behind the text

of a person's autobiography waiting to be exposed •and then condensed into a moral or
rationalistic interpretation. '·Meaning is first and

foremost experienced.

What doos Che wffl'd "experience" really mean'! The meaning of the English

Word "experlente," ~ to Gillespie (1988), is:derived from the Latin word,

expemns~ ' This usage m·the present participle of the Latin verb which means to try, to
prove.and to test. : Close,ty ·~lated to this meaning. is .the Greek word ~ which
means 'a way thto\lgh* ·arm pttf!Uein,• meaning ,to convey, and

™' meaning to pass· ·

through. From such Oft\ek ·ori~ns, through Anglo-Saxon, Dutch, German, and English
changes, we arrive at words, that ll1eail to travel, to

go, or to journey. To experience,

then, means to• try but something by passing· or liv•ing through it oneself.. Experience
is what

happens' wben one actually lives through 'Or undergoes an event. "It is what

happens to

you" (Gillespie, 1988, p. 34).

However, it· is ·not raw experience that ·is the stuff out of which narratives are
forged. El:p-.rlence1includes

boltraware and unaware t\fents·,(Oillespie, 1988). Stories

are fashioned only out of aware events. Without some conscious awareness of dle

4
experience, or unless we become aware of the event, it is not available for withdrawal
from our bank of memory (Gillespie, 1988). Experience is not useful to us in the
creation of our personal stories, therefore, unless it is remembered.
"Memory," said Macbeth, "the warder of the brain." The root of the words
memory, remember, remembrance, memento, memorize, memorabilia, memorial,
memorandum, and commemorate appears to be (s)mer. According to Shipley.(1984),
this root· seems to have taken three paths: (l) Its basic meaning seems to have been· to
keep· inr mind, or to be toncemcd about. '. (2)'1ts second meaning is what one deserves,
a share,

porµon,: part.

{B) Its thlrd ,meamng. is· a part of •the body, especially a limb.

The Sanskrit word smriti means. that ·which is remembered; tradition (in Hindu

religion). The6reek :Moirai (singular, Moira) are the three Fates,ialloters of one's

portion a life. ·'The Romans ·callec;Ltbem the Fates, from fatum, ·that which is spoken.
The Latin- word metnor means mindful, and memory; remember, remembrance,
memento;:.memorize;·mmnorabilia, and memoriahareall·deriN&tne,from. memor.. From
the•Flenclt.word

memoir•eomeamemorandum and commemorate. The Latin word

membrum means limb, 'aad from· it. oob1es member, dismember, and membrane. From
the Nome comes Mimir~:the,giantnthat guards the well ofrWisdom; Wisdom is the

daughter of Memory. "In Greek mythology, Memory (Mnemos}llle) is mother of the

Muse~; -Tmtla .(Wisdom~,s sister) lies at the .l,ottom .of ,a,;welh · From the bottom of a
well, one..can;see the,.stus. by day" (Shipley. 1984, p. 368).
'Io re-member; then,
opposite

means to· recall to mind, to maim l'C-mindful.

m,remember is '<lisqlember, to 'make 'dis-mindful, to fragment

,The

This suggests

5
that memories of experience may be dis-membered or fragmented in our
consciousness, perhaps because of childhood trauma, or a sense of discontinuity, or the
limitations of our remembering function, etc. This is not the same as forgetting.
"Forget" is not the opposite of "remember," "dis-member" is.
Remembering, then, seems to be the foundation upon which a life narrative is

built We do not a-eate a life n~tive, from those experiences which we have
forgotten 1or were. never consciously,awase ,of, although amnesia might explain gaps in
our narratives. htstead, it is the :"llowl~ and ,the.."what'' of our remembering that
preaffles

any, atteinpts:tatcreatittg c.,ur autobiographical narrative. What do we

remember? And how do we organim that which we remember?
Each person is responsible to be the storyteller of his or her unique life.
/

;'

-,;:;

,

l

t

· l,,..c,

:,~1,• .,,,...

Becomirtgia,aclfis,:Ilot a giv• instead k..i& a1process .or task.· The data out of which
•.

·.,,

a self is COl16tructed is the totality of the rememberedlexperiences of that person's life,
and the meaning given that totality. It is not necessary that every event and action is
\ ' ~

remembered nor that every remembered event actually happened as it is remembered.
'

.

The necessity is not in the accuracy of the remembering. It is in the remembering of
and coming to terms with the event by means of interpretation. In order to mold a
self out of the remembered events of one's life, a person needs to be a storyteller. As
a storyteller, he or she needs to achieve a coherence among the events of his or her
life, and to emplot them in a way that yields meaning (McCaffrey, 1992).

A story must be intelligible and interesting to the storyteller and the listener
for !t to be meaningful (McCaffrey, 1992). If there is a lack of intelligibility or

6

interest, the unity gives way to fragmentation and incoherence. The mind is not remembering, bringing to mind, being mindful. Instead, there is dis-memberment; the
mind cannot connect the ideas or events together in a meaningful, thematic way. If
there is a lack of interest, the hearer is no longer touched by or able to identify with
what is:told. The·unity gives way to dis-unity. "The hearer's being and the mode of
being of the narrative separate~ (McCaffrey, 1992, p. 28).

To tcHnetnber meanito continually reinterpret and re--emplot the remembered
events of ene~s life.

tTo re-member, one's life as, story is a continuous process of. re•

- -The ideal life. is the ideal stbry wbete no detail is ineonse--quentiaf. All events
have been interpreted and integrated. And the integration is a continuous
prt>cesst·beoause·new·events:•anse. All•events·need to undergo emplotment. As
new events arrive, distention arises, and the need for 'grasping together,' re.· ·: ;emplotment [sic} c&stantly ·arises. Especially 'during -times of suffering and
crisis, I need to struggle with ways to retell my story so as to incorporate this
new trautnatie,event:intcnhe siory of my Ute; (McCafftey,1992, p. 32);,,,

.. ,

. ~-'

Adult Rememberers of Family Breakdown
·,

~r

'"

.ii

·:•!': ·, . '.,

'11..

1.

,,•,;:•,~t

\·f•<.

The tendency for persons to order their lives according to their own theories
a
t - ·:. j
. {·
i '

!;,.;;•'\ \

1

or stories of self is apparently universal among all human societies (Young-Eisendrath
.
1·1,

.

.

'JO",

'

& Hall, 1991). All persons are, theoretically speaking, capable of remembering and
narrating their life experiences in the form of a story. These stories or interpretations
'•

1,\ ."·.

of self appear to develop as the result of the individual in relationship with other
persons, i.e., the product of the person's interactions with the family, society, and
culture of that person.
/

Experiencing crisis and suffering is also a universal phenomenon. All persons

7

experience traum~c events in the course of their lives. The stories of persons who
grew up in families-of-origin that experienced significant trauma or disruption are a
potentially rich resource for st<>ries of persons' quests for meaning. I have come to
call these persons Adult Rememberers of Family Breakdown, and much of Chapter IV
is devoted to defining this concept.

.The ~tories of Adult Rememberers of Family Breakdown are. not merely the
means of aeh.ieving .information, .-hoot Adult Rememberers. The stories or narratives
are an essential component of U,14.·J\dult ~eme~Qererf .qµetits for D,1.Caning. In ~b
pe~p11'sHfe,.~.~h for~ing ~ot~.pl~ ¥art from.narrative. The
a8$U$~ ~.•tbat,Mi il}Cl'SO~. inclucijng .Ad~ ~µtelll~re,s of Family

Breakdown,

have 1noJ:OllJy ,aa. iJuu,\te ~ ·t<> na,.:rat4 theii: ,life experience, but al89. an intrinsic
ability to d<> SP.· . I wish to. explQre the validity• ofthis claim.
Unfortunately,. health caregivers. i®,lµding nurses, tend to valµe universal.
cogniti.ve explanations for th.¢ e~~rience·of;.~g hwnan more than they value the
unique narrJtives of their individual patients. Narratives told in the healthcare setting
are often valQe(j J>nly to the degree tQattACY lffld sl.lpport to so~ llnive~ or
generalizable @gnitive ,<>r behavioral explanation for. an en~ classi{ic~n of
patients. For example. a patient's story may have v~ue because it sµpports a
particular .diagnosis, such as clinical depression, not because it sheds light on who this
\llllque human being is, The quest for a cogriitive explanation takes a. story and tries
to reduc-e it to :1\ ratio~stic or empirical statement, category, or 4iagnosis. Su~b
~nipts at explaining .patients' experiences do. have theµ- ~e in healthcare, but they

8

are limited. Cognitive explanations alone are ultimately unsatisfying in the search for
meaning. Assisting patients to make meaning of their healthcare experiences by
weaving them into their life stories is a significant aspect of providing holistic nursing
care.
The reduction of narrative to cognitive meaning is not a true reduction. The
narrative itself cannot be discarded. It is irreducible. The meaning of the
narrative is not hidden. bobind the text in a cognitive statement. rather the
meaning unfolds in front of the text in the encounter between the text and the
being.ofthe'-der/hearerJ•JMcCaffte:,. 1992, p. 2)
· . One instance of this tendency to reduce narratives to cognitive or behavioral

meanings in llcald)care is the use,.of diagnostic categories. One example of this is for
nurses on othtr healthcare providers to, im, the stonos,of Adult Remcmberers of

Family Bt4akdown and,to reduoe:tha'n•to. a~ognitive explanation in ,the form of the
diagnostic: category Adult €hildmn ofDysfunctional Families. ,The cognitive
~planation.beoomesevea mrrower witaisuch spin-offdia~tic categories as Adult
Children ef Alcoholics, Aault. Children. of Divotce, and Adult· Survivors of Incest. ,to

name onlyittfew.
In, the:past 25 years,« ~ the use .of taesc• .diagnostic catqories has become
common·practice in healt.b£are,., These categorle$·first ,emerged when clinicians,
including nurses. began to recegnize common charactcl:risties and similar themes in the

stories. of the family members of.alcoholics and addicts.,· Sholtly .thereafter· similar
core constelldtions of charactepstics were noted among family members experiencing
other type$< of. family traUfflll or disruption, sueh ,as. psychiatrio ,illness and domestic

vioJ,cnce:, of ,all. types. ·ht,~. t4uest for o:>gnitive, Wlderstanding, the ·stories of these

9
many unique persons were reduced to signs, symptoms and defining characteristics of
II

II

the Adult Children grouping of diagnostic categories.
These diagnostic categories and cognitive explanations were helpful initially
in raising the public's awareness, stimulating the creation of prevention and
intervention services, and catalyzing the creation of support groups for affected
persons. As a resuh of this attention, a great deal of clinical and empirical research
has begun .on Children ·of· Alcoholics (COAs) and, Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOAs). The -increased attention ha&. resultecl:in:a,number of questions being raised
about this population, of COAslACOA1l.

,

· '.fhe. Jul~-, 1990 issue of Alcokol Alert;

··
tl, publication of

the: National Institute

on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA),,raised the question of whether Children
of Alcoholics .and Adult Children of Alcoholics are indeed a unique group, or whether

the problems described hy those from families-of-origin with·parental alcoholism also

oocur ilt othet types. of dysfunctional families. For example, are ACOAs more alike or
different than adult .survivors of incest? ·The ;:qu.esfion. •is• an important one. If the

problems :of COAs/ACOAs are not ·the result. of alcohol-specific mechanisms, then this
bu implications for treatment strategies for-COAslACOAs. "Further," stated Enoch
Ciordis,,MD., NIA.AA Director, ~if-:aill children &om dysfunctional homes are at equal
risk, then all are entitled· to the benefits of. any public policy designed to help children

from troubled homes''-(1990. p. 3).,

1,.

rThen; isimuch>in the CQAfACOA,litcranue that would suggest that the
cluster of personality.,eharact¢ristics and problems described by COAs/ACOAs are not

10
related primarily to the. presence of parental alcoholism itself but to the intrapsychic
and interpersonal dysfunction that may result from growing up in a home with parental
dysfunction. Cork's research in 1969 suggested that the negative relationship between
the parents is considered more detrimental than the actual drinking of the alcoholic by
the majority of children of alcoholics (Cork, 1969). Morehouse and Richard's study
(198.2) identified seven major areas of concern cited by young children of alcoholics.
Only two of the areas were directly related to parental alcoholism .

somewhat diffetwnt lisU>f,scwen concerns but; oncei'ap.ia, only two of the concerns
were di~y reliltedt,to parental alcoholismr(Ac.kennan; 1987). Ackerman's· extensive
research with adult children of alcoholics resulted in a rank-ordered list of seven
concerns, different from the concerns of Morehouse's young children and Ackerman's
:

,;.

·.

adolescent children of alcoholics, and only one concern related directly to the parental
alcoholism (Ackerman, 1987).
A number of other authors have suggested that the cluster of problems
associated with COAs/ACOAs are not unique to that population. Kritsberg (1985)
;

.

conside,s, the alcoholic family as one type of, dysfunctional family. He proposes that
the alcoholic family ,is always a dysfunctional ·family, and it differs from other
dysfunctional families only in the degree of dysfunction. He states that there is
always emotional abuse in alcoholic .families; ag.d physical and sexual abuse are also
common: ' Depending on the severity of the abuse in any family, the more or less
severe the family dysfunction will be. The· moi:e severe the family dysfunction,· the·

11

more emotional damage there will be to the offspring.
Smith's ( 1988) research on grandchildren of alcoholics reported that
Grandchildren of Alcoholics (OOAs) may not report extreme examples of verbal,
sexual, and/or physical abuse, and yet the damage done to them in terms of adult
functioning as the result of emotional abuse may be similar to the damage done as the
result of other types of abqse.

Wbetber the· Adult Child who ,has visible trauma;in· the past, or the Grandchild whose emotional needs were neglected, the outcome is a victim lifestyle. The
severity of abuse (e.g.,: iaeest):-will mturally determine how seriously, a person
is damaged and will set the time necessary for recovery, but the outward
ex~ abuse is ®t neceuarily die only wue facing the victim.... My
definition of abuse is any behavior which deliberately, or even inadvertently,
damages -4>1'- detracts frottMbe, self-esteem'-of any<hllman being. (Smith, 1988,
p. 67)
Friel and Friel (1988) dedicated their book entitled Adult children: The
secrets of dysfunctional families to those who have entered "an adulthood of addiction,
t

:

depression, compulsion, unhealthy dependency, stress disorders, unsatisfactory
. ,

1l

relationships, and lives of quiet desperation" (p. 5). The obvious question is "What
, ,,.:r:,.,,. ;
> ·,

\

were the family dynamics that led so many into such adulthoods?"
Regardless of our symplOms.:~ C ~ . t we .aie Adult Children of
Dysfunctional Families because: Something happened to us a long time ago.
It happened•more_than Gnoe. It-hutt·us. We protected ourselves,-the only way
we knew how. We are still protecting ourselves. It isn't working anymore.
(Friel & f'rielf 1988, p; 22)

Significance to Nursing
What is the significance of all this to nursing? Or stated another way, why
should nurses care about this/question and this problem? It is estimated that one in
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eight persons.over 18 years of age qualifies as an ACOA (Russell, Henderson, &
Blume, 1985). The population of Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families (ACDFs)
is, of course. much larger. These persons are reported to have higher than average
rates of stress-related illnesses, depression, anxiety, compulsions, substance abuse,
physical and/or sexual abuse, and somatic complaints (Cermak, 1986). They are
likely, therefore, to be a significant percentage of the patient population of every
nursing specialty. Nurses are in relationship with them whether -0r not these persons

are actively remembering. their, f.amily histolies. Nurses must be educated about the
importance 'of!listening.,t~ these persou~·,stmiesif th&y

arc to do more than merely

treat the symptoms; i.e., if .they are to help them interpret and make meaning of their
healthcare· experiences in·· light of their life narratives.··

Furthermore, a 11umbet' of iJt\lrses· are·tbemselves ACOAs and Adult Children
of Dysfunctional· Families. The. resultant· issues· may :impact their lives, both
personally and profesmonaliy, includmg·.their ability to nurse:effectively their patients

who. are Adult Children of :Dysfuactimal Families.,

Background of the Phenomenon of Interest
Current theories of Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families (ACDFs) tend
to address the criteria by which a family is labelled "dysfunctional," i.e., the
development of psychopathology in individual family members, and the relationship
between the dysfunctional family of origin and the development of psychopathology in
offspring. Current theories, however, do not provide adequate explanations for why
/
offspring from the same family of origin vary so dramatically in degree of function
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and dysfunction. · Current theories do not address what it means to be an ACDF. Nor

do they consider that perhaps it is less a matter of the types of events ACDFs have
experienced and more a matter of the ways in which ACDFs have remembered and
interpreted those experiences that shapes their identity as ACDFs. Current theories are
enamored with diagnostic categories and cognitive· explanations. They have little
patience with or interest in the unique stories or .narratives of individual ACDFs except
as a means of achieving. information from ACDFs, despite the fact that narratives are

an essential component of tho quest .for person~meanmg.
<

ACDFs are, likely to be characterized in current theories as having
experienced adverse life circumstances as children and having increased constitutional
vulnerabiliiy, Jor',exaniple,:,increased genetic loading for psychopathology {Cobler,
1987)~ Even·ill the presence of slieh chatacteristics, however, many adult children
appear:to be abie:to cope with-problems threatening.their\present adjustment:.and to.

function- effectively {Cobler,' 1987:). ·, A study by Zubin and Steinhauer conducted in
1981 and, cited in Cobler. ·-1981, suggested· that as a result of genetic factors, some
persons may be more or less able to learn from past experience in· such a .way as to
help them cope with present.problems. The theory of invulnerability or resilience has
been the theoretical framework for these studies on .increased constitutional

vulnerability among· some ACDFs.
However, a number of experts in the ACDF field recommend caution in
assuming· that resiliency is: the:mechanism by which· some· ACDFs seem less affected
than others;,, -TJiete is aJimit;ltion in reducing the expemence of being what I prefer to
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call an adult ,remembei:er <>f family breakdown to a theory such as resiliency theory.
The limitation is that cognitive explanations such as resiliency theory appeal only to
one aspect of the person, the rational aspect. Cognitive explanations do not reach the
broader and deeper and holistic ranges of being. They cannot hold and sustain us as
persons. It is only by encountering the stories themselves that we are able to reach
levels of tneaning and.llfflS, <>four being th.u the c~mmon cognitive or diagnostic

,The aAalytical ~thod,Jttacilpts;;t~~Y specify ~, wiy the world is~ the
way the human person is, and the way Mystery is. Only then will it ask the
autobiographical ,qut~n. lklw ,~s., r».Y life fit with, these specifi~ and
how does this attempt to fit produce meaning in my life? (McCaffrey, 1992, p.

7)

Tne analytical method has been used almost exclusively in the development of
theory apd, treatment app:oap~s, ,fQr A<::DFs. In addition ,.to the theory of, resiliellCe,
,

<

there ,ha.v~,.~n
theones of family .''laws," such.~ .ACOAs don't
·,

taJ.1'.., dQfl~t trust, and

don'.t f~l (~k. 1~1). l'here ~ve.~n role theories also, whereby a number of
roles have been offered as ways of surviving as a COA and ACOA, such as the family
,

-,., i .

~~.L '-

! :,; ..

hero, scapegoat, lost child, andmascot (Wegscheider, 1981). Individual adult
rememberers of family breakdown have had to ask themselves, "How does my life fit
;•

• S

!:'

' ' .\

,\

{

~

a

'

within these specifications of what others say it means to be an adult child?
Furthermore, does this attempt to fit enhance or deter me from making meaning in my
life?"
• \ !

Trying to fit one's life within these externally produced specifications
,.

separates the question of "what is" from "what was." The analytical method values a
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general or common account of the meaning of being an adult rememberer of family
breakdown over the uniqueness of each adult rememberer's story.
Before the advent of analytic systems of thought, there were only the great
stories. The great stories simultaneously spoke of "what is" and "what was."
But they did it within the temporal structure of a narrative. A person
encountered the great stories in order to help them tell their own story in order
to help them find meaning in their life [sic]. (McCaffrey, 1992, pp. 7-8)
As a society, we no longer share many, if any, great stories. We have
devalued remembering and telling all types of stories, including our personal and
'

cultural narratives. And -~ the· narrative, method is superior to the analytical method
in assisting persons to make meaning-of their lives. The narrative method does not
sepatate a'gcneral -KOOt.mt of the· meaning- of. being with: the unique.events of a
person's life~ .
It simultaneously, deals· with the timelessness of a· general account of being and
the timefulness of my personal and cultural history. It deals with them within
the temporal strttcture -of empk>tted events. And it deals with them jn a way
that is not exclusively cognitive. Narrative reaches (and touches) a broader and
deeper range of our being. (McCaffrey, 1992, p. 7)

Summary Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to inquire into the nature and structure of remembering and how memory is constitutive of experience. Specifically I was
interested in the re-membered narratives, or the living memories and meanings, of the
lived experiences of adult children of dysfunctional families. As the result of this
study, I have come to call these persons adult re-memberers of family breakdown.
Before I was able to engage in this process of description and interpretation,
however, I first conducted a review of the pertinent literature. Of particular interest
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was the literature· that pertained to dysfunctional families, adult children of alcoholics
(as the prototype for adult children of dysfunctional families), and memory. The
memory literature of most interest was that which addressed the narrative method,
autobiographical memory, and remembering. The questions which directed this
literature review included:
Wliat consti_\utes a. dy~fuuctional family?

1.

2.. .,Wllat is known about ad\Jl~,q:iUdf~n p( ~cQhc:>lics as a prototy~ for adult
children of cly~tiioqal f~~?
What have ~n. -~ histQrical -unde{st~gs. Qf mempry?

.... -. 3.

.. , 4. . What_ is ~wq.~ut the-~ :memQry .pr~s in the _pe~?.

or other significant experiences over a lifetime?

·,I

;-,

.,

\,

(

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In order to study the Adult Rememberers of Dysfunctional Families, it was
necessary to understand how this phenomenon had been researched in the past. The
review of literature proceeded·ini!wo,parts. Fifst,,the. large body of dysfunctional
family literature was examined,

as well as the'1lliult 'dlifdren of alcoholics literature

since to date, far m&e is known aboofthis subtrooP than about any other. The
second body of'-literature examined was that of memory and autobiographical
remembering.

There 1are,two majot 'Sections of the literature review. Organization of each
section was' dictated by the

resem'cb itself.

The first section of the literature review is

divided into two parts; Ttie'first,part is a summary of the dysfunctional family
literature. "~functional falnffies" was chosen as the conceptfor review because it is
the umbrella or parent term used for searching the literature for related concepts such
as neurosis, pathology, illness, sickness, and maladaptation, to name just a few. The
second part of section one is a review of tbe Adult Children of Alcoholics litetature.
This' category has been chosen instead of Adult Oill.dren of Dysfunctional ,Families for
pragmatic reasons: (l) Adult Children of Alcoholics has been the research and clinical
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prototype for all types of Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families until very recently;
and (2) far less literature exists to date for other types of Adult Children of
Dysfunctional Families.
The second section of the literature review is also divided into two parts. The
first section is an historical overview of memory. The second part is an historical
analysis of autobiographical memory·. and,the Jife narrative.

Section 1, Part 1: Summary of the

· Dvlf\Uldigjali:ftdlily Literature

The tenn "dysfunctional family" has become popular in everyday American

usage despite being a relatively recent concept. Web•r's New Collegiate Dictionary
(1976) defines "dysfunctional!' as the adjectival form of the ooun "dysfunction," and it
defines "dysfunction":,s ''impaired·or •bnormal functioning" (p. 356):
"Fvnctioning'' is die: genmd,· or verbal

llf)lfA

form, of ·"function." Webster's

concerns us: the action for wbk!lh a ·,erson • thing is specially fitted or used ,or for
which a thing exists.
The dictionary defmition.of tbe·noun

·"family" according to Webster's (1976,

p. 414) includes the following: (1) a group of people united by certain convictions (as
of religion' oriphilosophy)::: PBLLOWSHIP., (2)Ja·,group <bf·· persons of common
ancC$try: CLAN. (3) a group of individuals living underone'roof and under one
head: HOUSEHOLD. (4) the basic unit in soci~ty having·as its nucleus two or more
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adults living together and cooperating in the care and rearing of their own or adopted
children. (5) a group of related persons, lower animals, or plants; also: a group of
things having· common characteristics.
"Family dysfunction" as a term does not appear in the dictionary. With such
a a variety of definitions for the concepts of "family" and "dysfunction," it is
necessary U> search the literature to analyze -this concept. Such a search need only
include literature from·ihe past 40 years or so, because before 1950, an individual's
psychosocial symptoms: wm ·oonsidete<f, purely' intrapsychic in origiit Therefore~
although· individllal dysfunction -was· fa relevant' coaeept ·prior to 1950, "dysfunctiooal

fannly"

as a coocept did not exist ~ se.
The approach 'known- as family thetapy was born during the early 1950s. It is

tbit:I approach which gave birth to the concept of dysfunctional family. It might be
said that· family therapy 'was1born by· accident. A numher of psychooynamic therapists
,•

began intervieWing the family members of their patients as a means of gaining or
collaborating information·.· Uriieknownst t& one ·an.other, these therapists observed
interactions

among family membm ·which -fueled aifiew eausative• •theory· of human

l'f'Oblems. For example,• these therapists ooticed that what the identified patient made

dbanges in his/hef behavior, isoother fllmily-membet eften· ~

"sick"

so that

improvement fot :111e ·ihtlividual did not· always mean improvement in ovetall family
functioning. In· fact, ·in •rtumerous· cases, it appeared •that the identified patient's
th'erapy· was actually undijttnined by the family. Such observations resulted in

reconsidering the family's role iltthe treatment of pathology.
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These insights led to a vast amount of research in the 1950s and 1960s
linking family dynamics and schizophrenia. For the first time, family function was
described using a systems approach, and the concepts of homeostasis, double bind,
pseudomutuality, and pseudohostility were coined. "Family function" was also coined,
and the term meant the process by which a family operates to achieve its goals, both
stated and unstated (Miller, 1980). It is likely that for the first time, the concept
"family dysfunction" was introduced as well.
'-.

,·,_,"
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These ideas and findings were generalized into specific frameworks of family
interrelationships, and several schools of thought developed in the 1960s. The most
popul~ ~f\hese app;~~h~s ~nv~ived adaptations of a systems approach. According to
Jones (1980, p. 8), "The different frameworks represent different ways of viewing a
family's functional and dysfunctional behavior." Unfortunately, most of these
frameworks do not clearly define what they mean by functional and dysfunctional
}:··

'

family-behaviors.
The primary goal of family therapy is not to discover the "cause" of the
family's problems, but rather to break the dysfunctional pattern that exists between
one or more family members and the family as a system (Gorman & Kniskern, 1981).
Family systems theory and family therapy assume that a linear causal model is useless
for studying or treating human interaction in families. Both assume a reciprocal or
circular notion of causality instead (Becvar & Becvar, 1982). The family view of
dysfunction emphasizes the ways that each individual influences the family system's
effectiveness. Thus, individu_al psychosocial health is a reflection of family
I
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psychosocial health. Family psychosocial health, in turn, measures the family's
overall system effectiveness (Sedgewick, 1981).

Family Therapy Approaches
Since the 1950, many approaches to family therapy have been introduced. All
share the premise that family therapy should promote a change within the family
system. Most approaches assume that family dysfunction stems from the family's
system of rules and roles. Most refer to family function and dysfunction but do not
clearly define what these terms mean in their approaches. Several classification
systems have been developed to group the many approaches to family therapy. Six
such classifications, including one by a nurse therapist, follow.
')1··:1

The first of these classification systems was created by the Group for the
Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP) and published in the 1970 book Treatment for
\

:

'.!',.

~t

- ~;

-1: :·,

Families in Conflict. The book was a rudimentary attempt to classify the theoretical
orientations of family therapists by using a continuum ranging from A (therapists with
a primary focus on the individual) to Z (therapists with a primary focus on family
,,,

systems).
Beels and Ferber (1973) constructed the second classification system from
,· f

,._·

observations of family therapy sessions. They found that therapists presented
themselves to families by means of different styles. These styles were:
1.

Conductors: those therapists with vigorous personalities who direct the
family (Nathan Ackerman, Virginia Satir, Salvador Minuchin, Murray
Bowen, for example).
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Reactors: those therapists who follow the direction of the families.

2.

(a) Reactor-Analysts: those who follow more of the psychoanalytic tradition
with a focus on the internal responses of family members (Carl Whitaker,
Ivan Boszzormenyi-Nagy, James Framo, Lyman Wynne, and Harold
Searles, for example).
b)

Reactor-Systems Purists: those who

are interested in power relations

within the family and become covert leaders (Gerald Zuk, Jay H~y.
Don Jackson),, The pasic·concm1 for each of these is communication.
Guerin (1976) classified family•thetapists according to theoretical orientation.
,This resulted in two 'lriajor gronps:• · psychoanalytic .and•systems orientations. He

further subdivided these groups into individual, group, experiential, and Ackerman-like
1

approaches.
Foley (1974) classified five major therapists into two categories:
1. Role-Relationship Model: Ackerman

2. Systems Model:
(a) Those who see the family as an emotional relationship system, e.g.:

Bowen
(b) Those who see the family as a communication system, e.g.:
1. Jaclcson: emphasizes cognitive. aspects
2. Haley: emphasizes power relationships
3. Satir: emphasizes feelings
Nichols (1984) compared eight family treatment strategies in a systematic
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manner. These eight strategies were: (1) Psychoanalytic; (2) Group; (3) Experiential;
(4) Behavioral; (5) Extended Family Systems; (6) Communication; (7) Strategic; and
(8) Structural. There was also the Systemic (Milan) approach of Palazzoli et al.

(1978). It was categorized separately based on its divergent theoretical and clinical
assumptions and techniques.
The sixth classification of family therapy approaches, and the only one to
have been done by a nurse. thl,-apist was that of .Jones ( 1980). Jones identified· seven

approaches to· family therapy; categmized systematically ~cording to the theoretical
and clinical orientations of each: (1) Integrati:ve; (2)•P&ychoanalytic; (3) Bowen's·
Multigenerational; (4) Stntctural; (5) Interactional; (6) Social Network; and (7)
Behavioral.
Jones' ,.classification system wiU be used to organize the literanmt ,review· that
follows.

Jn addition,· the following three questions will be asked: ( l) What· are the

definitions of dysfunctienal family as conceptualiad by each of Jones' seven major
family therapy framewotall·((l)' If.the"ema,pt "dys{Ullctional ,family" is not refetted
to specifteaUy;by a particular .framework, . ,._ there other tenns ·.·used which are
presumed to have similar meaning? · ~3): How do the concepts and definitions used by
the'seven approaches compare and contrast?, The literature for each of the seven

addressed1 later in this ·sedkln.

Integrative Approach
Credit for the first of the seven major approaches, the Integrative Approach to
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Family Therapy, is given to Nathan Ackerman. Ackerman does not define
dysfunctional family per se, but he does define two related concepts. He defines
"healthy family" (1972) as a family embedded in a healthy community and having a
commitment to a sound set of human social values. He defines "family pathology" as
an inability·to adapt to differences and change·on the part of family members and the
family as a,unit· Pathology {or Ackerman consists of a breakdown of role

complementarity (circular· support) or an inappropriate coping• pattern with conflict
(tole adaptation). · In .an advanced .fonn of fami)3/ pathology, an individual family

tnember- may become an idomifieci' patient. ·Ackerman does not define what he means
by "family;" but'it is liltely that he had a traditional notion of tbe 1 nuclear family in
mind~

Ackerman,t)elievedthe model of role-relationships best fits the phenomena of
family dyrramies; He rejected the 'systems notion- for:two reasons.' Fitst, he feared
losing sight: of the: indi\tidual when '1'systems empkasis was imposed on the family as

an integmted whQle.

,Second, be believed that viewing, the family as a system did not

allow apptopriam emphasis to··be placed upon .family·values. 'fhis permitted the
therapist to ,Jose \sight ;of what: Ackennan deemed ,me,•thempist~,s primary responsibility
to be1 ie., ~isting the family in distinguishing healthy and unhealthy values.
Therefore~· aoc~rding·to

A~kmnan~ the unbeakby <>t patllological family is.one which

is oot , ~ e d :iti ,a healthy tommunity :and does: nGt have a commitment to a sound ,
set'of human values.
I
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Psychoanalytic Approach
The psychoanalytic approach to family therapy borrows concepts from
Freudian psychoanalysis, object relations, ego psychology, and self psychology and
applies them within the family context. Persons classified as working within this
approach include Framo, Grotjahn, Boszormenyi-Nagy, Spark and Stierlin. These
therapists consider the family as a close relationship system in which the family
members are influenced by each other's psychological make-up (Jones, 1980). It is

.

•.·

~
'

:,

not always clear which persons qualify as family members in this approach, but a
traditional nuclear family understanding is likely.
It was Freud who proposed that neurotic conflicts are birthed in early
'

,,

interactions between children and their families. He isolated the family from treatment
in hopes of liberating the patient from the family's pathological influences. He helped
to create the illness model of psychiatric disorders for the individual (Nichols, 1984).
The psychoanalytic family therapists believe that a breakdown in healthy
l

,

,

.. i

'

;

family functioning occurs because one or both of the parents are disturbed. The
s

! if~=,,'' ' . '. \ \ ';; '

i .f.:

:_, . ,

general pattern in what psychoanalytic family therapists refer to as "neurotic families,"
rather than dysfunctional families, is that parents impose the same acts of unfairness
on their children that were once imposed on themselves as children. Hence, there is
conformity to a "family illness model" of therapy whereby a necessary requirement of
a disturbed, or dysfunctional, family is one or more disturbed, or dysfunctional, marital
partners.
Along ·with Murray Bowen, the psychoanalytic family therapists are the only
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family therapists within Jones' classification system who do more than merely
recognize the significance of family-of-origin relationships. The psychoanalytic family
therapists and Bowen are the only family therapists who utilize the family-of-origin as
a therapeutic resource. They are the only ones who prepare adult children to deal

actively with members of their original family, often by establishing an adult-to-adult
relationship with the parents and other members of the family-of..origin (Jones, 1980).

Bowen•~ Muhigeneratifpal ':Approach
The·Bowen Apptoadi~.founded byMurray·Bowen, is also called the
Multigenerationat Approd. In 1975,

Bowen (1976) fonnally changed the

name of

his family therapy approach, from "family systems' theory" to the "Bowen tbeocy"
because,of the confusion he perceived between family systems theory and general
systems

iheory. ·ff.is disdplet nidcnamed ·ttm ·,appl'Olleh the Multigenerational

· , •. , : Bowen's apprbach·Tesooed &um his ean, obae,vations that the family

severe problems and even, in

asymptomatic families. He proposed that the intensity of

patterns being observed wem·related to two variables: (1) the degree of anxiety
present, and (2) the
1976).:

;,

cles,ee ,of integration of what Bowen calls the "self"' (Bowen,
," :',-

• '

r

· 'A~ng to Bowen ( 1976), the• concept· of differentiation of self is "a
!·

comerStot'le of. the

theory.''

He states:

The concept definefpeople·according to the.degree of fusion, or differentiation,
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between emotional and intellectual functioning. . . .The concept eliminates the
concept of normal, which psychiatry has never successfully defined. It is not
possible to define normal when the thing to be measured is constantly
changing. Operationally, psychiatry has called people normal when they are
free· of emotional symptoms and behavior is within average range. The concept
of differentiation has no direct connection with the presence or absence of
symptoms. People with the most fusion have most of the human problems, and
those with the most differentiation, the fewest; but there can be people with
intense fusion who manage to keep their relationships in balance, who are
never subjected to severe stress, who never develop symptoms, and who appear
nonµal. However, their life adjustments are tenuous, and, if they are stressed
into dysfunction, the impairment can be chronic or permanent. There are also
fairly well-<\iff~fel\Qated. ,~p~ ,W~ can ,Qe stressed into .dysfunction, but they
recover rapidly. (pp. 65-66)
\
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When anxiety intensifies and/or remains chronic, the organism develops
tensions manifested as "symptoms" or "dysfunction" or "sickness" (Bowen, 1976).
.

,(
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'

,,

The lo~~r ~ level pf differep.tiiW,~~ 011·in~grati~ ·of self, the less able the organism
is to a<h\pt to anxiety.
'

'.

,.

Bowen also hypothesized .that anxiety is infectious. within a. fan;iilJ. A
changing degree of chronic anxiety can result in anyone appearing normal at one level
of anxiety or abnormal at another level. .. ,Thqs pathology manif~ted in an identified
patient is mer~ly a symptom of the fapµly ;µqit. It is not one ipdividual who is sick,
but the .emotional .sys~,v of the family unit. la his 1971 writiJ1gs, Bowen refers to the
~ncept of "family dysfunction":
~ of the. JllQSt impo$1lt aspects of family dysfunction is an. equal degree of
overfunction in another part of the family system. It is factual that dysfunction
and overfuQCUOll exist together. On one level this is a smooth-working,
flexible, reciprocating mechanism in which one member automatically
overfuncp.ons to compensate for. the dysfunction of the other who. is
temporarily i11. ... I called this the overadequate-inadequate reciprocity.
(Bowen, 197~. p. 168)

In

adaitwn to the concept of differentiation, Bowen qses. the terms
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"dysfunction'·' and "dysfunctional" when discussing several of the concepts which form
the eight interlocking building blocks of his theory of family therapy. When
discussing the concept of triangulation, for example, he describes how repeated
triangling becomes a chronic "dysfunctional pattern," preventing resolution of
differences or making one or more of the threesome vulnerable to physical or
emotion-1 symptOJ11$.
Also, his CQDCept of the family prqjectioo•process includes a,discussion of the

undifferentiation.
l ,,

Large amounts of undifferentiation can be absorbed through physical,

,iemotion:a,l. or $0Cial:4ysfunctions. This is a reciPJocal relatiQnship in whi£h
one spouse dominates the relationship, while the other is submissive and

·~apuve. ,~e dysfunction of the spouse :who ·has handed .all responsibility over
to the overfunctioning spouse may be manifested as drug or alcohol abuse,
utespon$ible behaviors, poor work.history, psyc~ problems, cbronic,family
illness, or other conditions which seriously affect the individual's functioning.
·· (.Gain,J980t p. 122) . ,

ihese are,ex.antples. of,wnditions which, according to Bowen, qualify the
spouse as being dysfunctional. Dysfunctional relates to those conditions which
'

~

\

seriously

,.

aifect the individual's functioning.

If an individual is dysfunctional,

according to Bowen, then the family is also dysfunctional, and vice versa. Family
dysfunction, therefore, may be the pathologic manifestation of undifferentiation of both
the individual self and the family self.
Similarly, Bowen's discussion of the concept of emotional cutoff makes
reference to dysfunction:
One family remains in contact with the parental family and remains relatively
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free of symptoms for life, and the level of differentiation does not change much
in the next generation. The other family cuts off with the past, develops
symptoms and dysfunction, and a lower level of differentiation in the
succeeding generation. (Bowen, 1976, p. 85)
Bowen (1976, p. 85) believes that the same fusion of emotional and
intellectual systems that occurs within the individual occurs in society as well:
The societal concept postulates that the same process is evolving in society as
in the family;· that we are in a period of increasing chronic societal anxiety;
that society responds to this with emotionally determined decisions to allay the
anxiety of the moment;, that this ~suits in symptoms of dysfunction; that the
efforts to relieve the symptoms result in more emotional bandaid legislation,
which incre~ the pmt,tem; ··and ttmti me eye~· kee~·rrepeatmg, just as the
family goes through cycles similar to the states we call emotional illness.
"

•·,

,

Bowen's usage of the concept dysfunction in these last two examples
.J

.

.

'

•,

de11:1onsn:ates that for him, dysfunction is manifested by symptoms. Dysfunction may

be the result of poor differentiation of self, intense emotional cutoff, or increasing
.. i'.:,:\

chronic anxiety. Dysfunction may be similar to, or synonymous with, the states
\

t

known as emotional illness. For Bowen, a dysfunctional individual implies a
'

.

.

dysfunctional family and vice versa.

Structural Approach
i

• · )

Salvadof Mmuchin uses the term stmcluraf f~y therapy to refer to a

method thaf is &signed. to change the family through modification· of the; feedback
!#ystem of relationships. He provides one of the clearest definitions of the concepts of
family· and :fuhctioil. ·For

Mmuchin ·and his followers, :the family is considered to be a

system of individuals· whose relationsbips and actions ate govemed by an invisible set
of fttnctional demands that organize all behavior (Minuchin, 1974). The family is a
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system because it consists of interlocking behaviors and responses to behaviors which
occur through transactional patterns. Transactional patterns are laws which govern
interactions evolving over time in a family. Such invisible laws govern the how,
when, and to whom to relate within the family context in specific instances. The
existence of clear boundaries surrounding family subsystems is essential for successful
family functioning.

,. , , . •Minucbin':s cenceptttalizatien of . ~ b~dowa in he~thy family fuactioning
(1967, 1974, l978) is similar to that outlined by Ackemlan. That is, the .demaeds for
change· in the family can bring about ,one ef two possiblo results: ( 1) there may be
growth on the· part of each individuaHn the family, each subsystem within the {amily,
and·the,iamily as. a unit; or, (2) .there rnay be a maladaptive response to the demand
for change at each .of these levels. , The 1esult of such maladar,tation to c.han»e, is the
evolvement of "dysfuoctionaLtransactional .p~ms" to govem·tamily interecti~• Ntd

conduct on the·part of family members.
•. Two profiles of dysfunctional transactional patterns are depicted, i.e., the
enmeshed and:.the disengaged fantily.;S(rudure (Minuchin;, 1967). The two profiles are

schematically represented as .follows. (M:inuchin, 1974):

·DISENGAGEDJRIGID.....CLEAR BOUNDARIES.....ENMESHED/DlFFUSE
For·c,xamplc, selection by the family of .one person to be. lltke problem" is a method of
maintaining a rigid, inadequate family structure, and· the ·symptom is an expression of
the .family dysfunction. Therefore,. for Minucbul, the .presence ~f dysfwwtional

transactional patterns. qualifyAhe family as being dysfunctional. ·
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lnteractional Approach .
The interactional (also referred to as interactionist) approach to family therapy
has been variously termed the "strategic" (Haley, 1976) and the "communication"
(Foley, 1974) approach. Confusion surrounding this approach stems from the work of

a number of different persons who represented two distinct research endeavors, i.e.,
the Gregory· Bateson (Double Bind)· Project, and the Mental Research .Institute (MRI).

Don Jackson w.as associated with both· projects at various time-s, as were Jay. Haley
and John Weakland. Furthermore, the two projects were housed in the same building

for a while, and a 1 ponnection.betwota.tbemwssiassu..._,
In genenil. the intenctional approa!h !f8W cmt of both of ·these research

endeav01& s:R was ·based upon the cybernetics model (the 'sciace of communication

and.control tt-,ry), atJd,symbolic interactiottism (Schvaneveldt, 1966). The unit of •
analysis; for tl.erapy· was• ''behavioral--commimicational'' or ''interactional" phenomena

between ·and. among ·family.aemt;in, 1i.e.,, •tile foaus

was on the internal functioning. of

The •Bateson· group •investigated·••.''dysftmdional communications''. genemly
within both "sick"·and,nonsymptomatic.famili~(Sluzki, 1976). The concept of

double bind was one of.the,major concepts developed during this.project. Research at
the· MRI argued that• behavior

and· communication were synonymous, and behavioral

actions per. se became the unit of analysis (Greenberg~·· 1977): The concepts of .
homeostasis, feedback, family rules, ·quid pro quo, axioms ·of communication, circular
causality,· multifinality, and. equifinality......all of which are derived from principles of · ·
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cybernetics--were- developed for use in family therapy.
Therapists of the interactional perspective conceptualized the family as a
system of interactive behaviors or communication. Three other major assumptions of
this perspective were (Hill & Hansen, 1960): ( 1) Social conduct is most immediately

a function of the social milieu. (2) A human being is an independent actor as well as
reactor to his or her situation. (3) The basic autonomous unit is the acting individual

in a social -setting; Beyond these basic assumptions, each,therapist-theorist added
his/her own presuppositions.
For example, Jacksmt {1967a) described the-- family as an intedocking system

where each mombe11 is a subsystem that:inftuenc!es all other members. Watzlawick
(1967) stated that the family is a communication system which is equivalent to a
behavioral.system. Haley (1963) and Satir (1967)concurred with this, although Haley
emphasimd the notion of power, while Satir emphasized the notion of feelings. The
parameters, ,around· which family functioning ·occun, then, are derived from. the family
rules which represent the:govemmg principles.of family life.
Consequently, according to Jiickson,{1967b) and Watzlawick (1967), family
dysfunction occurs when the rules of family functioning become ambiguous. Haley
(1963) described the same phenomenon as.a -refusal for persons to define the nature of
the relationship. Satir (1967) emphasized that dysfunctional families have
dysfunctional rules, i.e., rules that are ambiguous and/or unspoken. Dysfunctional
0

rules beget dysfunctional families, and vice versa, according to Satir (1971). Each of
these therapists were convinc;ed that emotional dysfunction is primarily the outcome of
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emergent aspects of ongoing interactions. Therefore, therapy should deal with "here
and now" interactional processes.
The general goal of family therapy within the interactional approach is
clarification of the family rules (Jackson and Watzlawick), to produce a behavioral
change within family members (Haley), which serves to clarify and make functional
the communication (Satir) .. The tasks .of therapy involve observation of what is going
OD

in the. interactional system, .how the system continues to function, and the degree to

which change is possible (Greenberg, 1971), The parameters of dysfunction must be

defined, as well as the;, strengths of ,the•· system. Following this .observation, the
therapist's main function is to effeet ehange.in the interactional sequences that
precipitate and maintain symptoms of dysfunctional communication/behavior. The aim
of intervention is to modify the context in which the family resides and/or in which
the dysfunction is manifested.
Thus, for the interactionists, a dysfunctional family is one which manifests
dysfunctional communication and behavior stemming from ambiguous and/or
unspoken family rules. The usefulness of this framework is expanded by the addition
of concepts from theories such as developmental theory and systems theory which
consider the context in which interaction occurs, including external forces which
, . ;, l •• ,

'

!

•

1. •(

1;

\

':

'

influence family socialization.

§wi.al-Network Apmoach . t

. ·1

·. A< -variety of therapists Jwidl diverse backgrounds have utilized social network
concepts as an approach to family therapy. Attneave (1976) states that most family
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therapists of this orientation utilize a systems approach to theory. Individuals are seen
relative to the context of the larger social network rather than relative to the context of
the family.
The family is conceptualized as a network of related individuals which is
embedded within a larger social network. Breakdown of family functioning occurs

within this l~ger social network, and a manifestation of breakdown in family
functioning is loss of resilience of the social network. From this point of view, the
dysfunction lies not within the family but rather within society at large. Families are
not sick; society is sick. The goal of network intervention is not cure or treatment but
the enablement of people to cope with stresses of social change.

Behavioral a\w{gach •
. A central •~ue in family,•· 1:herapy ~volVe$, ar()und the .exteni. to which

i,ntrapsycbically detennin.ed. (Jones, 19&0).
Behavioral family :therapists conceptualize the family as a syst~IJl ,of
interlockin• behaviors wbereby th~ .behaviors of ~b famiy member are stiJD.Ulated

by, or

a.re a, re&l)On~ t<>; the behavio~.,o{ each other. .A break.down in family

functioning occurs

when. undesirable ~iors, of one. or nwre family .melllbe,::s are

reinf~d by other family. members.•. Any 1;,ehavior that· is soci~y reinforced will
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strengthen, whether it is appropriate or "maladaptive" behavior. Behavior modification
theory, concepts, and techniques as introduced by Skinner (1953; 1976) are used. If
no behavior change occurs, the fauh lies with the behavioral modification program, not
with the patient.

Additional Approaches to Jones'

Classifroati~ System
Developmental Theory
(:

!

:,

Although developmental theory is not a f~ly therapy approach per se, it is a
popular theoreti~al framework applicable to family assessment and care. This
framework considers the family as it evolves over time, constantly changing as it
proceeds from one chronological stage to the next (McNally, 1980). Each stage
I

'

•

'

-

,

presents unique tasks for family members who resolve these tasks with varying
degrees of success. The results of these stages and tasks are then carried over into the
next stage. Central to this framework is the premise that developmental tasks must be
completed within a critical period of time if successive stages are to be favorably
negotiated (Erikson, 1963). Family development theory is built upon the longitudinal
:

'7'1.

process of sequential and cyclical patterns of growth, development, and decline.
The most frequently used concepts in family development theory include
family, family structure, family functioning, and family patterns (Hill & Rodgers,
1964). However, the definitions for these concepts are hard to come by. They are
used in such a way that presumes the reader understands their meaning without having
' "

I

them defined. The developmental framework also underscores the importance of
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concepts from the systems and interactionist frameworks while simultaneously placing
an emphasis upon the concepts of developmental stages and tasks.
Ideally, the family unit functions to provide a relatively safe and secure
environment in which all members have the opportunity for maximum growth. During
periods of calm, members channel their energies in the same direction. They are able
to support one another. in meeting developmental tasks alternately. Periods of conflict
erupt during critical .periods of growth when family members' goals, needs, and
developmental tasks .are incompatible.•
The family gystom has developmental tasks· of its own which arise

sequentially and wbicb ensure its well~being and continuity as a functioning unit.. The
family's growth responsibilities change during its life cycle, and the accomplishment
or failure of family tasks in earlier phases affect the later phases (Duvall, 1977).
All families experience stress and conflict from time to time as an inevitable
accompaniment to growth and change. Therefore, stress and conflict in a family do
'. t

it

t

;,

,,,,,I

not automatically qualify it as a dysfunctional family. The assumption of new roles
'.'.

S

•'

ic

and responsibilities is thought to bring rewards as well as hazards.
However, in addition to the developmental stresses and conflicts that all
' .• 1 .•

families face, there are unique crises which tax the family's resources and threaten
stability and integrity. A crisis is defined as any situation for which present coping
H

I:

skills are inadequate. Crises may be classified as developmental or situational.
Developmental crises are periods during the life cycle when change takes place at
comparatively rapid rates (E~kson, 1963). For example, the identity crisis of
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adolescence and the generative crisis of adulthood are proposed to be experienced by
everyone.
Situational crises originate in specific life events which occur at a particular
point in time and which arise unexpectedly or with little warning. The addition· or loss
of a family member, especially in cases of illegitimacy, suicide, or divorce, are
situational evQnts which may t>ecome,,the precursors of crisis for. some families.

:Natural disasters suck as hurri'181les, o,arthQllBMSt: floods.:and •tt>madoes are prototypes
of crisis events,that aff~t families;.co1')Pll.lllitie~ aaJI even nations. Duvall (1977)

categome,s ,.types ,of fan):ily eri$es ·as follow:s: dismemberment (loss of a member),
accessian (addition of a member), demoralization (loss of status), and any combination
of these...·

Crisis Theory
The major concepts of crisis theory, a subtype of developmental theory, came
'

from Lindemann (1944) and Caplan (1%1). Basic to crisis theory is the assumption
that crises are part of the human condition. Lindemann observed that adaptive forms
of grief differ from maladaptive forms, and early intervention may mitigate
pathological grieving responses. Caplan elaborated on Lindemann's work by
identifying the following three stages of the developing crisis:
Stage 1: Tension arises as usual coping measures are tried in response to a
h,asiardous or life event.
Stage

2:

Lack of succ~s in coping leads to a.greater tension which then
produces disorganization of the system.
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Stage 3: The failure of usual coping measures creates a need for alternative
solutions and receptivity to change.
Crises typically occur not as isolated events but within the context of an
already existing family system. They are managed according to the resources
available to the family. Socioeconomic level, marital and familial relationships, and
previously completed· tasks are the variables which· determine whether a crisis will
strengthen· or weaken the family. ·The goals of the•therapist are to help families
increase their success •in Sllrmoufiting d\welopmental ·tasks, and to move toward
effective planning and problem--~ving which 'Will introduce new strategies for coping

with crisis.
• A dysfurtctional 1family in the context-of developmental and crisis theory,
therefore, ·would be a family who. is unsuccessful in achieving developmental tasks,
resulting in decreased family stability and integrity: A· limitatmn of the
developmental/crisis f ~ is ·its· lack of a theoretical· foundation on which to base
mterverttiorts <>nee

a. family assessmenMias ~Ii done. · Fttrther elaboration of wellness

tasks~ where ·Wellness is viewed as·"a·continually evolving and changing process
related to the developmental stages of man and the individual's completion of certain

Hevelopulentat tasks'' (Btulin,'Cordova, Williams,~ Puentes, 1977, p. 209), may
enhance the value of the developmental framework in working with families.
'

i

;

Stress ~d Coping
t.,,)

7

The family literature subsumes several conceptual frameworks under the
./
umbrella of family stress and coping, including family adjustment and family
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adaptation. Unlike the llpathological" models of the family, these models emphasize
the essential "normality" of families by focusing on "normal" people reacting to stress.
These models when viewed together conceive of families as normal people coping
with stress and disorder rather than being disordered or pathological themselves
(Orford, 1987).
The key assumption in each of these models is that continual changes within
families. are, a constanuareat. to,fwnily health maintenance. Changes in members,
roles, or settings ace stressful,evcnw. Intem-1 resources .of families vary according to
the economic, soci~ ltlld emotioaalJ status of the family unit. •Fl.lrthennore... the point
at whicll,ax.stressor:bisects the life cycle of a family can lead to an increase in familial
vulnerabilitydf 1a: tlaniitional developmental crisis is already occunina,within the
family .organizational structure (Hymovich, 1973). Hence, there are overlaps between
stress attd,coping theory, and devolopmel'ltal theory/cri~ theory..
• , The adaptability potential of a family varies with its ability to retain and to
utilize its experleoccs, its.i81wco,t.strongdls. )8ll(l, its.patterns of bQmting. faniily .
coping ~hanisms consist of any responses to external life strains that serve to
prevent,· avoid, or control emotional and physical distress (B~arlen &.SchQOler,.1978).
The accU$tOilled means. of dealing with• conflict tnay be taxed or inadequate, and the
expected response-.: in 1family interactions· may: JWt, occur. The. family \1.M may Ulen
flounder. under the tension ,of .a situation that call. ·rapidly teaeh cri~ proportions.
Dysfunctional pattern& of boluwiot mault if the family ~ann<>t asMt»iiate

~

induced ~hanges by mob~ its resources. S)l:mptQms ,of disequilibrium in family. :
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functioning occurwhen dysfunction leads to non-function in necessary areas of role
allocation, task completion, and decision-making (deGive, 1980). The primary goal of
intervention must be the reorganization of the family unit to regain equilibrium in
order to survive.
Hirschowitz (1974, 1975) has identified seven unhealthy patterns or
dysfunctiOllal reactions that. families use to deal, with change: ,

I .. Data received· about needed.change are distorted and obscured.
2. Data are ignored or tufted-.out by members who Withdraw.

· :3; ,, lmergrisi4ismpated as family members try to retain the past or fantasize
about the future .

.,.4., · When, the need•· for, change cannot be denied, the family seaiches for a

~goat
5, ..The. ·father1 IllaJ .abdicate

ms parental role and invest most of bis time at

work..
. 6. Memben1r1nay aeesthctize emotional·pain with drugs, alcohol, food, or other
compulsions.

, 7. ·Ultimately, the

familt may request. that someone• else· take over the. family

.,and may become. dependent on an in4ividual or agency.

The course. of a family through the changes induced by its readaptation to
stress includes three stages:.. ·equilibrium (maintenance); disequilibrium (mobilization
and modification); aad recquilibriwn (modulation). The movement of families through
these Stagesi of stress-induced change towatd ·a return to ,equilibrium can be predicted
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by two sets of variables (deGive, 1980): (1) factors internal to the family, i.e., role
flexibility, other familial resources, stage of the developmental life cycle, and the
family's definition of the event itself; and (2) factors external to the family, i.e., the
family's competence at transacting with their kinship network, their community, and
society at large. ·

.The·end result of.appropriate utilization of internal and external resources is a

deaease Jn stress and a iaurn .to healthy functioning. Families who are unable or
unwilling to mobilize their·. strengths to achieve pater flexibility in roles and function
wi'll ,experienoe disorganization and defeat,.,,;, ,,·

:. This pattentof defeat and.made~ is.sfound m those families who are no
longer .able to cope with stress. Al!hough stress and· coping theorists do not defme the
conatpt of dysftmctional' families :per se, families with this pattern would· qualify as

families~aeedirig, ~ - .when,the capacity te meet obstacles and to shift course

has ·been ·exhausted, these families have usually had a history of failure to adapt
functioning to, the cbaages ·. WI'Qllgllt by internal and external forces. Each new stress
precipitates old ,memories of past experiences; of failure to reorganize and· reattain a

sense ,of cohesion. and integrity i Successful coping strengthens a family~ while failure
weakens family morale •d structure (Hill, 1958).
Each family must learn to surmount innumerable crises during its life cycle
and to reorganize or reestulish equilibrium in its illteraal structure. It mµst strive to
prevent

the stress inherent· in contmued, failure and defeat. The coping abilities of

individual families, i,e.~ tbeir;success ·or failure in maintaining the health of the family
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unit, are a function of the recognition and the utilization of resources, both internal
and external to the family.

Significance of the Dysfunctional Family
Literature Review
A number of concepts related to the concept of "dysfunctional family" have
been identified· as a product of the literature review. These include: "breakdown in
family functioning" (Jones); ''system ineffectiveness" (several family therapy
approaches); i•filmily pathologyf (Ackerman); \'neurotic families" and "family illness"

(Psychoanalysts); !'symptoms\' and•.'~dy~tieo'' an.cl ••sickness" (Bowen);.
"maladaptation to change" and "dysfunctional transactional patterns" (Minuchin);
"ambiguous and/or unspoken family rules" and "dysfunctional communication" and
"dysfunctional behavior" (lnteractionists); '!loss of,resllieuce of:social,network" (Social
Networkms); "maladaptwe 'behavior'' (Behaviorists); ''taxed family resources"
(Developmentalists); and,"inability to cope with stress" and "past experiences of failure
and defeat'' (S-Ss,andCoping,Tbeorists).. · ·

Many.of·these related concepts are understood by their developers to provide
a definition or meaning of the concept ''dysfunctional family." For example,
dysfunctional· family may mean:
l. A breakdown in family functioning (Jones);
2. System ineffet:tiveness (accm:ding to most of the approaches except some of
the psychoanalysts aad perhaps Ackerman);

,3.

Family pathology; d)e inability·to adapt to differences and change; a
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breakdown of role complementarity or role adaptation; lack of
commitment to a sound set of human social values; being embedded in an
unhealthy community (Ackerman);

4. Family neurosis; a family with intrapsychic illness (the Psychoanalytic
Family Theorists);
5. Sickness of the emotional system of the family unit (Bowen);
6. Maladaptation, to change affecting the family system; dysfunctional
transactional patterns of families {Minuchin);
, 7; Ambiguous and/or unspok• ,fiJnily. mies; dysfunctional communication;
dysfunctional behavior (Interactionists);

8. Loss of resilience of the social network.,of the family; dysfunctional
society begets dysfunctional families (Social Network Theorists);
9. Maladaptive behavior of the family member(s) and/or family unit
(Behaviorists);:,, ,
10. A family whose ,msourccs have "been taxed, by crises (the Developmental
· ,and Crisis Theorists); and,
11. A family who is no longer able .to .cope with stress because of past
··experiences bf failure.:andidefeat in maintail,UDg; 1tlie health of the family
(the Stress and Coping, Adaptation, and Adjustment Theorists).
These definitions or meanings of "dysfunctional family" are at very different
levels of abstacuon or·specificity. Some give characteristics of dysfunction, others
seem to be ascribing causality. · Some· use very vague, undefmed descriptors, others are
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very specific ·and-definite in the terms used. An understanding of "dysfunctional
family" as a concept remains elusive.
With the exception of Ackerman and some of the Psychoanalytic Family
Therapists, all of the above approaches consider the family to be a system. The most
popular position regarding the locus of pathology is that in which both the internal and
external dynamics are considered,, but one of the two is emphasized slightly. more ,than

the other•• ,,The approaches may be divided into .four major groups regarding the
manne1 ia which a breakclowa •-famijy, fimetioning is viewed: ( 1) introjection of

parental figure(s); (2) tluidity :or rigidity of the family system; (3) maladaptive
learniag; and, (4) taxed resources. for coping with,stress,and crisis. Note that,these

four may ,be .considered causes of family dysfunction as well as manifestations of
family dysfunction.

-·The. fsychoanalyJic and Bowen approachea assume that symptoms develop in

family relationship., either as a result of; or a defense. against, some form of
.
•
•J..a
psyc..hnru:athn}
~-" ogy;
u;.~,
~·

• IIA:...J..-..,...111 !-'--• &.,._:i
..1:~~ rd Th • b"l"
1S
. ~ · J.WK;,n;;ftt 1n
uu:u.uy \fflli\,,Q
• •. e ma 11ty to

individuate or differentiate-is1.seen;a.,,pot,atially, ~ - ·

In.contrast, the lnteraotionist. Structuralist, Social Network, Behavioral.
Develtlp:niental, and. Stress and Coping frameworks point out-~ family dysfunctions

may:.()¢cur•llt'the ·absence .of, significant individual psychopathology. The. family• may
be dysnmctional, on a .relational or behavioral level, even though no one individual

within -the family is. dysfuuct.ional ..
Just as the Ps.y~ysts, seem to· a.,sume that an individual is· always sick if
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the family is dysfunctional, the Interactionists seem to assume that symptoms are
always interpersonal in nature, with a second person being a contributing force to the
dysfunction of the first. The· Interactionists also demonstrate how functional and
dysfunctional behavior is a dynamic entity involving feedback in an interpersonal
context.

A strength of the Social Network;·Developmental and Crisis, and Stress and
Coping fnui}eworks :is

tbe fact that ea capitalizes MI the strengths of the family.

Each of ·the,se is. wilt iupoB a·grawth.,modd and•«ssumes ,that just because. an
individual is ·having emotional difficulty, the individual is not necessarily
dysfunctional. Dysfunction within an inclividual or family may be a reflection of the
situational· circumstances:.

nae .Behavioral approach emphasizes that, all behavior can be .learned and
therefore can be unlearned. This is an optimistic and action-oriented approach. It is
not concerned in

any way,. however, with the•meaning of the behavior to the.

individual or the family~ It is concemm,solely with the behavior itself.
Thus far the review·ofthe·titerature has resulted in a critical comparison of
the different schools of thotigbt about family dyafunction rather than the meaning of
the concept "dysfunctional ·family." The definitions and descriptions seem to give all
of the perspectives on why families· are dysfunctional. What is missing seems to be
any <:onsensus on what are considered mahifestatims of dysfunction or chataoteristics
of dysfunction according to each of the. theoretical classifications. Furthermore, .
several of these approaches inlply these definitions of family dysfunction by discussing
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causality without- actually providing definitions. Are causality and definition of the
concept necessarily one and the same?
These comparisons show that each approach to family therapy stems from
different assumptions and offers a different conceptualization of what goes right and
what goes wrong in family functioning. What is meant by healthy and dysfunctional
family :functioning,, therefore, varies a. great deal. Gurman and Kniskem ( 1978) point
out

iliat oinly minimal agreement; ·in mt,. exists regarding what constitutes a healthy,

functioning family.

~

same appears.to be true.regarding;what constitutes a

dysfunctional family: ·.·, ,; ,. ·. •, ·

This literatilre' review has attemptechb·utilize the major concepts of each of

a:

the family· tberjpy approadaea::;as · means of· identifying dysfunctional· family
1

characteristics. Other theorists and clinicians have also tried •to identify tltese
cllaract:tristict..

'h . , . ,

1

::.

•

,. ,,.,

1

'. : Bamhill (llt1J,,L96'9'}teviewatiaunei'ous·m~,of functional and
dysfunctjonal family dynamics and iaolatmitbm themes•,each having two dimensions.
Theme: 1: ,

Identity Processes: Difficulty· attaining identity (includes Bowen,
Wynne~ Singer, Lidz, and others).··

DimeDBion ,) : hldivid,Jation ·versus enmeshmeat
DimeDBion 2: Stability versus disorganization
Theme,2: .

Chbnge: lnability·to adapt to envitontnental change (includes

Ackerman, Mfuucbinj the Social Networters, the Developmental,
Crisis, ~sand Coping Theorists).
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Dimension 3:- Flexibility versus rigidity
Dimension 4: Stability versus disorganization
Theme 3:

Information Processing: Distortions in Communication and
Perception (includes the Interactionists).

Dimension 5: Clear versus unclear or distorted perception
DimensiQJl

Theme 4:

6: , Cle8J' ve~ unclear.or di$tQTW4 co~ation
Role.$tructwiJlg: ;~}udes concepts .s~h as. power (Haley), quid
, prQ q1,10 (J~~), family rules (Satir), and transactional patterns

(Minucbin).
Dimension 7: Role recipr9City:. Yenµ$, llDclear roles. or role ~onflict
. Dimension

8: Clear versus diffuse or breacbe<;l generational boundaries

&nhill's clas.,ification system clarifies what is dysfunctional in each of the
four schools he identifies. The· eight dimensions represent eight continuums.
Individuation, m~ty,. flexibiij.ty stapility,. cleat peECeption, clear communication,
role reciprocity, and.clear p~al,bo~es.represent the healthy and functioQal
end of each of the• eight continuums. Enmeshment,

isolation, rigidity, disorganization,

unclear or distorted perception, distorted communication, role conflict, and Qiffuse
generational boundapes rep~ the dysfunctional end of each of the eight
continqums.
Barnhill (1979) points out that th~ four family themes and the.eight family
dimensions. are all interrelated. The primary theme may differ among family theorists
and therapists as they. begin. JO: explain the family dynamics depending on their
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theoretical orientation, but one. theme eventually leads to the other three.
Olson et al. (1979) also looked at a multitude of family therapy concepts in an
attempt to discern whether there was consensus regarding what constitutes healthy and
dysfunctional family functioning. They found that most if not all of the family
therapy theorists make reference directly or indirectly to two characteristics which
define whether a family is functional or dysfunctional.· These two characteristics are
cohesion and achlptability. These two dimensions form the basis of Olson et al.'s
Circumplex Model of family therapy.
Family cohesion is defined in this model as hiWing two components (Olson et

al., 19?9}: ·· ( 1} the emotional bondihg members• have with one another, and ·(2} ·the

degree of individual al.ltonomy'a member experiences in the family. Olson et al.
hypothesiud •that a ,balanced degree of family cohesion is the most conducive to
healthy family functioning (1979}. Enmeshment ~ s an extremely high degree of
family cohesion, and :tti-gagement describes an· extremely low degree of family
cohesion. ·. Both ~ ·and disengagement' are' eonducive to family dysfunction.
Olson et

at point •·(1979} that matty of the·family therapy concepts used to

describe ,family, cohesion ,have been. developed· by psychiatrists. · Many of these
, , I ,~
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'

concepts describe the two extremes of high or low cohesion with more emphasis on
dysfunctional family functioning. It is likely that more dysfunctional than functional
•
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i

family concepts have been developed because dysfunctional families are more likely
,i"., ..
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that functional families to seek the help of psychiatrists doing family therapy.
The second dimension, family adaptability, is defined as the ability of a
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marital/family system to change its power, structure, role relationships, or relationship
rules in response to situational and developmental stress (Olson et al., 1979). The
variables that are included in this dimension are family power structuring (i.e.,
assertiveness arid control), negotiation styles, role relationships, relationship rules, and
feedback (both positive and negative). Olson et al. hypothesize that family dynamics
are more functional when

there is ·a· balance between ,change ·and stllbility, ·and

therefore ·more ·dysfunctioiiat when there· is an 'imbalance· between change and stability.

Another attempt to better unde~tand wtmt constitutes a functional :versus a
dysfunctional ifamitfts're~emed; 1in the· Bea~1 Systems Model of family
functioning:"The

B~vcrs Mbdel, the rest1lf1>f 25'~ars ofteseatch and clinical work

with; fanuti~~. merges a clinical psychiatric orientation with general systems theory. It
culmiiiatec:fln
,,.

,,,

f

•

.r

the development of the concepts of family .competence •and family

style

1

€omptience and style,Lwbdti considered smuiltanwosly and interactively,
provide a useful map for locating essential system characteristics associated
with if'100Il,' and: itiiivkldlt•~gidal/lnd ~-viM'fl 'ftinctioning.... The ·
more competent the family, the more balanced and flexible the current style,
gnc~ the:tMitilyJban ·change iffieetled. ;™(IDttreniefotim of centripetal (CP)
or centrifugal (CF) styles are seen only in rigid and poorly functioning
· 1fanufiei; ·~t st~reotypett: and: inffexii~ patterns of behavior produce •• simple,
unalterable stylistic extreme. (Beavers & Hampson, 1990, pp. 46-48)
ii'"·..: ,I\•···-.•'\.·
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Likewise, family competence refers to how well the family performs its
necessary tasks. These tasks include providing support and nurturance, establishing
.,·-

,

-1>-,.

effective generational bo1,mdaries and leadership, promoting the developmental
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and autonomy of its offspring~ negooating conflict, and communicating
'/

',{"',,''.
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others, we have also found that it is unlikely that a family will be extremely efficient
or competent in a certain domain and extremely dysfunctional in others" (Beavers &
Hampson, 1990, p. 14).
The terms centripetal and centrifugal are systemic/relational terms used to
describe the style dimension of the model (Beavers & Hampson, 1990). Extremes of
the CP family style may include parental exploitation of dependency needs, parental
interference with the attempts of offspring to achieve self-differentiation, and parental
exploitation' •f loyalty so that ,offspring aelieve the parents cannot live without them.

In contrast, CF families .have tenuous extemal ~ . release or expel offspring
too early, and have little of the intemal "glue" or balance seen in well-funotioning
family systems•
.,Members of CP families look to the family as a source of pleasure, joy, and
satisfaction, whether they find it there or not. . . . CF families look outside the
family .for pleasure,,: satisfaction, and joy, whether they .find it there or not. ...
Any system that maintains a rigid style becomes stuck and inflexible, signals of
diminished family compe~e. :..(Beavers·& Hampson, 1990, pp. 35--36)
Noting similarities.between:iiie Beavers Mooel'and Olson et·al.'s Circumplex
Model, the autlaon also note an important difference. Self-reports by family members
and observer..raters of the ·Same families share similar views of family competence
using the Beavers Model. In contrast, Olson et al. admit·. that compm:ability across
these levela is minimal. Beavers &, Hampson suggest that one explanation for this
discrepancy may be due to a problem with the theory behind the Olson et al. scales.
In the Circumplex Model, rigidity and chaos are polar opposites, while in the
Beavers Model these dwwteristics are pnw.mal on a systems organization
level; rigid control is the next higher step above chaos in the developmental
progression of •structum~ ·It is .possible that ,both family membe.rs and observers
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were seeing something fairly close in organization, instead of the polar
opposites interpreted through the Circumplex Model. (Beavers & Hampson,
1990, p. 63)
How does this enhance our understanding of the definition and meaning of the
concept dysfunctional family? Olson et al.' s dimensions of cohesion and adaptability

are similar to the Beavers dimension of family style. The Beavers dimension of
family competence also shares similarities with. the two Olson et al. dimensions.

Furthermore~ every .charaeteristio of dysfunctional family and its related concepts
heretofore, discussed appeanHo fit atsleast· o~·. if not. more, of these dimensions.
Hence, these dimensions"appear ,to be the appropriate components of an operational
definition of. the concept dysfunctional family •.. Inductive tonceptual ·clustering of
dysfunctional family.:clulradteri~tics and related concepts has resulted in the following
operational definition::
dysfunctional family:., asocial system of persons defining themselves as a
family chuactemedtt,y: 1'1) a:lack.of,compdence to perform its necessary

tasks (as defmed,byBeaven); (2)'eitbr.tt1an extremely·high degree of family
cohesion (centripetal, enmeshment) or an extremely low degree of family
cohesion (centrifugal; disengagemeilt); and. (3) the inability of the system to
adapt its style; .power, structure, role relationships, and ·relationship rules in

response to situational and developmental stress or crisis.

Summary and Investigation Issues
Most of the studies that have been done to define and understand the concept
of dysfunctional family have been descriptive or exploratory in design, including case
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histories, inductive conceptual clustering, and surveys. The verdict is not yet in. The
concept of dysfunctional family is still relatively new, and new theories are being
proposed. Many studies merely describe demographic characteristics of families.
Others measure independent aspects of family functioning. Still others describe
specific dysfunctional family types.. The prototype for this latter kind of research has
been the study of Children of Alcoholics (COAs) and Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOAs). More recently the literature:has begun to look at survivors of incest,
physical..abuse, and ether specific;;J-.Jy"°f-on,in iysfunctions. MethodQlogies ·that

allow several dimensions of ,behaviot. to be• consi4ered simultaneously in these
dysfunctional family types are .rather recent (Beavers & Hampson, 1990; Moos &
Moos, 1976;, Olson et al .. 1979).

mlhe next section, .1 will review. the COA and ACOA literature. ·This
,,

population is unique in several ways. For ex.ample, very little iesearch has been done
on ACOAs and C(l)As who haw not presented thems,elves for treatment. It is likely

that there is sampling bias in, the studies that ha.vo been .®De on COAs and ACOAs to
date.
•Afso, few studies have been dQne on.persons identifying themselves as "adult
children of dysfunctional,families" in pneral. Adult childrellare·seldom residing with
their families..of-origin. .The family therapy theories that. are not concerned with
famfileg.of~n. (and onlyBowen and some of ti. Psychoanalysts are),,do1not
appear. to. be a good fit for• investigating .adult chiWrcm.. Qf dysfunctional families.
Furthermore, ACOA1$iblings vary, often reQl&rkab:ly, in their degree of
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function and dysfunctiont regardless of how dysfunctional they report their families-oforigin to be. The theoretical framework chosen to investigate this population needs to
account for this variability.
Lastly, the definitions of dysfunctional family are hard to come by, as the
review of literature has demonstrated. All of the characteristics, related concepts, and
definitions, including the operational definition, require someone outside of the family
to tell the family what is meant by the term dysfunctional family. However, it would
seem that these characteristics of a dysfunctional family are certainly no more and
perhaps even less important than an adult child's perception that she or he was a
member of a dysfunctional family-of-origin.
Another way of coming to a conceptual definition, and the way that fits the
phenomenological method, is to ask: What does a self-identified adult child of a
dysfunctional family mean when she or he says she or he is from a dysfunctional
family-of-origin? The purpose of this study is to explore the self-reported meanings of
the concept dysfunctional family by self-selected adult children of dysfunctional
families.
Therefore, the operational definition that emerged from this review of the
...' , ', ,

;,,,

literature will be shelved for the purposes of this study. Instead, the focus will be on
the subjects' perceptions, as revealed in their stories, of what it was about their
families-of-origin that made them dysfunctional. The operational definition and the
perceptions of the subjects will be considered as completely independent items until
the end of the study. At that.time I will look to see if there is any congruence or
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salient themes between. the conceptual definition and/or the subjects' perceptions. It is
hoped that this concept analysis and the proposed hermeneutic analysis will shed
understanding on the meaning of the concept dysfunctional family.

Section 1, Part 2: Adult Children of Alcoholics
Introduction and Overview
In one of the most comprehensive reviews of the literature on
adult children of alcoholics to date, Windle and Searles ( 1990) conceptualize the
literature on children and adult children of alcoholics ({A]COAs) as being divided into
three distinct branches. First, there are the scientific reports which adhere to currently
accepted scientific standards and appear in specialized professional journals. These
reports may or may not utilize high-quality methodology or accurately interpret data.
Innovation is often sacrificed in the name of experimental rigor.
Second, there are the reports which appear in the news media. The news
media loosely translates the results of the scientific reports for lay consumption using
a process that is often highly selective and inadvertently slanted. This is the result of
insufficient understanding of research methods and complex issues. Often the press
will focus on dramatic single case histories which have scientific merit only to the
I ..

extent that the circumstances are generalizable to other members of the population.
The third branch of the literature on children of alcoholic parents is derived
from practicing clinicians. This segment of the literature suffers from generalizability
problems as well as from a general lack of methodological rigor due to the often
'

anecdotal and selective reporting techniques. However, the authors frequently have
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advanced degrees· that lend an aura of scientific respectability to their work. A more
serious limitation is the articulation of a causal link between psychological distress or
dysfunction in the (A)COA and the parental alcoholism. The advantage of this
strategy is an explanation for the individual's difficulties, regardless of the validity of
the causal' relationship. It also has the effect, however, of deemphasizing more
proxinial-,causal ·facl0l8 and removing much of ,the responsibility from the individual
for ms or,. lier own• actions. ,feelings,· and prpblems. Another problem in this area of

the literature· is the lack of standard criteriJ for identifying a child of an alcoholic or
for self-identifying.one's parents a& alcohol-abusers. RCCQgnition and.definition is
often post hoc and may be dependent· on the adult adjustment, of the individual•
involved. · No~mparability of definitions is a legitimate .criticism for all three
branches of tile: ·literature. ·
··Understandably, the ftlSults as reported by this third category of the· literature
have often been in: conflict with ,the scientific: literature over the interpretation of both
theory and data.

Good science reqaires.,experimental rigor atthe expense of.ecological

validity, while clinical,data DUI)'" retain substantial real•world meaning for specific
individuals while compromising empirical validity and reliability. Furthermore,
clinicians may ignore or reinterpret research findings that do not fit their .theoretical
Qrientation or personal world view1 and researchers may dismiss clinical reports as
uncoritrolled or riddled with theoretical overinterpretation•
.

Despite··,limite6 scientific 'support for the efficacy and durability of treatment
for (A)COAs, ,the counselingAllld treatment ofthis population has become big
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business. Also, no clinical syndrome .has been identified that is distinct for (A)COAs.
Symptoms presumably linked to being an ACOA (e.g., low self esteem, chronic
depression, relational difficulties) are not uniquely associated with being a chiW of an
alcohol-abusing parent.
What most studies have failed to recognize is that most individuals emerge
from these environments.rc,latively intact psychologically and etnotionally, and that
there may~ several eomple&ifac.ters indepenctt,m,of being a•child·of an alcoho&

person t<> rcmenlber ~ l y.. :This •dissertation will explore that possibility.
West and Prinz (1987) demonstrate that while a great deal of childhood
psychopathology has been attributed to the stressful effects of parental alcoholism, a
minority of children exposed to these effects actually exhibit clinically significant

.
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behaviors. This may mean that most ACOAs emerge relatively intact psychologically
and emotionally. However, it may also mean that what are defined as clinically
significant behaviors may not be an exhaustive list. For example, perhaps the inability
or disinclination to remember narratively is a heretofore unrecognized example of a
behavior indicative of "dysfunction" or "breakdown."
Aldrich (1986) suggests two factors which may undermine the accuracy of
predicting adult psychopathology in (A)COAs: accentuation of the functional
significance of antecedent psychopathological states and minimization of individual
capacity for personality change. Windle and Searles (1990) suggest a third factor:
underestimation of the importance of the conjoint effects of individual personality and
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associated ·idiosyncratic. environmental pressures.
Despite an intense research and clinical interest in the (A)COA area, there are
few systematic reviews available to summarize past research results, guide future
research, or clarify clinical findings. In fact, there are only a few sources that are
regularly cited: the' review by Cotton ( 1979) and the report prepared the Children of
Alcoholics Foundation by Russell, Henderson, and Blume ( 1985) of the Research
Institute on Alcoholism. In addition, there is Brown's (1988) review of the literature
and Windle and Searles' book (1990) which was originally planned to be an update
and expansion-of·the.Russell et al. monograph.

Parental Alcoholism and/or Drug Addiction as Child Maltreatment
It has been estimated that over 28 million children in the United States live in
families where one or both parents are alcoholics. "Many of these individuals suffer a
variety of problems related to the alcoholism of a parent that was never labeled as
such" (Brown, 1988, p. 11). The incidence and psychological impacts of parents
addicted to other substances (e.g., heroin or cocaine) are less known, but are likely to
be equally significant.
Although the empirical data on the long-term sequelae of living with an
alcoholic or drug-addicted parent are limited, the recent proliferation of adult children
of alcoholics groups and organizations, as well as growing clinical interest in the
problems of such individuals, suggests that this is a significant form of child
maltreatment in our society (Briere, 1992). Other types of abuse and neglect including
I

sexual abuse, physical abuse, psychological abuse, and emotional neglect, have been
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linked to alcohol-intoxicated parents in the clinical and research literature (e.g.,
Kaplan, Pelcovitz, Salzinger, & Ganeles, 1983; Murphy et al., 1991). In addition,
adults in therapy who report having been psychologically, physically, and/or sexually
abused as children frequently describe their maltreatment in the context of parental
drunkenness or drug intoxication.
The association between alcohol abuse and child maltreatment is so common
that various writers have implied that family dynamics arising from and sustaining
parental alcoholism, rather than abuse per se, are the primary etiologic factors in the
child's later psychological disturbance. It is likely that being raised in a family with

substance-addicted parents increases the likelihood of--at minimum--psychological
abuse and neglect, and should,~ understood by clinicians as.such, It is probably· not

true, however. that. parental :alcoholism or "the alcoholic family" is necessarily the only
µnderlying· traumagenic factor in such cases,. nor do, all instances of child abu.se occur

in the context of alcohol , Insffl&d,;·ale<>h~ behavior may ~present one of several
toxic phenomena simultane<>usly, present within a giv~n family, such that parental
substance addiction and cone~ physical, psychological, or sexu.al am,1~,.may bave

hoth,unique .and,owrlappina negati~ ,impacts,on

~

child's Q,UTCnt and future

psychological functioning (Elliott & E<twards, cited by Briere, 1991, .pp. 13-14).
Therefore, although being raised in an alcoholic home is not the only form of
deprivation or trauma· for children, there is· evidence tha.t for at least a portion of
persons, it provides a vast. store of negative childhood; experiences that have significant
impacts on. the later mental health of many people. Also, more is known about adult
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children of alcoholics than about adult children from any other dysfunctional families.
Therefore, adult children of alcoholics has been chosen for review instead of adult
children of dysfunctional families because ACOAs have been the research and clinical
prototype for adult children of all types of dysfunctional families.

Review of the Literature

. Most of •the. literature on children and adult children of alcoholics, consists of
outcome ''Studie$,. ,and these. repo11s,,are generally ,categorized into health. issues, alcohol"

related issues, and 1)$yd}0s()Oial difficulties (Seilbamer & Jacob, 1290).

Health Issues in Children of Alcoholics
A number of investigators have focused on the in utero sequelae of maternal
consumption of alcohol, including fetal alcohol syndrome (Graham-Clay, 1983;
,.,i'.

'·

Holzman, 1982; Smith, 1979; Warner & Rosett, 1975). Others have studied child
abuse and neglect within this group (el-Guebaly & Offord, 1977, 1979; Hindman,
,
1979; Orme & Rimmer, 1981; Wilson, 1982). Still others have investigated
; ;

'

~-1

neurological and neuropsychological deficits associated with minimal brain disorder
' !
''
and hyperactivity among COAs (Alterman, Petrarulo, Tarter, & Mccowan, 1982; Bell
;,··

,i

:"'I

& Cohen, 1981; Hesselbrock, Stabenau, & Hesselbrock, 1984; Morrison & Stewart,

1973; Tarter, McBride, Buonpane, & Schneider, 1977). There are also reports of
increased physical and psychosomatic complaints among COAs (Biek, 1981; Chafetz,
.

Blane, & Hill, 1971; el-Guebaly & Offord, 1979; Nylander, 1960; Rydelius, 1981;
Sloboda, 1974).
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Alcohol•Related Issues .in
Children of Alcoholics
The second major area of attention in the (A)COA literature focuses on
alcohol-related issues. This consists primarily of reports describing the increased risk
for alcoholism among children of alcoholics.

Beginning in the 1960s, the notions that

alcoholism was a family disorder and that alcoholics often had offspring who became
alcoholic were disseminated (Ackerman, 1966; Bowen, 1974; Cotton, 1979; Goodwin,
1979). According to Seilhamer and Jacob (1990), since that time, two relatively
distinct bodies of research have developed: studies that focus on genetic influences in
the intergenerational transmission of alcoholism, and studies that are concerned with
environmental influences in the etiology of alcoholism.
Efforts to produce evidence for a genetic factor have been based on studies
that examine rates of alcoholism in ethnic groups, identical versus fraternal twins,
adopted children of alcoholic parents, and half-siblings (Cadoret, Cain, & Grove, 1980;
Jl,,,

Cadoret & Gath, 1978; Cloninger, Reich, & Yokoyama, 1983; Goodwin, Schulsinger,
Hermansen, Guze, & Winokur, 1973; Kaij, 1960; Partanen, Bruun, & Markkanen,
1966; Schuckit, Goodwin & Winokur, 1972). Compelling findings from these studies
resulted in a search for mechanisms or markers by which a genetic risk is expressed,
including endocrine, neurochemical, motor, neurological, and cognitive-perceptual
functions.· Russell et al. (1984) reviewed 119 studies of genetically influenced
characteristics related to alcohol in ACOAs, including neurophysiological, biological,
and biochemical factors. According to Brown (1988), the results of the genetic studies
.1

suggest the possibility that there are "multiple alcoholisms" with different biochemical
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determinants, patterns of inheritance, and clinical manifestations.
While these studies present data that support a genetically based propensity
for alcoholism, they are not completely explanatory; For example, they do not account
for the 40-50 percent discordant rate in identical twins, and they fail to explain the
large proportion of alcoholics,with no ancestry of alcoholism (Cadoret et al., 1980).

In a critical review of the<literature, Searles ( 1988) .· discusses the methodolQgical and
conceptual shortcomings, 1ltat limit the conclusions,.ofmany of these studies, noting

in the etiology of alcoholism~ (Searles,· p. ,163).·

The literature t>D family environmental influences in the etiology of.
alcoholism has been less rigorous than the genetic studies. Although clinical
observations describe the deleteridusreffects •of living in a home. with. alcoholism, there
is a ,}acki of guiding 1:enceptuahatiom and tystdmatic investigations of the actual

genetics"'. Goodwia.(1984) sugaested that the category "familial alcoholism" be used to
differentiate from nonf-amilial alcoholism reflecting.diffamces in development and

symptomatology.

. ,, ,

Another notable effort in this area has been the work of Wolin & Bennett and
their colleagues (Wolin, Bennett, & Noonan, 1979; Wolin, Bennett, Noonan, &
,

•

a

Teitelbau111t 1980).. They have examined bow the preservation versus disruption of
family rituals is associated with the subsequent drinki~ status of offspring. In an
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attempt to elucidate environmental influences that potentiate the transmission of
alcoholism across generations, these researchers focused on how families preserve
ritualized.patterns of behavior. Rituals refer to the specific ways a family carries out
everyday activities (such as meals), the ways it marks transitional events (births,
marriages, deaths), and how it celebrates special events such as holidays. Specifically,
these researchers ltyp0thesited that families that are able to maintain family rituals
despite a patent's alcohol problem :are less likely to produce children with an alcohol
problem. Although the preliminary results supported the·hypothesis, they are in need
0

of Np)ication :with ~ c a l l y bmader and larger samples~ However, they
underscore·tbe 'ridility·of identifying distinct family behavioral patterns that may lead
to specific ,child ·outcome$•.
, 'The efforts ofWolin'et al. ·represent an important contribution to much needed

theory-building in this area. Howevet, the family ritual'model currently lacks
sufficient empirical validation and exemplifies the immatwity that characterit.es this
area of study, Moreover, althoogh '~rai theorists have proposed integrative models
that include tJoth namrc and nurture (Cloninger, l.983; Cloninger, Bohman, &
Sigvardsson, 1981; Goodwin, 1979), the ,allcohol-rist literature continues its split
developmental path with a critical lack· of efforts to explore the interactive effects of
genetics and environment.

Psychiatric and Psychosocial Disturbances
of::Childrer1 of Alcoholp
The fmal area of int;erest has focused on· the possible psychiatric and
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psychosocial disturbances of children of alcoholics. This domain, described and
summarized by several reviewers (Adler & Raphael, 1983; Deutsch et al., 1982; elGuebaly & Offord, 1977; Jacob et al., 1978; O'Gorman, 1981; Russell et al., 1984;
Scavnicky-Mylant, 1991; Seilhamer & Jacob, 1990; West & Prinz, 1987; Wilson,
1982; Wilson & Orford, 1978; Woodside, 1988a), encompasses interpersonal
relationships, academic perfonnance, self-concept, role acquisition, coping behaviors,
personality profiles, and .psychopathology.

Again, the em~s

.-e .is. oo children 9f alcpliplics as casualties, although

methodological limitations. j.fi, this .lit~ature

~ ~nfidence

in such an

interpretation. Among the problems, according to ~Uhamer •d 1acob (1990) are:
( l} a. criti<ral lack of adequate control groups, especially :psychiatric. groups that would

allow for the. ~rmination of specific effects; (l) a lack of ~ssn;tent .of stress
factors fo~ to . corre~ with ~oholisJD,,. sqcb a s · · ~ ~tlict.unemployment,
family violqice, separations, ~ !'floutiona.; {l) ~ ~ for an evaluation of the

mental health status. of tl:lf:11ondrilaking.,pa,wit since Ilia· or her capability to be a
protectj.xe :agillt ~ d &igniftciUJUI ,influence ~hild ~ ; (4), ;vague and
inc~si&teat criteria for diagnosin3. aloohoijsm; al)d.tS) little attention to drinking~!~

:vafi.atl>~,&'Qcil a§@Ufati®,

so,verity, co~ption.,patte:rn, location of drinking,

aQd ~~actjon qf sex, of drinking parent with sex of child. Moreover, samples are
often small. and \lD.l'Cl){esentative of children of alcoholics in. the. general population,
drawn from clinical or judicial systoins, and assessed. by indirect sources with
r~ospect,ive reports of dubio,us• reliability and validity •.
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Notwithstanding these methodological inadequacies, many reviewers over the
past decade have affirmed the assumption of increased risk for children of alcoholics.
In their 1978 review of empirical studies, Jacob and colleagues found modest to
moderate support for significantly greater psychosocial problems in offspring of
alcoholics. More recently, West and Prinz (1987) concluded that "the findings taken
as·a;whole 1support the contention that'llcohemm is lSSociated with heightened
incidence •of child symptomatology'" (p.- 214). Likewise, Russell et .aJ. (1984) state that

collectively "studies c ~ ~strate that 1ohildren of alcoholics are at a
pattitfularly"high risk 1ftw.t~onifarid behavioral prol:Rems" (p. S2).
· •. 1 '· • ·

Cott ( 1969}posfutated that offsr,ting ·of alcolwlics had· more difficulty 'making

frienc.ls;'\lvete mistrtistfilt~1 hostile, and·uncomfortabte with the opf>Osite $ex,,ianct
exhibited 'dygtunctional

parent-ch0d telatiofisbijs.' Rlnsom ( 19881 'follml, ihat most

~•niicalfy anaisociatly•co~ent·eMl<k'en,fflid methers·wboreported·towm ,.
~ ' lewis ·of• - t t ~ adwMties, gaei,b: as•,familiat>aJtoholimt; In a review <>f
the dimciil 'llteiature on ~Jti~<ofr~ohdtibs, 1JlfflV1f(f988) characterizes the

akoholic·{amtly tD'Vimnhtdftt ·as· one ef ,.chaos, iweondstel!lcy; :unpMictabitity;; unclear
rolespartiitt.-iess; i chang.bif '-lknits, atgtnnentS", repetitioos and illog~al ,thinking, and ,

perl'tipst ·~olenct, and incest~

1flle1

ftunily is d6minatal 'bf the prtSence of alcoholism

and its tieflial" ·{p. 27);
•· Adults who were raised in families with ··airi aleohollc patent frequently

desetibe ·a ,childhood' fiUed widi foars....oftft for ~ OOier family members, and

Uie aleoholie· him-· or herstlf:v<-They may report times 'Mltn the 1iubstance abuser was
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out of control and seemingly dangerous to him- or herself and others. Adult children
of alcoholics were often part of an environment characterized by chronic
unpredictability and unreliability~· ·There was often a sense that the child was deprived
of being parented and instead was dependent upon one or more people who could not
be counted upon for safety, security, or nurturance. The child was forced into a
caretakingl~tal role by, virtue of the alcoholic's regression, neglectfulness, or
primitive demands (Brownt 1988). It is not surprising that as adults, children of
alcoholics continue .to:have problems (Scavnicky.:Mylant, 1991; Woodside, 1988b).

Wright et al; (1991) found that ACQAs in -comparis0n with ,their peers were more
likely to N'Call their childhoods

as unhappy and ,stressful. :Jones (1992) foumHhat

young adwts:with memories of replar problem drinking- by their parents perceive less
positive regard;and a greater denial of their feeling& by their parents. McNeil and·
Gilbert's 199 l study showed that having a

~

who drank heavily was significantly

correlated with ~ a l -locus oh:iontml,; and external orientation was. correlated with
depression in mfspring. · -Brown ·a,idiBeletsisi(l986),found that adult,children of
alcoholics in a long-tenn clinical researcll an4 treatment :program reported. seri9us
psychological· problems in their adult lives which they mlated to their childhood· family
envirol'IQlent which·.•included tbe'aloobolism ofone orboth-,arents: · Cennak (1984)
has·com,,atedthe-aftercffeets of being reared by an alcoholic·parent to post-traumatic

· strcss·-disorderi with similar symptoms. •·Black (1981) ·theorized that the coping
strategies which helped yoqnger children. of alcoholics· cope 1with the stress of family
life are, not well-suited to more J'nonnal 1' adult

socia.l int.eractions·-outside the. family of
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often an extremely low self-esteem. Distrust of one's self is the result of ignorance
about one's feelings. The "all-or-none" functioning rejects anything less than perfect.
Imperfection equals failure. Disregard for one's own needs, overresponsibility for
others, and the lack of a sense of personal rights results. Adult children feel they are
the cause of any problems and are_ always. apologizing. They are overwhelmed with

anxiety an(i.tbe~ to ratiop].ize whe~ver they express a need or desire

Thus, one's ow1u1~ ~d.be avoided, igru)red, or d,enied, sin~·~lfcontrol m~

~

maimaj~·it,IIU .~Q&t:s~, . .AaQtber result of the sense of over-

responsibili~Jor ~JD.~Q of.f»ct~~:f~y ,Qfori.&m \S,,~ w.~ility tof~ primary

Jtt~ts tQ ~'.~ ~w_n ~wieJ)t, f ~ ~<tP101'1~~,JUlµffiate relati~)lips (Brown

&,Cennak,;19~~~&i B~·l98~ ci~Jl;l.S~vniclcy-Mylant, 1991).
,•,A nµmber. of elll.pitwal stu~~. however,: (AlteQlwl•. Searle& &. ~all, .19&9;
Barnard .8?· SPQf!~,·1986•. f:aWet

.,_ KO$~Pil!k~J989; G ~ . 1987; SeefeJ,dt &

Lyon. 1991; VOJJU8opal• l98S~,hl.l~ ~uted ~ ~ijQi~Al .eYWffl~e that theq; exists a . ·
'·' core CQJ1$e}Wi~'.' d pe~ty; ·t,gljtf: which •consti.~e •tJle adult-chilq. syndrome.

C~teristics o{ A,G~,~ also. thQ-cba(acteristics of codependcmcy ,
(Ct;~ak, 1?85; ~ in :S~v,Qi.cky,-Myl~t,

1990. fischer et.~. (1992)

wtjtes that

offspring .~ependency ~y ~t :to .p~~ ;iJaiQstthe impact of the dysi\mctional
family of origin

and such· ou,tc~ a$· alcQ_llQlisJD. ~ excessive risk taking.

Wegscheicler (1~&5)

de#icqh;es five ~i&J)S of c~ndency:

delusions, low. self-worth,

CODijlWsions, fro:r:en. f~}mp, and •medical. coIJ1plications. The denial or delusion
originaies fr(llll wbat,,i~,thqµpt to pe love,,. believing~ other people's happiness will
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lead to one's own. The realization that one cannot control the feelings and behavior
of another, however, induces emotional paralysis. To recognize this relationship as
pathologic would require the codependent to admit one's own dysfunction. Thus, the
codependent does whatever possible to minimize and rationalize the alcoholic
situation. ' The low self-worth of the codependent, however, compels him or her to
continue.engaging in approval-seeking behavior, f~ling that they can never do enough
to ensure love and approval (Cermak, 1985; Cruse & Wegscheider-Crose, 1988;
Wegscbeider, 1985; Wegscheider.;Cruse; 1988).
• Codependents· deal wil!h ·the uncertainty ·and possible uncontrollable nature of

emotions by suppressing :them and making them unavailable through numerous
compulsions. Hannan (1991) calls this the.obsessive compulsive personality
adaptation :and writes that ACQAs, may combine this with other forms of adaptation.
''Whenever you .sense that ~ou have no choice in

how· you behave, you are in the grips

of a compnlsion" (Cermak,. 1985, p. 13). • Major oompulsions may involve a substance
(alcohol, drugs; nicotme,,su,gar) or a behavior (work, power, religion, spending
money/gambling, eating, exercising, sex). Often these compulsive behaviors lower the
codependent's self-esteem even further and are used to keep- a lid on potentially
immobilizing emotions, sum as fear, guilt, anger, and loneliness (Cruse &
'

Wegscheider..cmse, 1988; Wegscheider-Cruse, 1988).
.The cbroJtic stress codependents

are exposed to•may also contribute.to·the

following medical complications, although not exclusively caused by the
codependency: hypqchon~ anxiety) depression, insomnia, hypertension, anorexia
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nervosa, bulimia, -colitis, bowel problems, respiratory diseases such as bronchial
asthma, and cardiac irregularities (Wegscheider-Cruse, 1988).
Greenleaf (1981) coined the terms "co-alcoholic" and "para-alcoholic" in an
effort to prevent a continuation of the pattern in which the entire family becomes
consumed by the alcoholic person's problem and identity. She refutes the notion that
alcoholism is literally a family disease unless every member is indeed alcQbolic. She
contends instead that alcoholism is an individual disease that also produces a family
syndrome. Additionally;, she ,argues ·that a· person is more than a disease or a
syndrome. arulthereforo.uses the,.tenns· .. alcobolic/' "co-alcoholic," and "para-

alcoholic" only· as adjectives, not nouns.

The, prefix "co-" meahs with ·or necessary for the functioning of~·· The adult
who assists in maintaining the sgcial and economic. equilibrium of the ah>holic person
is demonstrating co-alcoholic bebavi61'.· The pretix"para+" means like or resembling.
The child .who grows up: in ,J family. with:the 'alcoholism family syndrome leams
behavior from.both parentsr,ke;,~aleoholicrbehavior; · Says Greenleaf (1981, p.
16):

~ :,' ;

''

We must remember that the: ·alcoholism syndrome produces particular kinds of
behaviors, not particular kinds of people. The first question that we need to
·ask 'when ,we obserte dysfunctional· behaviorli$: ,.. lg tb$leamed behavior mis
it a naive attempt to fill a gap in the behavioral repertoire? We need not be
the victimsrof out biegraphies., ,
, r ,, , 1,t:s

Oreenleafstbeory is supponcrd'by Q';Sullivan (1990) who found that ACOAs who had
mentors, (e.g.; a teacbe(; paator;aach), are more likely to trust their own values,
potential;, and other people, a¢ to,have.a higher feeling of self-worth and &elf--liking
than those ACOAs without mentors. Woititz (1984) writes that many ACOAs are
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emotionally damaged. But many ACOAs' difficulties will be resolved once they are
taught to translate information into productive behavior.
A 11umber of theorists have discussed the development of specific role
behaviors in children of alcoholics which continue into adulthood. Black (1979)
applied Adler's·birth order and family systems theory to identify specific role patterns

or. coping behaviors among children of alcoholics.: The fll'St of these role patterns is
identified a&·the ''responsiblC'me,'·' which is an example of a super-.coping stra~.
This role is typical:of;the oldest-0i only chilo··wbo.:helps te' maintain stability and

provide a· sense. of self-.wmdr Jn .an mtcmsistent:,and low esteem. family;·, T.be .:
''adjustor'' is 'a second role that .may hie, combined with the· first or, asmmed separately
by another. sibling, ThiJ,duld follows directions easily; is: flexible, andis,able ta.
adapt. to· social situatioas. •· Tbe:''placater'' is the· third role;•. he ,or she tends to be
sociable and helpful since his or lier primary•. goal is.,to smooth ovec conflicts;• ·'J;'he ,:

final role is that of the aaiag.,out abild whods unable,.ta interact with others in · ,

acccptable·ways and is,uQable·to express. bisor her.needs:
. Die role behaviors identified by· Wegscheider: (1919; 198 l) are very similar to
Black~s. ·Wegschtffller uses falilil~,systems fht,oryitorexplain the development of the
roles,: since' every, member• adapts to the chemically: dependent person by assuming a
role that will-create fbc·least.amoµnt.of stress,, These roles

are not static, ilnd•.family

members may continuously, switch roles· to cope 1and to relate to· the
alc~cllcmically dependent person.
Wegscheider~s survival,roles: include .the chief enabler, family hero, sca~goat,
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lost child, and mascot The chemically dependent person relies most on the chief
enabler, who represses all feelings to fulfill the dependent's responsibilities. The
family hero also feels responsible for the entire family and tries to relieve the pain;
however, due to the progression of the alcoholism, this role leads to feelings of
inadequacy. The family scapegoat realizes one is only ·rewarded for what one does,

whether positive or negative; So, he"or she withdraws .from the family, often
destructively, to achieve. a, sense of belonging elsewhere,. usually from peers. The lost
child,, tries not to be an additional burden ,to- ~;family, and s,ufers in silence and

IOfteiiness by never.developing close·ties .·widaia die family., And finall.yy the fJHIUly
mascot brings fun into the family and uses charm and humor to survive.
In addition• to, these coping styles of Black ;(19S l) and Wegscheider (19&1;

19SS)~ Nardi (1981) and el-Guebaly,and:Offord,(l979);also identifledthe role;ot:the

"competent''· child. This is the ehilcl who. mdm thmnieveloping psychopathology as a
result of the cha<>tic.enviromnent,' demonstrated d1aracteristics ofithe "model'' child.
Niven .(.1984). called. this• group m: ,'!competBnt'I •. chlldtem dre "mwlnerables."
Invulnerables :are unlikely to enter the treatment system because :they appcm highly·

fWlCtional.. Therefore, they will not he identified as; having,. difficulties related to' • ·
parcntalaloolloli$D1 .until 'adulthood, if at·all (Brown,, 1988.). · . , •
· .. There have ,been .few empirical investigatiOBS to validate the typologies .of
Black {19:19):and. Wegatheider (1979; 1981). Those.that have been done have failed
to support the clinical fmdings..;(Woodside, 19831>). ,• Manning, Balson, an~· Xenakis
(1986),.for example,,did not find a prevalence of type A personalities, which they
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equate to Wegscheider's family hero role, among schoolage and adolescent children of
alcoholics. Rhodes and Blackham ( 1987) evaluated whether differences existed in
Black's role-prescribed behaviors among adolescents from alcoholic and nonalcoholic
homes. Results indicated that only the acting-out role was significantly higher in
adolescents from alcoholic homes. There was no main effect found for birth order.
Scavnicky-Mylant's (1988) qualitative study of the process of coping among young
adult children .ofaleoholics 1also·'failed to identify specific role behaviors. ~

findings bring into :queMlon~Black~s aoo, Wegscheider's assumptions about role
beha~ typology ··'8114 lt111rtJlationmiip to buth -0rder in atcoholic/cbemically dependent
families;
·
for

,

: Black's

antVWegscheidei' s ,works, ,however, 1do .seem to anPNer the demand

fflt!Alidy of »in\i'Ulilerable":childnhl of.alcob0lits:., Their findings help to create a

cautious· approach in "R'1dmg 'ttaive or premal'llre interpretations of resUieney among
this

popolatmtr at risk, ·sinctf it is ttte:vetyr~ extemal appearanca of the role

behaviorstitt which cMktten of .aloobolics ·eilpge that ·may cause Ofte to pereeive them
as!inVUllia'able or resilietlt (Scawicky-My,lant,:•l9844 l991~·••Defending against inner
feelings' oflsbame and inadequacy, ·tttese children• achieve extraordil)llrily on the outside

(Bingt,.amt&,Bargar. :19i.5): ,Others suggest, howevet.:"that some children of ,
alcoholic.ts ·'#ill r e ~ syinptotn;.:free until they enoountor ·adult stresses that touch on
latent fatea&"1<n'vulnerability" (MO()tl & Billings, 1982,, p. ,161). ·

Ac sununary; of the results of erltpirical ftsearclt in psychopathology reveals ,
evidence supporting mote psychopathology in ACOAs compared'to controls (Benson·
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& Heller. 1987; Cole, 1988; Franks & Thacker, 1979; Ginchereau, 1989; Knowles &

Schroeder, 1990; McKenna & Pickens, 1983; Miller & Jang, 1977). There is also
evidence that does not. support more psychopathology in ACOAs (Barnard &
Spoentgen, 1986; Beardslee, Son & Vaillant, 1986; Gerner, 1989; Kashubeck, 1989).
Since the .1980s•. a vast number of empirical studies have examined the
personality; characteristics of ACOAs (Bachner-Schnorr, 1987; Berkowitz & Perkins,
1988; Carder, 1991; Cairoll, 1991; Cole, 1988; Eve, 1987; Fidelibus, 1988; Goglia,

1986; Jackson, 1985;.Moore, 1987; MOf()ltC}y, 1991; Shanna, 1990; Stevens, l990; ..
Thomson, 1989; Van.-Vranken, 1990). In general, empirical evidence for penonality

tnuts•typical,of ACOAs has been inconclusive and has failed to substantiate. the
clinical notion.that ACOAs are a homogeneous group (e.g., different from adult
children of other types .of dysfunetional families of .origin)•. For example, Fisher, et al.

(1992) found that ACOAs are similar to adults with other types of dysfunctional
family histories, and both differ from adult children from non-dysfunctioWIJ. families .

. ReceJit empirical research smdies have compared levels of health or
dysfunction in the family of origin to current personality. ~racteristics in ACOAs and
adult chiWrea of non-alcoholics. Empirical studies suggesting a. significant betwec,n·• group difference included those by Andrui (1987), Brower (1987), Carey (1986),
Dudak (1988), Gold (1989), Latham (1988), Pierucei (1990). Sollars (1989), and
Soukup (l-990), and. Transeu (1988). Transeu's 1990 tKUdy found that individuation
evolving from family dynamics rather than from intrapsychic individuation ,was mpre
crucial to the development of;psycbopathology. Each of these support the relationship
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between family of origin dysfunction and dysfunctional ACOA personality traits.
Although surveys of the literature have fostered an impression of poor psychosocial
adjustment of children of alcoholics, several recent reports have been more skeptical.
At least two empirical studies (Tolton, 1988; Kunstenaar, 1991) have found no
relationships between family of origin dysfunction and personality characteristics.
Several empirical. studi~ have found that a substantial proportion .of .cQildren of
alcoholics .are faring. ~eij

ii\ ,comparisop. with children of µonalcoholics

(Claire &

Genest, 1987; J~ob: & ~natlil. l986; Mill~
~.Jang, 1977; W,emer, 1986). Sollars
..
,,.,.,,

.

''

'

.

'

,

'

'

( 1988) found no, dif~~ betweeI\ .ACOAs fr()lll dysfunctiqnaJ and .modprately

functional famili~. ~. adult. chil~a "f non-.alc()bQljcs .from dysfunctional 8.lld
modera~ly, fl.mctionaJ. families. .TholllSQn (1989) fouqd that college-aged ACOAs do

µ-;µt,s that,d,iffer significutly from aduh children of non•

not have persqnalitf

fl, ..

alcoholi~s. , ,
;

•·!

,,r',

.',

I

'.

•

,

T~~, (1 ~l) found ~ ~C::OAs wb.o
.

•

!lad· .~ver .SQught psycllQlogical

.

treatment were;. i;imilar .tq .µ<>n~nt ~r~COAs in llaving more adaptive cognitive
styles. However, ACOAs who had sought treatment were m~re influenced by their
negative family environments than non-treatment ACOAs. Risk factors tended to be
f
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family conflict, negative parent-child relationships, and longer length of time living
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with an actively drittlcing alcoholic parent. Mo~e p~otective factors were family
cohesion, positive parent-child relationships, and adaptive cognitive styles. Pollock et
,,

al. ( 1990) found no evidence that paternal alcoholism and childhood physical abuse
interacted to increase the risk 0f antisocial behavior in offspring.
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Heller et al. (1982) caution against "risk overprediction" that can occur by (1)
the use of biased samples, (2) a focus on childhood or adolescent symptoms that have
unknown predictability for adult functioning, and (3) inattention to the segment of
alcoholics' offspring who are "copers." In the last 10 years, a systems-interactional
perspective~ also called family process studies; has generated increasing; interest among
alcohol tesearchers and clinicians in efforts to disentangle the complex association of
abusive dii~itg; family ~ s .

and outcome on individuat, dyadic, and systen\ic;

levels (Seilhamer & Jatoti;' 1990).' Alth~ tbe u'se <1f this perspective is

still in'. ari

early 'stage· of ~velopffleirit, it has already gettetated'' 2Pninnber· of pmvocative

Rypothese~ relating· ,a1e6holistn arid family interactions {Dunn· dt

at::, '1987; M&te~' ·

1982; ·sdlbamer,'1987;Sttingiass: 198&. Wolitrefaf, rm, t980).
In su~ tliese ·~ories suggest that: ( 1) there is an ongoing association between
parental drinking and the parent-child relationship, (2) this association involves a
causaJfrelationship, 'in that drlhltingfmtoxieatitm 1effeets disfutb~es 'in the ~tu,
child relationship, and (3) while parental alcoholism is assumed to cause negative
' 'outcoirle\ 'for ~11 'in tile 11oi\thm', 'tie'~-M'ffie ~::Child ~latiODSlnp' L,
during day-to-day cycles of sobri~ty and into,xication may vary with drinking

patterri afid ci:>ti~tt level."'~elftmrief &'-!acot>t1990,:p: 182} · ·· · "'
Summary and Investigation Issues
, \ <

l 11;

j '~. .

'\

, ,,

I~
the late
1960s. and early 1970s, several child, family, and alcoholism
., ; I\ '
. ,
clinicians published reports about an underacknowledged and poorly understood
phenomenon: the 'impact of parCD'tal ·a1cohomnt on 'chiklren.
years, there

.l>urmg the ensuing

lms· been an active ·movement to refuedy' this 'Oversight: · This is evidenced

by the g'iowing booy' of literature on the sub.fect,
interest· groups

as well as the :forttmtion of sp'ecial

of national scope, .numetous conferences;· ancf the development of•~lf-
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help groups and programs aimed at treatment and prevention.
Even so, ambiguities about this population prevail. Although there is a wealth
of descriptive reports in the literature, there is a lack of comprehensive theories and
sound empirical research. Also, although the emphasis has been on the victimization
of these children, some reports suggest considerable heterogeneity among children,
including adult children, of alcoholics.
Despite the uncertaiaties, however, there is a general consensus that children
and adult children of alcoholics ate a .population at risk:. There is little doubt that the

persons. ''The critical i~ue at this time is the clarificanon .of the parameters of risk,
those biological and psychosocial factors that mediate vtrlnerabiiity! (Seilhamer &

Specifie ehildhood outcomes: are undoubted1y-determined,by a highly variable
and complex interplay of many factors. One of the factors that has received very little
attention is the ability.'Of, chlldren,.am ,"1U}t, children of'talcoholics. to remember
narratively. This includes a comuderation of the family interaction processes that
promote or discounige the . remembering ,pn.>eess. This· study will investigate this
factor in the, following chapters.

Section 2, Part 1: Historical Overview of Memory
We have largely forgotten the critical role of memory among the ancient
i

Greeks and in the Roman empire. Casey ( 1987) tells us that until the advent of

·;
alphabetic writing, the Greeks of the twelfth to eighth centuries B.C. depended upon
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persons with special training in memorizing for the survival of their oral culture.
The Romans had a large bureaucracy but relatively little paper, requiring the
educated Romans who administered the empire to remember much of what we would
write down today. They understood the importance of disciplined memory, and they
taught it as a standard part .of education. They called this disciplined memory !!'.§.
memorie artificialior. "artifiqial memory," It was.llOt necessarily unnatural, but it
strove to sys~~ aad tr~· natural memory.

An u~wn R.o~a~Upqr wrote a text~ for ~toric stllQents jn about 80
ltC. called.Ad,Jltrewuumi1,. bl:i~ be ~ri~.anorppi;rntjon pri~iple called the
method of !'loc,i," a ~~u~ .for re11JCmbe.tinj ~~
required ~t the st~t
~•,

ima~ a know~

wjthout. ~ ~ of,:no~. · It

&J."c)iitf,Cturat building ~to

wltlc.b be or she

..

mentally pl~ issociati~;uaages., "Recall co~i$~ Qf an i~nfl(y swoH,,,tbrough
,,

this spa~ JQQkjng at the image~ ~..rememberi.Iilg

thak ~ociations" (Bolles, 1988,

p. 6).

deJ11onstrates an jmportilllt principle, :Me~ries·cou}d ~,thought
~

of,as objects baviDg

a. si74 ~ ,.. ,p~,,.d_1rcm\µl'lll& stOJ"age until they w~ recalled.

logical step,{4lf1 f~qi ,427~7- ~C) •. in, tho• TheaeteW§.
(384-322 B.C.). in

Thus it was a

and his discipl~ Aristotle ..

De1·Memoria et Reminiscentia. to ®velop these noti~s wiUi their

~u.ggestjon "~t $COSQry images IWlY impress themseh!'es upon the mind as a si~ .
ring JmlY lea~ ,its.bJ»,re~~oa. in a

WPck,pf wax" (Marshall & Fryer, 1978, p. 3).

The m~l. of ,the w~ bl<>ek is a helpful conceptualization of one of the,
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aspects of memory commonly referred to as recognition memory. It provides one
explanation of how an image seen for the second time can be recognized as the same
image that was seen the first time. A wax tablet allows either drawings or writings to
be inscribed on it, so both forms can be remembered. If the wax is soft, a person may

be easily taught, but he may also forget quickly as the pliable image becomes less
distinct. If the wax is hard, UM; person might be slow atleaming, but once the image
is· fwally imprinted• .it will ttndu.te."
Plato developed a semnd.mede,l~tt. .bimcagc metaphor-as an explanauon for
the· aspects of memory COJllll1Qnly. referred to as storage and retrieval.

As Plato .puts. it., tht ,bird i-can. be. in: dle .cage •~itheut· one, necessarily being .able.
to catch it instantaneously and at will; that is to say, "catching is of two kinds,
·one. before possessing for the sake: of p(>SSCSSin1, the other• when one already
obtained possession for the purpose of having in the hands what was already
ft_,.a ti Thi ~-......,,I
~•-t..:- ti. :lS
•
• ·ca1 of
~
. •~WS
ftl,.,,...
JlOSSCSMN~
r,
s ~ type of.. "4:aw.u.uil
emu
,' 'course, .or
It
.
how errors might arise in the retrieval process, "as if it were taking a pigeon
· that he possesd instead of a·dove. 11 ,. (Marshall & Fryer.·· 1:918, ,p. 6)
The models of the waxi 'tablQt,amHhe ,birdoage ,more conuoonly known today

with little or. no variation. :[m, signiflOCBOe of Plft.t0'.'1& metaphors

is attested to by the

fact that they have sustained empirical research. f6t two millennia. ,, ,

Combining-~ ·two metaphors into a miled,-metaph()f" led w a thitd model,
that of the "library;" , A library contaiM a large collection of books that must .be, .
organized to be us¢1L. Aristotle, Kant (1798)~ nd·Bowen (1877) .each ;bad versiom

Confepions}.i:.factkson (1874)vMorton(19VO).;Seymour (1973),.and,Pylysbyn (1973),
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as well as a· considerable proportion of nineteenth and twentieth-century works on the
library model have been devoted to arguing that different types of stacking
arrangements are used for the two types of material, verbal and visual, that make up
the contents of the library (Marshall & Fryer, 1978).
Othm, like Ramus ( 1578), Gesner (1770), Thomson (1907), Cattell (1887),
Cattell and Bryant (1889), Collins and Quillian (1969), Jacobs (1887), Miller (1956a),

Wundt (~ Marshall, 1970), Loftus et

at ,(1970), Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1976), and

Cavanagh (1972), hav-e t'.Mvoted their speculations to the library retrieval strategies
(cit~ in Marshall & Fryer, 1978).

The advent ,of cheap and abundant paper, follo#ed by the, birth 'df science in
the,iate;1500s and early 1600s, found a rejection of artificial

memmy with its vivid

imagery,personal meanings, and what were seen as arbitrary systems·ofotder. The
new 0rder preferred impersonal rote .memory, and this 'IW0Vetnent was so influential
that our culture continues. to value scietltific reasoning· and rote mmiorization.
Three hundred years after tttie:ffisappeatance of lrtificial memory~ scientists
cautiously returned to its study, but with very :conservatiw assUftiptions. The fitst
modem ·systematic study of memory :was begun in 1879 by

Hermann Ebbinghaus,

using himself as the subject. Ebbinghaus accepted the wu~blet and ·storehouse
metaphors of artificial memory and,took for,granted both that memory stored items
and that it was capable of accurate recall. Like the scientists who had preceded him
300 years earlier, however, be scorned the techniques used by ancient memory experts

to improve recall, callitig'them "tricks." Even more unfortunate was his desire t-0 ·
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eliminate all interest in_the·influence of meaning on memory.
As a result of trying to combine two contradictory theoretical inheritances,
Ebbinghaus did little more than study memory in relatively meaningless situations.
Despite the fact that his work inspired many followers, he failed to advance any new
theoretical understandings. Instead, he and his long trail of followers, in their desire
to, study ~pure''· memory, disconnected memory from meaning and feeling.. It may .be
argued that the kind of memory they promoted-rote memory--is the. le~t natural kind

of: memory! :We do'not jilst1le,,n byJrote·but;seek,to:understand a situation in all its

complexity.. '.: '

'r.·

: The St\Jdy o:fiinemory:was ·further bede~led m. the latter ~ t h and much ,
of tile twentieth centut)hbr, the rise of associationism,,the theory that the' brain :works
by linking•a stimuh'w,with a response. O&e of its advocates was Abercrombie whose

1857 -classic furthered,this

theory. Association theory came amut as an attempt~

address both: ,storilge-uraagenmts and retrieval stntegies within qne paradigm.· .Three
classes of principles comprise associa&ionism (Marshall & Fryer, 1978)~ The first class
is that of natural~ logical, or. philosophical. •sociatia in which items are conaected
rationally, and organized as a function of logical or semantic structure. The second
class consists ·.of items commcted by time or space. In the thud :class, items consist of

artificial c:ognitive·transformations or mnemonics, such •as,the methbd of loci referred
to previously.·.;
Mon, recently ,t associationists tried to answer the C!JUCStion ·of how we

remember the·orckSr1in which things are presented. Tllc.y believed that each word is
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associated with the one which precedes it. But after performing countless "serial
order" studies, they themselves were forced to admit that the associationist
assumptions failed to be supported (Taylor, 1979). For over 75 years, it appeared that
the bulk of the memory researchers had been barking up dead trees.
New thoughts about·memory had begun to appear near the turn of the
nineteenth:century with Sigmund Freud. Freud, too, accepted the traditional metaphors
of artificial~memory theory and assumed that the brain preserved all experience.
However, Freud (1893) distinguished between "wax-tablet" exact-replica impressions
which he called projection pua)ysis.and "reconstructed" impressions which he called
representation paralysis. Further, he called the pltenomenmi of repmseion

Ila• failure of

translation" from an unconscious memory·to . conscious verbal recall (1895). He
strongly believed that a record of the past is ofno U&e'if if cannot be' retrieved into
consciousness, and a record is usele&s and even dangerous, if it ,is- incorrectly imprinted
or deciphered. This belief founddts wiy into·:psychology where 1)$Ycbotherapists were
often suspicious of their patients' remembrances, and were more concerned about the
truthfulness of patients.' memories than· they• were about :what· the memories meant to

their. patients.
Freud's understanding, however, of personal reference as something that limits
and shapes memory was· a radical step forward from. the traditional metaphors of the
wax-tablet, the storebouse, . and the library. Despite the fact that Freud saw this
personal reference as a constraint to memory and not :a use for memory, Fteud's
insight into the relation between oneself and one's thinking ushered in the next
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theoretical breakthrough (Bolles, 1988).
This next major theoretical advance combined Freud's understanding of
personal reference with modern understandings of efficient information-transmission,
storage, and search processes. The notions of tachygraphy (for example, shorthand),
and cryptography (for example, Morse code), began with Cicero (106-43 B.C., De
Oratore). Both techniques employ the use of short codes, more compact versions of
messages, allowing the need for less storage space for messages and more efficient
retrieval;

These two additional notions and Freud's view that personal reference affects

memory were the i'ou'ndations for what is known as . ~troctive theory (Brewer,
1986), .the,transformationahnodel ofmemory (Sameroff & Chandler, 1975), or the
constructivist approach (CMler*•1982; Paris & Lindauer;; 1977; Riegel, 1977). This
new approach "emphasizes the extentto'wbich new infonnation leads to
transformations of the previous:existittg pattern of memories .... " (Cobler, 1982, p:
211);

I.. ' , '

f''',

'•

1'

;·

The person who began the movement· away from traditional memory theory
was Bartlett ( 19~2). · Ht .,deliberately· ~volted against·~ Ebbinghaus school and
sought tG s t u d y ~ ineittory,.' He·broke away from the traditional metaphors of
artificial memory arid argued:that memory is active, not merely a passive storehouse
or library for things past ·But he continued to accept the artificial memory assumption
that the function of memc)ry' is to' reeall the past as accurately as possible (Bolles,
1988).

y:'

'
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The development of reconstructive theory was very slow in the making.
Science did not readily abandon the premise that memory is merely a storehouse, and
therefore passive.· The time-honored metaphors of memory all insisted that memories
must be stored.
Theorizers developed mopeds that tried to mix the two views, whereby

memory con&isted of both a storehouse for. passive st-0rage. and a working area wtu,re
data was retrieved and memory bee~ ~ti:ve. "In tile 1950' s,. as confidence

iil the

~ion of stored memories declined, neuroscientists began to suspect that functions of

''
·•.

argument ~sible for ~ ~ve ,view ofmemoey •'-:He ·Maest44

thJt 4ueinQry is

stored statistically throughout the brain and that the information emerges from the
t

·,.

operation of many neurons, "as in a democratic vote" (Bolles, 1988, p. 119).
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The continued failure to discover a means of storage was not taken as easy
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evidence that no storage existed. Atkinson and Schiffrin (1968) proposed three storage
areas for memory: a long-term area, a short-term area, and a vestibule storage point
where sensory data first arrives in the brain. Other storage views of memory were
introduced, such as suggesting that memory for different parts of an activity is
distributed among the different functional brain areas. Another suggestion proposed
. '

the metaphor of the hologram for memory whereby all information is stored at every
.

.

.

.

point in the brain (Rosenfield, 1988).
\

But memory and brain research in the 1960s and 1970s did not support these
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logical expectations about the brain having storage areas for memory. Neither did the
research support the theory that problems with memory retrieval is the result of simply
forgetting, as in passive memory theories. New research in the middle 1980s
suggested that the neuron itself is the organ of memory, and it showed that the
behavior of the neuron does not depend solely on present input but on past experience
as well. In addition to studying neuronal activity, neuropsychology began identifying
brain circuitry to understand how separ~te parts of the brain cooperate to construct a
memory.
The brain is not a piece of clockwork that holds us in orbits determined by the
mathematics of our situation. It is a biological wonder that lets us use and
build on experience, if .we dare. The memory circuits have f:JO absolute end.
They are loops, leaq.aig~back to their ·starting place, letting
move up and
down the levels t,f'rnemory until ,wel>Uf'SdvetJeel that we have remembered'
enough. (B~;· 19~~ •. p. 138) .

us

Practically speaking, these two findings--that ex}'.lerience changes ··the neuron
and the brain ~beA.,by rewming its circuits to.the changed neuron (Bolles, 1988;
-.-:' . .

\p,l .,J .· ,·

ti;_ ~;- ;,

,,:,;·>•··

. ,,

Squire, t98~)--provide rtetitdpsydiotogical support for the idea that our memories
'"

.,, ... ,.

undergo transformations in the form of distortions~ reorganu:ations, and data
combinations. This evidence challenges the traditiopal assumption that accurate recall
is memory's chief function.
Piaget (1973) observed that children's memories for particular events can

actually improve over time. Here was the missing empirical link in the development of
reconstructive theory. Having an active memory allows us to update or interpret our
memories to refle~t our new understandings of the way we think about ourselves and
the world.
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In reconstructive theory, recall is understood not as the literal retrieval of an
exact copy of the original image, but as the remembering of a general impression of
the whole from which the details are then reconstructed.
This means that memory may not be strictly veridical. There appear to be
circuits for emotional memory, factual memory, and interpretive memory, and "we can
organize these circuits, by referring to subjective motives· for the construction of a
memory" (Bolles, -1988, p;' 162). This· is a significant challenge to the wax tablet· and
passive memory undetstanditfg tthat memones viere precise, :duplicates· of the original
events. And as already poniite<fout, it has led to tht idea that there may be multiple
,t,J'..:

r

'

~1

<

"

, 1

representations or interpretations of the same event.
Therefore, accurate recall may be viewed as an artificial function for memory,
and reconstructive recall as a natural function for memory. Both may be useful or
problematic depending on the specific circumstances. In any case, precise recall is not
memory's chief function; survival and meaning-malting is. The study of the
functioning of memory and the functioning of the brain appears to have come together
~ '

at last.
Section 2, Part 2: Historical Analysis of

· ·Autobi,mat>hical •Memory •and· Life· Narrative·
Autobiographical memory refers to the memories a person has of his or her

own life experiences; Personal recollections have been vhlued and studied far longer
than there· have beett• formal diAciplihes to study the process of remembering.
From· the· beginning biographers· and· historians bave··used personal recollections to
construe the individual aI)d collective past. The archival function of memory has
often beett ti\Ten primary· emphasis in biographical aftd. historical work. According
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to this view, life memories are time capsules, records of an unrepeatable past As
such they can be used both to recount the past and to teach lessons for the future.
The intimate association between memory and narrative arises from this urge to
use the past to instruct present and future generations. (Robinson, 1986, p. ·19)
While writing autobiography is a relatively new activity, as is writing itself,
the oral tradition of telling one's life story is not.

The self-told narrative is, by all accounts, ancient and universal. People
anywhere can tell you some intelligible account of their lives. What varies is
the cultural and linguistic perspective or narrative form in which it is
formulated and expressed. And that too will be found to spring from historical
circuniStances as -these have been incorporated in the culture and langUage .of a
people. I suspect that it will be· as important to study historical developments
in forms of self-telling as itis. to study .dieif ontogene&is. .I have used the.
expression "forms of self-telling," for I believe it is form rather than content
that matters. (Brun«, '1987, p.· 16)·
A particular-pcrsenal narrative .of the life-course represents continuing

reconstructive .activity. The rules for narrative construction guide the-attempt to
account for human actions across time (Gergen & Gergen, 1986). A successful
narrative must establish a.valued endpoint and then "select and arrange events in such
a way that the goal statcds rendered more

or less probable" (Gergen & Gergen, .1986,

p. 26). The form of the narrative is based on a socially shared expectation that stories
should have

a beginning, a middle, and an end (Cobler, 1982). In meeting these rules,

narratives are capable of demonstrating a oonnectedness or coherence, and a sense of
movement or direction through time (Gergen & Gergen, 1986). "The failure to

maintain a coherent personal narrative leads ·to feelings of fragmentation· and
disintegration" (Cobler, 1982, p. 205).
McAdams ( 1985) claims that individuals reconstruct their own pasts and
.I

create their own histories so that it appears to them that the past has been "planned"
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by them and so they can justify their present stance in the world. Freeman (1984)
similarly claims that the narrative is not what is "remembered," but what is
constructed; patterns are not detected until after the fact.

It is an individual's life story that specifies a personalized niche in the
environment, consolidates the synchronic dimension of identity, and provides
that essential sense of inner sameness. It is also the individual's life story that
has the power to consolidate the diachronic dimension and provide the equally
essential ·sense of personal continuity over time. The life story provides unity
and purpose to life. (DeVries, Birren, & Deutchman, 1990, p. 4)
Written autobiographical accounts have had a rich and varied, albeit shorter,
history -in the Western world;than

oral accounts.

According to Weintraub (1978),

early autobiographet's in Wcstem culture, according to Weintraub (1978, p. xv), sought
to find meaning in relation to organized realities they perceived to be external to
themselves, such as1 religious institutions, traditions, families, and worldviews .. ,<l>ut of
their writings emerged 11model•conceptions of personality," an understandable
interpretation in ·the world of the. Atomists and the school of Hippocrates which had
made-the psyche, with its sensations, its cognitions, and its memories, into a physical
object (Marshall & Fryer, 1978)~ Weintraul{(t978) writes that a "model conception of
persohality"

can be,understoodas:

Aff ideal fonn of·bemg [\VhichJ *kons m~ and women to model their lives
upon it. . . . All such ideals share certain formal characteristics. They prescribe
for the individual certain AtJstantive ·personality traits, certain '\talues, virtues,
and attitudes. They embody specific life-styles into which to fit the self. They
offer man a script for bis life, and: only in the unprescribed interstitial spaces is ·
there room for idiosyncrasy. (p. xv)
These earliest Western autobiographical efforts served, therefore, more to present
personality models than to reveal the uniqueness of an individual.
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Weintraub (1978) suggests that with the Confessions of St. Augustine,
autobiography began to be representative of a new paradigm of how the individual
derives meaning. Confessions is distinctive in its personal focus, its introspection, and
its interpretive qualities. But those increasingly reflective autobiographers who
succeeded St. Augustine t.hroughout the Middle Ages were the exceptions to the
traditional· "model.,.cooceptions-of-personality" paradigm.
Even so;'the new,pamdigm,of,individuatity.was emerging.· The many-layere<l
quality of medieval civilization . . . contributed to a basic process of social·
differentiation and thus'.ttltnately,to the emergence of individuality as a
consciously cultivated value. (Weintraub, 1978, p. 79)
From Petrarch to Goethe, the majority of the autobiographies which
Weintraub considers reflect movements away from the model-conceptions-ofpersonality paradigm and toward the more self-conscious paradigm of individuality.
These autobiographies concerned themselves with the creation of self-narratives or
,./
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self-histories. They were evidence of the shift in focus in historical perception, away
:,~"t'

f·

.,,

from a belief:
. . . that every life, or even the complex life of a whole culture, is a process of
. ubiolding.csubject to ,the laws 'of a\pn,fonndddestiny: or natme.. •~,.[and toward
a belief] that something becomes what it is through an unpredictable,
contingent interaction of diverse factors itl a constantly:devdoping
configuration of reality. (Weintraub, 1978, p. 262)
Since the time of Goethe (the early nineteenth century), a convincing
argument can be made that the individuality paradigm increasingly pervades Western
,

l

I

culture. Individualism is among the highest values held by contemporary Americans,
and as will be shown later, this may very well have had an impact on the development
:. : '

', '

/

·:s\ '

of the autobiographical capacity in modem Americans.
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We can trace the roots .of systematic empirical research on autobiographical
biography to Gal ton ( 1883) and Freud, two contemporaries of Ebbinghaus. Both
established traditions of research that. were quite different from Ebbinghaus' and each
other's. Both were interested, however, in the double aspect that distinguishes the
study of life memories from traditional research on learning and memory, that being
an interestin both the remembering and the rememberer.

Gallen's appr~h was similar t<.>: that of a botanist. He was f~inat.ed by
variety. and be •801:lgl)t to

descrilxl, q~tify, &11d codify memory..

ecological. survey with the

goal

of creating

His was a type of

a• tmwnomy . of. recq~tions as

well as

obtaininj :knowledge of the causes, significance, and individual differences of the

. Freud pioneered a .combination of the. case history method and inteff)f$ve
metbQds to e:l{.p.laill and treat ~s;driven by. experiences.they "could not forg~ and
struggled to avoid r e ~ ~ g " (llo~l). 1986, p. 20), Freud believecl that causal
inferences .about a pers00:' s, llfercQ"Pld bq ~ by. the analyst .eyen when the
recollections and ass()fj:~ns ,of the patiellt did not <iscl~ them., . Renee, the analysis
of autobiographical lllein<>rle$ went beyond the literal level of the content of patients'

memories.
Following the work of Gajton and Freud and Qthers, there. was a long period
of stagnation in the $tlldy of a\ltobiograpbi~ memory~

The use of autobiograp~

accounts to understand bwnan belUlviw was widely accepted until the beginning of the
twc:mtieth century when the rise of behaviorism cast aspersions on autobwgrapl:µcal ·
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activity (Birren & Hedlund, 1986). Such methods were viewed unfavorably except by
Hall (1922), Buhler (1933), Murray (1938), and Allport (1942), who used
autobiographical materials in the construction of their theories and made a strong plea
for the continued use of personal documents in psychological research. "The exclusive
focus on 'observables' left little room for such nebulous notions as retrospection, life
review, and reminiscence'' (DeVries; Bitren, & Deutchman, 1990, p. 4). During the
1960's; ·•reminiscence ,eafue •IO .t;e regarded ,as .a negative aspect of abnormal aging and

"pathological," and "regressive," and older adults were discouraged from such "living
in the past."
•,; .:.· •l .,'',
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'
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'

Autobiographical and retrospective methods were denigrated in scientific
j

endeavors because they were thought to represent an antiscience point of view by
discouraging the search for general laws and favoring the description of particular
'

. {

..., ·•·. t;'

phenomena instead (Nunnally, 1978; Runyan, 1984). They were also held suspect
because they could not be generalized. Hence it was believed that no useful
information could be gained from these methods (Holt, 1962). Additional criticism
''

'

' ,·
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~

arose out of the belief that individuals were notoriously inaccurate and unreliable
reporters of their own lives (DeVries, Birren, & Deutchrnan, 1990, p. 4).
However, the climate of opinion within psychology and related disciplines
,

1 :.

.

was changing with theoretical models of memory becoming more versatile, complex,
),

and able to address the uses of memory in everyday life. Over the last 30 years or so,
there have been signs that the autobiographical, interpretive, and narrative tradition is
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reemerging as positivism is declining.
Mourning the devaluation of narratives as sources of knowledge, and
emphasizing the moral force, healing power, and emancipatory thrust of stories,
scholars across the disciplines have (re) discovered the narrative nature of
human beings (Banks, 1982; Bell, 1988; Brody, 19887; Heilbrun, 1988;
Polkinghorne, 1988).... Such diverse phenomena as ethnography (E. Bruner,
1986), psychoanalysis (Spence, 1982, 1987), the life course (Cohler, 1982), the
life history (Peacock, 1984), the research interview (Mishler, 1986), the
physician-patient relationship (Brody, 1987), developmental theories (Gergen &
Gergen, 1986), and everyday explanations (Gergen, 1988) have been viewed as
having traditions, forms and structures exemplifying the narrative, as opposed
to the logico-scientific mode :of thought (J. Bruner, 1986).... This (re)
conceptualization of human beings as narrators and of their products as texts to
be interpreted constitutes a potentially critical moment for nursing scholars. . . .
(Sandelowski, 1991, p. 161)
A similar trend may be seen in research on autobiographical memory. Linton
(1975) and Casey (1987) used their own recollections to better understand the
transformation, organization, and significance of autobiographical remembering.
Khilstrom and Harackiewicz ( 1982) have examined the earliest childhood recollections
from the perspective of personality and memory. Studies of reminiscing in middleaged and older adults are raising questions about the structure and functions of
personal histories (Butler, 1963; Field, 1981; Lieberman & Tobin, 1983; Myerhoff,
1978). Brim and Ryff (1980), Franklin and Holding (1977), Tulving (1972; 1983),
Oakley (1983), and others have attempted to develop a normative taxonomy of
memory in an effort to bridge the studies of memory and human development.
Neisser (1978), Neisser and Winograd (1988), Katherine Nelson (1988), and
Connerton ( 1989) have emphasized the ecological and social aspects of
autobiographical remembering.
A number of theoretical perspectives are adding to our understanding of
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autobiographical memory. Experimental psychology is still a widely used theoretical
perspective. This traditional approach asks questions about such processes as
encoding, retention, retrieval, recall, and recognition. It also provides laboratory-tested
accounts for much of the data.
Cognitive psychology and the more cognitive end of the experimental
psychology perspective have most recently concentrated on the structure and function
of memory. One contribution,bas been the concept of."schema," one of the recently
identified organizational JollllS of human memory. Although cognitive psychology has
provided concepts for ~ t y and social psycholo~ to investigate, it has been.
slow. to incorporate ideas that .have arisen from :personality aJ1d. social psychology, _
This may in. part be due to the nature of the reseatch questions, but it may also be due
to. reductionist· tendencies, Increased reciprocity ·might, benefit both perspectives since ·
they are faced with similar issues.

of memory, deYolo.pmental,psycmOlogj,

aas .Q()DUibulQd the,.imf)Qftant idea: dlat persons

are often markedly different in development at the time of encoding versus the time of
retrieval. Erikson (1968) d~ribed the process ;of l~e review as the fundamental,
culminating task of later adulthood. Successful comp*tion, .be, theorized,. would result
in wisdom, whereas unsuccessful completion would result in despair. Also,
dev.elopmental studies . have indicated that a1,1tobiograpbical memory changes with
development (Barclay & Welhnan,J9&6; Linton, 1982, 1986; Nelson, 1988). These
notions will be considered in_,greater depth later in. this malysis.
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The theoretical perspectives of personality and social psychology address one
of the distinguishing characteristics of autobiographical memory from other sorts of
memory:
Autobiographical memory is about the self; it is about such technical terms as
self-theories, self-reference, and identity (Barclay, Chap. 6). Autobiographical
memory is the source.of information about our lives, from which we are likely
to make judgments about our own personalities and predictions of our own and,
to .spme, e«tent, others' behavios." Autobiographical memory, however, also
provides a sense of identity and of continuity, a sense that can, but need not, be
lost along with.~, rampsyehol&gical loss -of other aspects .of ~
memor:ydunct~ng.(Badddey ,& ,WUSQD, ,Chap. 13; Butters & Cermak, Ohap~
1

14; £,pvitz. Chap.1t"l5),-nQlubm.d986;·, p.!7). ·,
'
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('';

.Withia. psy,emanaly.sisnlles lias 1becn: eaoesite. discussion of memory ad the
development•of,the·iR!ler,world~· Freud. as we,bavetseep...wasi~r clear.regarding
the melbOrial process through childhood and adulthood. Contemporary psychoanalytic

understanding .childhood .-ories:.:. }r

,:- :. :

~1 •'

-,

, As pn,.sont ,retleqtioas lll'PP earlier ew.,e~.. ~ively tl.'aUfonned. across
childhood and adulthood, rather than simply as the direct recall of events from
,ell'lf dtildbQQd,,in aa ~1~ ~ Jpsoph, ,& Waldhor-. ·1i5911971; ·
Loewald, 1972, 1978; Neubauer, 1980; Novey, 1968; Peskin, 1978; Peskin &

Gigy.. 1-977).. ,

,·.

•-.p ,

.. ,Social psychology 100.s.-~Jtep·furthcr tl1Aa personality psyohology,.and.

individual enterprise conducted in solin,ide. ,Muth .of.our remeuabering is about and
done. with other peoplei The contents and ~ngs of memories "are likely to change
as a function-both of ehanged in the social ·and cultural surroune,tts well as aging •
itself' (Otandle1', 1976; .<Doler,&, Scribner•. 1977; Hazan~ 1980; Kvale, 1975, 1977;
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Meacham, 1977; Roth, 1963; Tobin & Etigson, 1968)," writes Cobler (1982, p. 212).
The influence of the humanities has been a significant one in the study of
autobiographical memory. Some of the questions psychologists have only recently
pondered have been asked by scholars in the humanities for some time. These include
scholars in literature (Barclay, 1986), history (Brown, Shevell, & ,Rips, 1986), and
philosophy .(Brewer. 1986). Sandelowski (1991, p. 161),writes:
Scientists under the influence of $UCh interpretive traditions as phenomenology,
hermeneutics, symbolic interactionism, and feminist and cultural criticism have
developed a "literary ebQsciousness" (Marcus, 1986, p. 262), assuming
standpoints and employing techniques once distinctively associated with literary
analysis and criticism. . . . The study of narratives has linked the sciences with
history, literature and everyday life..to reflect ·the,mcreasing reflexivity that
characterizes contemporary inquiry and furthers the postmodern deconstruction
of the already tenuous boundaries among disciplines anfl ,realms of meaning· , .,
(Ruby, 1982).
Nursing as a discipline has always been privy to stories that embody the lived
experience of nurses and patients. Despite the richness of this resource, nursing has
been limited'by''tne·positivistpoint of view•.and;has tended·to,devalue these stories as
a means of. knowing and meaning-making~'· Nursing: bas not readily acknowledged that
.
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it may be more important to ull<lerstand the patient's interpretation -Of his/her
experiences:rather·than to have only objective information about:tbese experiences
(Birren & Hedlund, 1986; Devries,·Binen, & Deutchman, 1990). Only recently are

some nuras advocating the use of story as a link between mu-sing practice, ontology,
and epistemology (Boykin & Sdloenhofer,· 1991).
The exceptions tc, this have, been in geriatric nursing, and to lesser degrees, in

home he~th and psychiatric nor.sing, 'Geriatric nurses in particular have been aware
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for some time of the effectiveness of group reminiscence therapy as a nursing
intervention (Burnside, 1990; Dye, 1989; Kovach, 1990; Oleson, 1989; Osborn, 1989;
Taft, 1990; Tourangeau, 1988a, b; Youssef, 1990). Burnside (1984) posits that the
distribution of attention among elderly group members has the effect of reducing
pressure on any one person and providing support in dealing with .painful memories.

By creating a safe ,place where the trials of life can be shared, the group can affirm
the ,individual's ability to procea:i-,beyond a troubling event by creating meaning out of

the entire life narrative (Magee~ 198&);.,, ·•

Summary of Section II
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This review of the literature has examined a number of theories of memory.
The consequence of most contemporary theories of memory has been that it has been
studied in experimental psychology and other disciplines as if it were a thing.
These ways of understanding memory indicate that it is apparently not possible to
understand DJCRlOE)t,O~ dle1 frame.wot'k:,of merapborical lanpage. Memory
acts as if it were a computer, or memory acts as if it were a physiological
· mechanism. ~:metaphdr& as ~ d a l • discarded: and. become literal
fact. Furthermore, the current metaphors of memory all say that memory is like a
~ a computer~ a sensing mechanism, or a physiological process. Thus, we can
say that the experimental psychology of memory has contributed a great deal to the
thing-like quality of memory as lived. (Sardello, 1978, p. 138)
Most of the research on memory has been driven by the analytic method.
This method began with presuppositions leading to the observation of certain
characteristics of the phenomenon of memory. However, the presuppositions were
forgotten and the characteristics were presented as empirical truths.

In doing this study, l was not so interested in how memory is mechanical, or
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how it is biological,or how it is technological. I was interested in how memory is
constitutive of experience. We all have experiences; experience shapes memory but it
is memory that we carry with us and remembering that shapes our meanings today.
Our memories are our past, our present, and our future. I was interested precisely in
the ontology of remembering, i.e., how memory is constitutive of experience. In
particular, I was interested in the is-ness and given..ness Qf remembering by those I
eventually came to call adult rememberers of family .breakdown.
}Jl 1or~r to study ~ liv~d experience of being an adult rememberer .of family

breakdown, l ~ded a method whose concern would

bC? to. disclose and understand the

meanings embedded in the everyday world of lived experience. l ,SQU&ht an approach
that would.prpvide the possibility for observation.in w.bich known biases \\'Ould

be

freely a ~•. so that characteristics of the phenomeqon would be understood witwn
the limitatiollS of that bias (Sardello, 1978). , A research method grounded in,
Heideggerian phenomenology, not to

~

confused with. existential phenomenology

(Dreyfus, 1987), was chosen. This method was Heideggerian hermeneutics, or
hermeneutical analysis.

CHAPTER ID

METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the overall design of the study. The chapter is divided
into five sections. The· first section is

a reiteration of the ,question that was asked and

the problem that was sttidied. Since Heideggerian phenomenology grounds the entire
research project, including the interpretive methodology that was employed, a
"'

'•

description of the development of Heidegger's ontological hermeneutic
',

phenomenology is presented in the second section. The third section is a description
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of the used methodology for this' study, Heideggerian. hermeneutical analysis. Finally,
.

the participants in the study and the procedures used to collect the data are described
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respectively in the fourth and fifth sections of the chapter.
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Pful:Jl~m: Statement

The Review of Literature demonstrated that literature on the experience of
remembering the past is sparse. In particular, there is very little written about the
experienee of re~embering from the perspective of the actual rememberers who are
living their memories. The reniemberers of specific interest in this study ·are adult
rememberers of family breakdown; What remains.· unclear in the literature is how
these particular rememberers ·understal'ld the experience of their remembering, i.e.,
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what does remembering family breakdown mean to them?
The purpose of this study is, therefore, to discover and make visible some of
the common meanings embedded in the lived experience of adult rememberers of
family breakdown. I will attempt to discover thematic relationships in these common
meanings. I seek ultimately to begin to understand more fully how nurses can
participate with adult :rememberers. offamily,,breakdown'to,create meaningful
narratives outofliving memorief. The methodology employed is. that of Heideggerian
0

\..,;

'-~

'

Ontological hermeneutic phenomenology is indebted to the contributions of a
number of Continental philosophers, among them Merleau-Ponty, Gadamer, and
\·_'•j;:-.!t:".'~·:
~··\ d ', r) ·7 ·
~c
.i: ·-l:
Ricoeur, but particularly, I would argue, Heidegger. Heidegger made a distinction
1. ; \

between the terms "ontological" (ontologisch) and "ontical" (ontisch): "the latter
applies to any relation to entities within-the-world, while the former applies to any
'

p

relation to the Being of those entities" (Richardson, 1986, p. 23). It is helpful to

',.
consider the traditions of hermeneutics and of phenomenology briefly in order to
, ',

i

''

appreciate Heidegger's significance in the development of ontological hermeneutic
phenomenology.
It is important to note, however, that not all contemporary hermeneutic
thinkers, including a number of nurse researchers, agree with the philosophical turn
that occurred with the introduction of Heideggerian phenomenology. Contemporary
philosophical hermeneutics is exceedingly complex, consisting of many competing
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theories of interpretation. Howard (1982) suggests that there are three major branches
of contemporary hermeneutie theory: objective hermeneutics; Heideggerian and
Gadamerian hermeneutics;· and, critical or radical hermeneutics. Each theoretical
position has its own assumptions and consequentially, significant methodological
implications. As this study is grounded in Heideggerian hermeneutic phenomenology,
the other two contemporary theories· of ·hermeneutics will not be discussed.
Hermeneutics ,as a discipline can be traced back to the ancient Greeks. The
Greek word· henrteneutikos. "related to 'explaining," referred to bringing to
understanding something :that is foreign ,or unfamiliar so as to, seem, familiar and ·

comprehensible; especially:by means.•of language (Bauman; 1978). The word was
derived Jrom ·Hennes, the· wing-footed messenger,;;go«t of Greek mythology. ·.ffetJDe$
was associated with •the Delphic• oracle. He .was responsible· for changing the
unknowable into. a fonn .that humans could understand or comprehend. He
accomplished this throll8h··tne• disecwery: and use.of language attd, writing.
Mor, receady~ :hermeneutics has had·two 'major brianches. One is:the rules,

methods, or theory. governing the ~egesis of linguistic texts, including Biblical
exegesis dating back to the seventeenth century, as· welt s ·Jegal discourse •and literary
criticism. In this early phase of its history, hermeneutics was a highly specialized
subdiscipline, primal'ily of theology.
The second branch has been the philosophlcal ;exploration of understanding,
including,the·.chamcter· of. and the eonditiosts .requisite for understanding,•(Bauman,

1978); During the nineteent}vand twentieth centuries,the scope of hermeneutics
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expanded ·greatly; and hermeneutics as an interpretive method found applications in
fields outside of theology. Schleiermacher redefined hermeneutics as the study of
understanding itself. He and his followers were among the first to develop
hermeneutics as the primary aspect of social experience, not only for the scholarly
interpretation of texts, but also for understanding the mystery of the inner life of "the
other." With this came. the realization· that other persons cannot be classified and
deduced,accerding to general laws.

Patt of 1the mystery of inelividuality l/U ,an admission that we can never be ·
sure of completely or rightly 11nderstanding· what·. another human ·being says. During
the· late seventeenth and eigbteeth centuries.• however, it was generally believed that as

human bemgs, we are. able, to grasp. something ·ronimon and· intelligible in the ·utterance
ofo:another due to· a common mtionality in consciousness and being.
With the aQVati9f'the,modem epochm die·ni•~nth•century, the
experimental.sciences ·pmec;idominuce over philosophy and. theology. The questions
of philosophy and'taeok>gy:moved away from·affirming that subjective understanding
is able to tgra:sp Teali~. to ffie purely epistemological questions of justifying the
mathematically symbolic constructions of nature and the validity of such· scientific
methods. ·
As a

consequence, henneneutics also began asking an epistemological

question: }'To what extent are we justified in· assuming that .we ·have a correct

understanding of die texts'r' An entire system of rules and ~iples developed from
expetienee in• classics and theological learning. It grew ·out of the belief that there is a
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certain set of. principles that allows the reader to grasp :the real idea of the text. On
this basis, the philosophical interpreters of the so-called historical school, especially
Dilthey. developed the belief that the humanities need and have their own
psychological foundation and hermeneutical methodology. It was Dilthey who saw
hermeneutics as the foundation for those disciplines (i.e .• all of the humanities and
social sciences,) that interpret human expressions of the inner mysterious subjective
life (Bauman. 1978).
Yet in the same epoch. Niet2Scbe captured the concept of interpretation m a
new and radical sense: "There are no moral phenomena, there are only moral
interpretations." This radical position forced the dichotomizing of the two earlier
forms of interpretation: ( 1) interpretation as simply interpreting statements following
the intentions of the author, or (2) interpretation as revealing the meaningfulness of
statements in a completely unexpected sense and even against the meaning of the
author. Husserl and Heidegger represent two of the voices in this dialectic.
Husserl claimed that he was the only real positivist, in the sense of taking
things as they are given. This became the principle of his phenomenology. Husserl's
conviction was that sense perception was primary and hermeneutics secondary. He
believed it was possible to make a distinction between phenomenology as pure
description of lived experience and hermeneutics as interpretation of experience.
Husserl and strict followers of his method would insist that phenomenological research
is pure description and that hermeneutics (interpretation) fails to do this. Husserlian
purists insist that the object of phenomenological description is to bracket out all •
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phenomena from consciousness except for the phenomenon being studied and to intuit
the essences of that phenomenon as it appears in consciousness. "From such a point
of view, .the notion of henneneutics or interpretation alr~dy• implies the
acknowledgement of a distortion, of an incomplete intuiting" (VanManen, 1990, p.
26).
The thinker wbo introduced the conc.ept of hermeneutic,s in philosophy, and not
only in the methodology of the humanities, was Heidegger. Heplaced
hermeneutics in the center of ·bis. analysis.of('xistence in .showing that
interpretation is not an isolated activity of human beings but the basic structure of
our experience of life. li/e are-,,JUways taking ;So.metbing M &0metbing: (Gadamer,
1984, p. 58)
0

Heidegger was a student of Husserl's who parted ways with his teacher by his
claim that sense perception is never given. Instead, it is an aspect of the pragmatic
approach to the world. We are always hearing--listening to something and extracting
from other things. We are interpreting in seeing, hearing, receiving. In seeing, we are
looking for something; we are not just like photographs that reflect everything visible .
./
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We are more like photographers, looking for the moment in which the camera shot
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would be an interpretation of the experience.
This is the primacy of interpretation which Heidegger proposed and Husserl
refused to accept. Husserl steadfastly held to his conviction that realizing what is
present for the senses is of primary importance. All interpretation is a secondary act.
Heidegger argued that all description is ultimately interpretation. "The meaning of
phenomenological description as a method lies in interpretation. . . . The
phenomenology . . . is a hermeneutic in the primordial signification of this word,
. ;i.

where it designates this business of interpreting" (Heidegger, 1962, p. 37).
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The Heidegger of Being and Time attempts to develop an ontology of
understanding that would ground understanding in our "being in the world"
(Heidegger, l962, pp. ·78ft). Unlike Husserl's ideal of a presuppositionless
philosophy, Heidegger argued that our own historical existence, our "being in the
world," affects our understanding of everything, both positively and negatively
(Wachterhauser, 1986). We find ourselves "thrown" into a world, and we cannot
evade our particular set of circumstances (Heidegger, 1962, pp. 174, 223-224, 264).
· .. I'·

Finding oneself "thrown" into some set of circumstances is an ontological
characteristic of human beings. Try as we may we cannot escape from being part of a
'

world

',,,.,
,.,

that is not of·o•own making.but on which••we·are dependent(Wachterhauser,

1986).
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!iMore important~ however, for hermeneutics, is the fact that our 'thrownness'
involves an inextricable, relation to history. . . . Because we come to understand nature
only throJgh a historical matrixt· histafy is,· ,in a·. sense, more prim~al than nature,"
.'·,·► J

j.

"t

(WacH1tmhauser, 1986~ pi'2l);• Ra~3·suclia 'iwdld"·(Keideggei, 1962:-, pp. 7Sff.) is a
precondition.ofall·unde:rstanding. Given this "situatedness," all new understanding
depends on.our ability to.~e new phenomena•to our already existing .set of
understandings. .Qur ·understanding is a contiauaHy changing reality, but it is our
preunderstandings ·that aHow us to find our· way;

.· Heidegger criticized previous accounts of knowledge, meaningt and
understanding as· heing,distorted becatlse,they did not give due credenee to· the ·
influences of historicity; Heidegger's critics accuse his position as being 1hat of
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skeptical relativism. His supporters would argue that Heidegger's position is that of
perspectivism instead.
Just because we allways understand reality from some perspective does not
imply that what we understand is, really, our own perspective and not reality.
On the contrary, we understand from a perspective but what we understand is
still reality. (Wachterhauser, 1986, p. 26)
Heidegger argues that meaning is neither arbitrarily imposed from without nor
discovered as fact. Just because we grasp reality from an historically mediated
perspective does not allow us to be arbitrary. Rather, meaning is worked out in a
,,

dialectical fashion that is free from suspicion.
To be sure, we genuinely take hold of this possibility only when in our
interprdation. ·• have understood that our· fm;tf •last, amt constant ·task is never
to allow our fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-conception to be presented to us
by .fattcies and ·popular canoeptioJts, ·but rather to make the scientific theme
secure by working out these fore-structures in terms of the things themselves.
(Heidegger,,•1962, p. 191)

"In this sense,'' 'Wtites·Wac~;
.. ,1.v

Heidegger is· not .ask,ini, th1'td dO• the 'inipo~ible~ that is; to step outside our
preunderstandings- and•~ thirigs- as isuch or, as Gadamer sometimes phrases it,
"From a perspective'•that 1b no~peetM· at aff;":·but1he is asking us to look
deeply atthings as they presentcthemsel,es·•from the horizon of our
preunderstandings. ( 1986, 'p. '28)
I
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According to Heidegger, a very important source of our preunderstanding is
language. One of the most important functions of language is what Heidegger calls
the "apophantic" function of language in which language "lets an entity be seen from
itself' (Heidegger, 1962, pp. 196-203). In other words, language allows us to
determine the similarities between and the distinctiveness of things from other things.
Furthermore, language develops as we strive for new ways to describe new
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experiences. ."Changes in the world necessitate changes in language, and changes in
language affect what we are able to grasp about the world," (Wachterhauser, 1986, p.
29). ·It is language that allows us to see the relatedness of things to each other and to
us. Therefore, for Heidegger, all description is ultimately interpretation, and language
is a primary vehicle for ·interpretation.
It was. Diltbey ~ho believed·that hermeneutics as a method could provide an
objective understanding of life and1 other persons, a view that is sometimes referred to

human exiant; (Dasein). Persons are self-interpreting beings whose being is both a
given antf:Sl811idhingthat is,gradually uncovered aswe live our lives in the.context,of
the world,. Writes\Rather (1990, p. 83):

As such, being·. tnusU>e studied ·,as it 1pasents itselfdn the, everyday world of
practices and lived experience. Since both experience and being are
intrinsically: language-imbued aad :involve,publi¢ or,shared· contexts• of
significance, the description and interpretation of experience in the language
with wllich people actually ~ themscbleS· is required. The task,for
Heideggerian hermeneutics is thus to explore our understanding of what it
me~ to· ~be•"· in the war~ .·wbith akeady,has com:e. about through language
(although some meanings of being remain concealed). (Polkinghome, 1983).
Heidegger believed that our written and spoken texts conceal much about
Being. A thinking dialogue with the text furthers disclosure of Being. In An
Introduction to Metaphysics, Heidegger ( 1953/1959) described three phases or
' :·1·

movements to an hermeneutical analysis of texts, the goal being meaningful
understanding. The first phase consists of an effort to determine the overarching
I

meaning which envelopes the entire text. This is the truth of the text, i.e., Being
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coming to light, and it is a meaning which is not necessarily explicit. The second
phase moves away from interpreting the whole of the text to focusing on the parts. A
comparison of the two interpretations fo.Uowsin

an effort to ground an understanding

of the whole in relation to the parts and vice versa. The shifting back and forth
between the parts and .the whole has been termed "the hermeneutic circle." In the
process, conflicts, similarities, questions, new themes, and possible meanings are
revealed. "In the third phase, one takes a stand in the center of the text, on the border
between concealment and disclosure which was established in the author's creative act
of naming Being. Then the interpretation seeks to go beyond, to what was not said,"
(Rather, 1990, p. 84).
This thinking dialogue between the jnterpreter and the text discloses meanings
which were heretofore not apparent to either the author or the interpreter, and in so
doing, transpersonal underslao.dinl may ·result. "The henneneutical process in its
essence comes not in the sciontific·ex.plication of what is already formulated in the
text; it is rather the proces• of Qriginati've dunking by. which: meaning comes to light
which was n<>t explicitl;y present" (Palmer. 1969,. pp. 157-lSS).
According. to· VanManen ( 1990), phenomenological text is descriptive in that
it names something and aims at letting that something show itself. Phenomenological
text is interpretive in that it mediates between interpreted meanings and the thing
toward which the interpretations point. It might be said, then, that hermeneutic
phenomenology is a type of textual analysis that aims for deep description and
interpretation. Furthermore, phenomenological descriptions are always concerned with
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some aspect of lived experience, and a good phenomenological description should
resonate with the reader's sense of lived life. "In other words," writes VanManen, "a
good phenomenological description is collected by lived experience and recollects
lived experience--is validated by lived experience and it validates lived experience"
( 1990, p. 27). Such description is both compelling and insightful.
It is also helpful to describe what hermeneutic phenomenology is not.
V anManen ( 1990) distinguishes phenomenological descriptions from other types by

identifying the ways descriptions can be descriptive, perhaps, but fail at being
phenomenological: ·
. :l,1: Sometimes the experiential iatereSt of phenomenological inquiry is

confused with journalistic or biographic accounts, or personal opinions
rather than aiming at lived experience.

2. Sometimes a description aims at lived experience but fails to elucidate the
meaning of that experience.
3. Sometimes a description may succeed in conceptual clarification or
theoretical explication of meaning but fails to elucidate lived experience.
A good phenomenological description is an adequate elucidation of some
aspect of the. lifeworld . . . a. good..phenomenological description is. something
that we can nod to, recognizing it as an experience that we have had or could
have had. (VanManen" 1990, p. 27)
The Heideggerian hermeneutic interprew seeks to depict lived experience.

The· process

of understanding can,. however~ never achieve fmality. To :understand

existence is, to understand.differently .and deeply. Subjectivism is avoided by taking
the interpretation beyond the originaly wudlective understanding of the narrator. ''By
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finding meaning in experience and then expressing this meaning in words, the
(interpreter) enables the community to think about experience and not just live it"
(Polkinghome, 1988, p. 30).

Heidegger and Remembering
As we have seen, what is at issue for Heidegger is the question of the
meaning of· being. It is constitutive of a person to have an ontological preunderstanding of being.
· What i~r at stake in pbilosophicaJ; llenneaeutics ,will thus be· the •'explication ot,
those beings with regard to their basic state of being' (SZ 10; BT 30)....
• Thus in:hiM:Ory<y ' ••· • what is pMiary is rather'the llltelf)retation of
authentically historical beings as regards their historicity' (SZ 10; BT 31).
·. (Riooeur, 1981, p; 55).
,'. '. Obviouslyt•· issue of pe&ns as, historical beingt· is,. critical for Heideg~r;

But what does Heidegget have to say: speciftcally about reblembering personal history?
"Not ·muob/ one· might be tempted td•y •uptm iglancltJgi at the index of Being \and

translatioa, appears in only three sections. But, the word "forget," or vergessen in

Gasey, (t987, p. 8) writes tbat, '!The inner dynamic: of all of Heidegger's

1

1

philosopbical work may be said to· consist in a prolonged ,effort to deal with the
forgetfulness,of.Being ... i·intbe fonn of an ontological blindness; .

t. This.••··

ontologial bUndness may be considered· a fonn of dis.;membennent. One antidote to
this dis-memhennent is the remembering of Being.
. .·l'would .like to highlight O:H'eidegger's response to remembering as an antidote
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to the problem of the forgetfulness or dis-memberment of Being in four sub-sections:
(1) Remembering: Toward an authentic existen~ (2) Remembering: Temporality and

historicality; (3) .Remembering: The gathering of thought; and (4) Remembering:
Being-in-the-world--The worldhood of memories.

Remembering: Toward an Authentic Existence
There are two fundamental modes of existence, according to Heidegger:
authentic existence in which Dasein, the human existent, has taken possession of its
own possibilities of Being, and inauthentic existence in which these possibilities have
been relinquished or suppressed. Although to be fully human means to experience
authentic existence in greater proportion to inauthentic existence, "the inauthenticity of
Dasein does not signify any 'less' Being or any 'lower' degree of Being. Rather it is
the case that even in its fullest concretion Dasein can be characterized by
"'"

.

inauthenticity,--when ·bmy, when excited, when, interested, :when ready for enjoyment"
(Heidegger, 1962, p. 68)., •,In other words, Dasein egperiences both modes of existence
to some degree.
For Heidegger; authentic existence: ,el& suppressed in everyday· Being-in-the-

world much of the time. To choose .possibilities. is distinctive o{ existence, but the
possibilities of choice are taken away. Who has taken them away? It is not anyone in
particular. Instead, it is the anonymous "they" of the mass societies--das Man,
Heidegger calls them. The consequences of mass-products and mass-media and masseconomies are uniformity and conformity. ''The self of everyday Dasein," declares
/.

Heidegger, "is the ·'they-self,; which we distinguish from the authentic self--that is,
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from the self that-has taken hold of in its own way" (1962, p. 167).
Dasein, therefore, is never complete in its Being. It is constituted by
possibilities rather than properties. A Dasein can either choose itself or lose itself; it
can either ex-ists (stand out) as the unique being which it is, or it can be submerged in
a kind of anonymous routine manner of life, in which its possibilities are taken over
and dictated to it by circumstances or by sociali pressures from the "they" of das Man.

Heidegger c,alls the "au~ntic" past Wiederholung. meaning "fetching
(something). back" out of the past "Fetching'' implies that the authentic past requires

some sort afi aetion.,andttbat ;action -.i$ re..membering;. The 11 inauthentic" past is
1

referred to as "oblivion," and on its ground "arise" one's memories which are "borne
in mind." The,inauthenfio,past is passive in natute·anddis-membered. Heidegger

calls the pastr':Being-~-having--been. 11
If Bemg.,.as-baving-beert is authentic, we call it '!repetition." · But when one projects
oneself inauthentically towards those possibilities which have been drawn from the
object of ooncem in matiae it present, tbis is possible-only because,Dasem has
forgotten itself in its ownmost thrown potentiality-for-Being. This forgetting is not
nothing, nor is it just a failure to remember; it is rather a "positive" ecstatical
mode of one's having been--a mode with a character of its own. The ecstasis
(raptUi'e) of forgetting has the ebameta of &acting away· in the face of one's
ownmost "been," and of doing so in a manner which is closed off from itself. . . .
The unity of these ecstases closes off one's authentic potentiality-for-Being; and is
thus the existential condition for the possibility of irresoluteness. (Heidegger,
1%2, pp; 388-389)
~

then, achieves -authenticity only in a resolute repetition of its past

(Casey, 1987).. The,past provides the very,.der,th of.memory, yet the past is
continually reshaped in ;the present, by remembeoog. , "Rather than being a simple
stockpile of ~ad actuallties-...-2111 instance of what. Heidegger would _term •standing
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reserve' --the past. ~begins now and is always becoming.' In short, the past develops,
thanks to the delaying action of remembering," (Casey, 1987, p. 275).
To Heidegger, this is not a past which is like baggage which Dasein drags
along behind itself, but a past which is experienced historically. The historical,
therefore, is the self, that is, the having-of-oneself by the enacting of one's own
existence in historical contexts. This historically enacted self-having is the "how" of
man's being...The phenomenological ,explication of the 'how' of this enactment of
experience according to its fundamental historical sense is• the decisive task- in this
whole complex of problems involving the phenomenon of existence," (Sheehan, 1982,
p. 52).
One of the fundamental ways in which Being-in-the-world is disclosed to
itself is understanding. Understanding has to do with the disclosure of Dasein' s
possibilities. "Possibilities" refers to "a way of Being that is open to the Dasein in
some situation or other, and into which it can move forward," (Macquarrie, 1968,
p.22).
But the possibilities of Dasein can be diverted and perverted by everyday
existence, and the various ways in which this occurs are summed up by Heidegger in
the phenomenon which he calls the "falling" of Dasein, a falling away from what is
most distinctive in the existence of Dasein.
The fallenness ofthe Daseitt is described by Heideggetin various·ways. It is a
kind of tranquillizing. for it takes away ;from. Dasein responsibility and the
anxietY that ·goes with it; it is. als. •iln ~tion• for it has diverted the Dasein
from autkentic seltbood and also•front dllthentic community; and furthermore it
is a scattering, for the Dasein' s possibilities are dictated by factors outside of
himself and tbere is lacking"the cohesion and unity that belong to ailthentic
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selfhood.. (Macquarrie, 1968, p. 27)
Another way to describe fallenness might be as dis-memberment. And just as
understanding is one of the fundamental ways in which Dasein is disclosed to itself, so
is re-membering. It might be said that remembering, too, is part of the core of
distinctive chari(i:teristics that distinguish the human existent from other kinds of
beings, or that remem~ring is constitutive of the universal structures of human
,,

existence. This does npt ,@Ply th,at other types of beings do not remember, but draws
attention to the (act ~.the: p.uman \,eing e,--i~ts

(sum~ out) as the only remembering

.

'

being that is QPCn<to and;1·~p>!Wible. fo.r. what it is (Macqllarrie, 1968).

According •to Heidegger (1962, p. 38), "We shall point to temporality as the
meaning of.the Being of that entity which we call

Dasein."

There are.three "ecstases"

or 4;tmensiQns, to eJii~OOtHlf .1teJJ1POnllicy: (l) the J>iesem, (2} what-bas-been, and (3)

~hat-is-t.Q-coipe., Ren,1eiu~~g s ~ all three. , Jn t® Present, Dasein remembers
what-bas-been .to illuminate die ,possibilities and. to project them to the

boun®TY .of

what-is-to-come, For Heidegger, this is a kind of "eternal life" in the midst of ~e:
transcending the "now" to attain authentic existence.
Thus we see Jhat in every ec;:stasis, temporality temp,Jralizes itself as a whole;
and this means that in the ecstatical unity with which temporality has fully
temwralized .itself ourrently,. is, grounded the •tQtality. of the structunu whole of
existence. . . . Temporalizing does not signify that ecstases come in a
"succession," . The future is oot later than having· be.en, and having been is not
earlier than the Present. Temporality temporalizes itself as a future which
makes.,p.resent in Ute P@Ce&S·Of :baving been. (Heiciegger, 1962, p. 401)

The temporality of Dasein helps to distinguish it from things. Unlike the
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thing .of substance, whose "relation to time is that of moving from one 'now' to
another, so that at any given moment, its past is 'no longer' and its future is 'not yet'"
(Macquarrie, 1968, pp. 34-35), Dasein is not simply confined to the "now." As
"projecting," says Heidegger, it is already in the future, while as "thrown," it is always
one who has already been.
He is not' simply "in time;' moving along from one now to the next; rather, he
takes time and has time. Of course, in the inauthentic mode of existence, the
Dasein,::as he· gets scattered in immediate concerns-,. tends to be like those
entities which simply "hop" from moment to moment. But this is a fallen or
deterieratcd existenee. J,In . any vase. we may. suppose that the Dasein never
quite becomes just another object, enduring through time. But clearly it is in
an authentic .e~nce,iltat the dim~s, of tanporality are· mest fully ,unifie<t. ·
and that true seltbood is attained. . . . It is through the appropriation of both
the "abeald" and "the ''already,'', that he£is freaf for authentic ·resoluteness, in the '
present situation. The authentic Dasein displays "the unity of a future which
; .IIUlkds· pm.stnt·in thef.process of having·been; we designate it,as •.'temporality' /I.
(Macquarrie, 1968, pp. 34-35)
The temporality of every person's existence is caught up in the wider
temporal movement of history, like a droplet of water which is autonomous but also
part of the flow of a great river. "Furthermore, there is disclosed to the individual not
only the past, present and future of his own existence, but likewise the past, present
and future of the historical community to which he belongs" (Macquarrie, 1968, p.
36).
How does the existent and the community make use of that which is
disclosed? Remembering is one major way. It might even be said that the
rememberer and remembering communities are self-historians.
Much of what: Heidegger ~ys about history applies also to remembering

·I

(Macquatrie, 1'968, pp. 37-38). Remembering, like Heidegger's aecount of history,
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does not have to do with the past as much as it is present and future oriented. In
studying remembering, as in studying history, we are studying persons in order to
learn about the possibilities of present and future personal existence. Through
studying remembering, as well as history, we deepen our self-understanding. If
remembering, like history, has less to do with past facts than with human existence,
then it must.be studied existentially, as Heidegger uses the word.
The stuff of remembering, ·like the stuff of history, is possibility rather than

fact. This does not relegate remem~ring and history to the gem:e of fiction or . ·
mythology. Heidegger seesJmto,y as being just as strict a study$ mathematics but
having broader existential,foundations .(Heidegger,, 1962, p/195). Toe same,could be
said of .the·· study of remembering. What we see, therefore, in ,remembering. just as in
history, ''.are ,the factical possibilities of existence, and these,are not to be·conftised
with merely ·utopian or imaginary possibilities" ·(Macquarrie, 1968~ p~ 38).
Like the historian.. the, iememberer is '.not i n ~ in all .the factical ·
possibilities· that· are partr of the: mmemberer~ s story... The rememberer, like the
historian, llselects those that stand out fmm the. routine and the ·everyday and that
disclose new and unsuspected dimensions of the Dasein" (Macquarrie, 1968, p. 38).
Remembering, like histttty,.is concerned with the cxpl<>ra~on9.f the authentic
possibilities of existence. Memory, like a history book, :is not merely a fixed .

collection .of events. for reference.
Rather than a· mere repository it experience, remembering becomes thereby· a·
continually growing fund fur experience: a source itself, indeed a resource, on
which notooly,,future ac~of..remembering but,many other:experiential modes
can draw as well .... Remembering keeps this experience together, keeps it
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coherent and· continuous, by ·virtue of its remembering from below. . . . [This
means that] whenever we remember and in whatever way we remember we get
a different past every time. (Casey, 1987, pp. 284-285)
Remembering, then, like the study of history, makes a considerable difference
in how we relate to the past. Indeed, since both remembering and history uncover the
past as ever•different, it makes all the difference. We do not repeat the past as if it
were a photograph, ·unchanging and invariant in its.details., We regain• the past ·as
different,each:time.,

Or. •i•Y says, "we:regainit"as differenUn its very sameness"

,,

'

'

'

(1987, p. 2i86). Samenoss..f« ~cri(i~?i" pp. U-34) is very ,different from
-f-,• ... ~-
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repeating the :past as •If..identical. Where the self-identical means just that and does
not allow ·for the different ilnu)y tway, .the 'samtl net only allows for the different, but
even fo&.tem,it from time.• •time~ Jt may foster it by means of remembering.

In and ~ .the dense operatiQns.,of autoaomou& reme•ring, I recall the
same past differently on successive occasions.... No wonder we keep coming
back to,the•.pf$till memory--whether in ordinary life or in history or in
psychoanalysis--without finding it in the least boring! As autonomous
reJ.'BtUlberers, we are ,genera&.ing'. wr, .OWJl ev~r. differing ,versions of th~ $fffllC •.
past.••. ,. Each time we n s ~ tnlly• w~, an,· refinding the past, OW',past;,
how,evet radical .the diff•ftC4>S,, ~ · succe&si~ .rememberings ~ . be. they
remain differen~ that:accrue,to,dle S8f8C/~ :Wbioh we are attempting to
~tun,. ••• We are refashioning the same past differently, making it to be
different in its very self-sameness. (Casey, 1987, p. 286)

·. Remembering:. The GatheQug of Thought,
It becomes..self-evident .that we are what we remember wrselv.es tQ be. W~
cannot dissociate. the>remembering of our peESODal past from our pre:sent and future
selfbood.;,·11te satneness of our memories eaab~,us to ha~ a continuous personal
identity whereby our conscio,sness

now is the same as our consciousness then.. "We
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can just as well say that it is the same memories that unite our temporally disparate
selves into one self: my self' (Casey, 1987, p. 290).
At the same time, even though remembering thrives in the climate of
sameness, Dasein is free to establish its ongoing and future seltbood by means of its
own remembering.
Therefore,: it is,.clcar that, thanks to memory, we have a quite considerable part
to play in our own self-begetting as persons.
. . . Each successive self can
re-orient itself by altering its hold· on .old memories· and· weaving in new ones;
it can reinterpret its history in a different manner; it can even represent itself to
itself in a variant manner.: tEvelY!lfhere there is the production of personal
identity, a production proceeding by the free remembering of the self by itself.

(Cas~, 1987,. p.. 292)

If it is clear that personal selthood. is dependent upon the activity of
.,

,;

remembering, in: all its complexity, it is still not clear how this activity actually works.
Heideg&er, pmvides us with a clue when; he states,. "Memory is the gathering of
thought," (1968, p. J).
When it is the name of the Mother of the Muses (i.e., Mnemosyne), "memory"
does not mean just any thought of anything that can be thought. Memory is
the gathering:and convergenct,.9f . .ght upon what ever:ywhere demands to be
thought about first of all. Memory is the gathering of recollection, thinking
back. {Heidegger, 1968, p. 11)·•..
''Gathering" connotes drawing together or assembling items into a provisional
whole. When Heidc;gger refers to gathering "though~" he is referring to thmlght in its
broadest sense to include percqptions, emotions, pieces •Of dialogue, indeed all the parts
of our life history. When gathering thought is memorial in nature, the unity is no
longer provisional. Instead, it is a'unity that according: to Heidegger, we keep:
~

l

"Keeping is the fundamental nature or.essence.of mem(UJ'" (1968, p. 151). Gathering-
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as-keeping is· more than just selecting parts to create as new wholes. Gathering-askeeping also involves the decision to validate the wholes thus drawn together as
memorable and· therefore worthy of being retained in memory (Casey, 1987).
Heidegger (1968) calls this Andenken meaning "commemorative thought," a knowing
that is a commemorative "thinking back" (pp. 4, 11, 143, 244).
But, says Casey (1987), remembering for Heidegger involves even more than
the two movements of gatJ:iering and keeping. The gathering and keeping of memory
is always a gathering and a

keeping
fo.:
.
. '

It is not sufficient for remembering to draw together and retain its content so as
to exhil:Ht it--thaftis; to:dfspiay it as·mighfl1 computer screen .... Beyond the
presentational immediacy of display, memory seeks to preserve its content
within. Within :wtiat? Within the remembering subject. . . . In its free action •·
remembering gathers itself into every aspect of the human subject--not only
into the:body and mind of this subject but into his or her emotional life, circle
of thoughts, set of social relations, and capacity to speech and listen. It is a
tnattet';Sin 1short~· oflm~diering methory info the ·persoh as a whole. Nothing
less·-thati:'fls .willldd'Jf: fnledonrin remembering·is h'Y·attrun fts full range in
human existence. (Caser, ·1987, p. 294) .
''
.
·

Remembering: Bein~-in-the-World or the Worldhood of Memory
rf~ ·,, ··:t ~'...-·-; .,:,
r-~ f.}~"'j

\,,i''!-t,_,{;~

r•

1·

· .• '
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There is a danger when reading Heidegger in making existentialist
interpretations, especially as regards his analyses of what may seem to be
psychological concepts, such as remembering, care, and anguish. But Heidegger
clearly shifted the ontological problem and the question of understanding away from
the relation with another to the relation of being with the world:
•,

It is therefore not astonishing that it is by a reflection on being-in, rather than
being-with, that the ontology of understandingtnay·begin; not f>eing-with
another who would duplic,ate our subjectivity, but being-in-the-world. This
shift of the philosophical locus is just as important as the movement from the
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problem of method towards the problem of being. The question of the world
takes the place of the question of the other. In thereby making understanding
worldly. Heidegger de-psychologisesit. This shift has been completely
misunderstood in the so-called existentialist interpretations of Heidegger.
(Ricoeur, 1981, p. 56)
Being-in, then, is a mode of existing in the world that cannot be construed as
being situated within mind or brain and their representational. contents.
When D~in·~ts itself towards·smnething anti grasps it, it does not
somehow first get out of an inner ,sphere in which it has been proximally
encapsulated,, but ,its primary kind of Being is such that it is always "outside''
alongside. entities which it encounters and which .belong to a world already
discovered• •... ·even·in perceivin~,rdaining, and preserving, the Dasein which
knows:remams outside. fffeidegger;~J962,, p. 89).·
This is of great significance for remembering. If it is true that we are our
memories and if it is true that we are situated in a world, then we must return memory
;

''

to the world.
In being made of our memories (rather than being their makers), we are also
llistead,of ,suclting us into a tight; container of
the mind or the brain, memories take us continually outside ourselves, and they do
, .'-W.in.1• Y«'J, midst of the ,enactment of'their own distinctive in-gathering,aotion"
(Casey, 1987).

: , keyood ourselves ia ·out mem9rig.

'I

Memories, therefore, refuse to be contained. Despite the preponderance of

theories of memory that .defmc memory .as some sort of•contaitm>ent.; whether it'.be a
brain•librll;Y1or a mindtcomputer. iilelnOtjes defy suck simplistic ,explanations..
Memories1are,not solely mine; nor isithe remembered past solely confined to my

consciousness. , "And making us as they do; these, same. memories tak1Hi, :out of
ourselves, and into the worki; ·or more exactly, ,Ibey, show us that we bave always
already been there--and precisely in and through remembering itself' (Casey, 1987, p.
310).
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This challenges us to consider memory in a new way. Memory is not
confined to the brain or the mind. Rather, memory is in the world. This means that
memory is in the things that belong to the world, such as lived bodies, places, other
people, and even material things. All worldly things, animate and inanimate, can be
memorial. They can embody memories and can evoke them.
Any thing-anything in the world, even the frailest footprint-can become
memorial: can become a bearer of memories with as much right as a
• monument built t<>c stand forever. The fact is that memory is more a colander
than a container, more porous than enframing. Its final freedom of in-gathering
is a freeq0,m of lettiag:die world in through its many subtle pores (and this in
many fashions) only in order to allow us to realize how richly we already inhabit tbe world without. (Case)', 1987, p. 310).

It cllallengeswr.assumptions to con~.that the only paradigm of memory is
that wmdl considers U1e n,membering characteristic of human beings. It may be
instead that memory in some significant sense unknown to us is truly to be found in
things as they ~ situated in the wor~ .This is Jbe. worldbood of memory.
"Everything. partic~pates in memory/ says•Piaget{:1963,, p. 476). This may be more
than a form· of speech. ··

If tQ be i$ ,~ pal!ticipate. and if everydu11g; partieipates in mem«y•-inailimate. .
things as well as their human percipients--this can only mean that everything is
memorial!fhrough.and through.. , .•· 11$.very porousness, its 0pen~ess and
ongoingness, its ability to bond deeply across remoteness of time and space, its
own viltual dimension~.U·,of these help to make.~· &::powerful
participatory force in the world. Or more exactly: !§. the world. Just as
ev¢fYt4inc partic-,it.t.s in-m~o,ry. $0 memoi:y. participates in everything:
every last thing. In so doing, it draws the world together, re-membering it and
. endowmg itiwith a connectiveness and a signifw~ it would otherwise lack-or rather, without which it would not be what it is or as it is. (Casey, 1987,
pp. 312-313).
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Method or Methodology?
It has been said that the method of hermeneutic phenomenology is that there
is no method (Gadamer, 1975; Rorty, 1979; VanMannen, 1990). VanManen (1990)
makes a helpful distinction, however, between research method and research
methodology. Hermeneutic phenomenology may .not have a method, but it certainly
subscribes to a methodology, the theory behind the method. Part of this theory
includes a warning against the use of a rigid set of steps or law-like techniques when
doing hermeneutic ;p&ftbthebol<>gy.

1

And yet it -is oot eatildy wrong to say phenomenologyjand hermeneutics ...
have a certain methodos--a way. Significantly, Heidegger talked about
phenotnenologbll!. ldlection as following certain: paths, "woodpaths," ·towards a
"clearing" where something could be shown, revealed, or clarified in its
essential naturel,: However, the paths (methods) cannot be determined by fixed
signposts. They need to be discovered or invented as a response to the
question atband;''(VanManen, 1990, p. 29)
lfeideger ·.wouJ.d·call this ,phenomenological -reflection ''thinking;" V anManen
calls it "scholarship.'!, Whatever. this process of reflection or analysis is called, it
places demands on the thinker/scholar/researcher to be a careful observer of life as
lived and to be familiar-with 'te:x:ts from· a variety of disciplines which might shed light
upon· the phenomenon of.interest. Other· texts may be used in the process of
interpreting the text(s) ofl interest because henneneutic phenomenology is free from the
suspicion that pervades Hussertian phenomenology and positivism. In addition, the
hermeneutic phenotnenologisf tig- well servect, by1etying upon the hermeneutic
phenomenological traclition

as,aso~ and·a ltlethodoiogieal ground f,or doing

analysis (VanManen, 1990), _;,
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VanManen (1990) identifies six research activities that are congruent with the
tradition of hermeneutic phenomenology. He calls these "methodological themes," and
offers them as representative of the helpful, practical approaches to doing hermeneutic
phenomenological research. The list is not exhaustive and the six methodological
activities are not meant to be practiced in isolation. He encourages the hermeneutic
phenomenologist "to select or invent appropriate research methods, techniques, and
procedures for a particular problem or question" (VanManen, 1990, p. 30).
The six methodological themes are:

1. Turning to a phenomenon which interests us and commits us to the world.
2. Investigating experience as we live it rather than as we conceptualize it.

3. Reflecting on the essential themes which characterize the phenomenon.
4. Describing the phenomenon through the art of writing and rewriting.

5. Mam~g a strong and ori~-relatiQn ,to thei .phenomenon•.
.6.. •Balancing the-~cb .e<.>ntext:.l)y consideriag.bQtb th¢ parts•.·and·the.
• whole;
Hermeneutic phenomenology wa,s intrQduced into ~ing .research by Benner
(1984a; 1984b; :Benner & Wrubel, J989). Benner sees ber,goal as a hermeneutic
researche{ ~r se4king commonalities in meanings, situations,, and bQdily experiences in
the descriptiotl. ud. undc;~~dmg of the lived experimace of persoos. ·
Benner ( 1985) uses three interpretive strategies to reveal configurational and
transactional rel-.tionships in the ~ : ~ m c~. exemplars, and thematic
analysis. She defines the f~t

inteq>PH.iye s~ategy, paradigm cases,. as follows:
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Paradigm cases are whole cases which stand out as a strong instance of a particular
and complex pattern of meanings. They cannot be broken down into smaller units
without losing important nuances and aspects of the pattern, so they are reported
intact. (Rather, 1990, p. 85).
The second interpretive strategy Benner calls exemplars. Exemplars are
vignettes as opposed to whole cases which capture the meaning in a situation so that
the reader is able to recognize the same meaningful transaction in other situations
which on the surface may appear objectively different (Benner, 1985). "The difference
between exemplars and paradigms is one of complexity; both strategies capture the
meaning in a situation, but paradigms link multiple meanings into a pattern or
meaningful whole" (Rather, 1990, p. 85).
The third interpretive strategy described by Benner is thematic analysis.
Benner describes this strategy as follows:
The interpreter identifies common themes, appearing in multiple texts, and
extract$ sµfficient excerpts to present evidence of these themes to the reader.
Such excerpts may take the form of single sentences/thoughts, or they may be
~,nI?.l~ or paradjpns 1t14biqh ~~ ,~e. Q9~91l them,. Note that all
three presentation strategies--paradigm cases, exemplars, and thematic analysis-allow JI~; ,eader ••~ipatie: • the. , v ~ ~ pf die. ijading$. .As is the case
with paradigms and exemplars, thematic analysis also preserves the context of
the ~tion. As the .geal,.of hermeneutic an.iysis.is t,o_di$£Qv:"r meanings and
achieve understanding (not to extract theoretical terms or concepts at a higher
le:vel of abstraction, such as in grounded theory), any attempt to
decontextualize meanings would change the phenomenon. Recall that in the
Heideggorian \trldition, .persons· appropri~_meaning within Ute co~xt .of their
world of experience; thus meaning resides not solely within the individual nor
solely within the situation, but in. the ~ansaction ~een the two. The
individual both constitutes and is constituted by the situation. (Rather, 1990,
pp. 85-86)

The medlod of data,aDMyais prQposed. by Benner .has alS<> been. used by
Diekelinaum (1988; 1989a,b).; I;liek.elmann,has systematized the more general process
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of Heideggerian hermeneutics used by Benner. Hers is a seven-step method for
textual analysis, but as is consistent with hermeneutic philosophy, the researcher is
warned against using these steps in a rigid or law.;like manner. Diekelmann's
suggested seven-step hermeneutical method as described in Diekelmann, Allen, and
Tanner fl 989) is as follows:
Stag¢ One: The entire set of interviews is examined as a whole by each

member of the research team to obtain an·overall understanding of the texts.

Stage Two:

The ·text 'of each. intetview is summarized by each member of the

team with possible themes identified. :W-rltten interpretations are SUW()rted
with exeetpts'frortt the intetViews. The research team meets weekly'to:discuss

written 1intefpretations of each interview.

Dialogue among team members

regarding. analyses'and textuhl ~vidence ensues.·· Group consensus is die
ulti:thate' goaf''

interpretation 'is·eon\pared·wfth'.the·in-remgat<>fs for similarities and
difte~~- ·''Arty discrepucies 'in the interpretatibns are darifie<f by'referring

StlgetPotfr: Material geherated in•previous stages is reread and studied to see
if sinlilar 1(comil'\dn)or coritra<ficfory
texts:

;.
r

~

I

meanings anq,~sent in various different

The 'J1'trrpose of this· stage is ·to identify· relatiortal themes, ·arising out of

.' · cortimon, :ttteianings,i "'1uelt tut·• across all texts. .Exttnsive documentation

provides· stipport for:the· itfentifieatit>n 'i:it· tomnion. themes.
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Stage Five: During this stage of analysis, a constitutive pattern emerges.
Constitutive patterns are present in all texts and express the relationships
among relational themes. Constitutive patterns are the highest level of
hermeneutical analysis.
Stage Six: The purpose of this stage is to validate the analysis with .persons
not on the reseflfch team but fan;ailiar with the content area and/or research
method. Validation of relational themes and the constitutive pattern is also
sought from a subset of the interview participants.
Stage Seven: The last stage is the preparation of the final report (dissertation),
using sufficient excerpts from the interviews to allow for validation of the findings
by the reader.
The purpose of having multiple interpretations at every stage of the analysis,
writes Rather ( 1990), is to allow for bias control by exposing unsubstantiated
'

'

.·

meanings and inaccurate interpretations not supported by textual evidence. Each
f ' .\

~ ~

'

interpreter is committed to allowing the "truth" of the text to speak, and not read into
the interpretations any meanings not supported by the text. The open and continuous
.,

process of revising the interpretations allows for increased understanding by exposing
contradictions, conflicts, and inconsistencies.
.

.

I propose that the hermeneutic-phenomenological "methodos" proposed by
Heidegger, VanManen, Benner, and Diekelmann is well-suited to this initial
interpretive ~tudy of adult rememberers of family breakdown. I did not have a formal
research team as recommended by Diekelmann. However, I followed her seven stages
as closely as possible. Two colleagues doing Heideggerian hermeneutics served as my
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research team. We discussed written interpretations of interviews, common and
contradictory meanings, and relational themes and constitutive patterns. We also
validated the overall analysis. In short, I subscribed to the hermeneutic methodology
thinkers proposed by the above thinkers, one that simultaneously relied upon the
hermeneutic phenomenological tradition as a source and discovered its way as a
response1to the iaterpretive,expemence itself..

Research Participants
The design of this study called for the recruitment of eight to ten participants.
The participants were interested volunteers who heard about my proposed study
.

-1,"·

through their interfaces with me in my professional, academic, and personal
affiliations, as well as word-of-mouth. Each respondent was a self-identified adult
child of a dysfunctional family, what I have come to call an adult rememberer of
family breakdown as the result of this study. The only restriction to the selection of
participants was requiring a minimum age of eighteen, since I was studying adult
'

,.I

children of dysfunctional families. No other selection criteria as to demographic
characteristics was imposed in order to achieve as rich and varied a data set as
possible.
Heideggerian hermeneutics is a qualitative research method. Like other
qualitative methods, it is essentially an investigative process. However, it differs from
most qualitative methods in several significant ways, and this is apparent in the area of
sampling. Whereby most other qualitative methods try to make sense of a social
.. I

phenomenon in large part by contrasting, comparing, replicating, cataloguing, and
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classifying the object of the particular study, Heideggerian hermeneutics and other
methods of interpretive phenomenology try to disclose and understand the meanings
embedded in the everyday world of lived experience. Whereby sampling in other
qualitative research methods involves not only decisions about which people to
observe or interview, but also about settings, events, and social processes (Miles &
Hubermah; 1984), sampling. within interpretive phenomenology. involves decisions
mainly about whic:h·people. to interview. This is because Heideggerian hermeneutics
specifically; is concerned with ontology, the study of the nature of Being, and not the
study of beings.
The namre·of. Being is interpreted,or analyzed.by.·Bieans·of language.
Therefore, sampling involves decisions about which persons to interview, and
decisions ef,scttings ·ate ;only important in regards to ensuring that ·the participant is
comfortabk\sharing his:ot herlived experience in that setting. Choices about the
sampling parameters of events and processes are made explicit in the interview
question, e.g., "Tell me the story of what it was like growing up in your family."
Beyond the initial interview question, sampling choices for events and processes are
made by the interviewee, i.e. he or she decides which lived experiences to share.
This supports the sampling decisions I made in this study. Participants were
volunteers who self-identified themselves as adult children from dysfunctional
families. They shared their lived remembrances in a place that was mutually
comfortable for them and for me as the investigator. After I asked the initial study
question, the interview followed a non-structured format with each participant deciding
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which events· and- processes to share.
Each person who expressed an interest in participating in the study received a
recruitment letter explaining the study (Appendix A) and a consent form (Appendix
B). The first ten positive respondents to the recruitment letter who were eighteen
years of age or older were selected.
Informed consent for. participation in the study was. assured via ·signed consent
forms from eaoh participant. Participants were contacted· by telephone· to· artange for
the time and the place of their interviews per their consent. In preparation for the
stage· of data· anatysis known as consensual validation by research participants~ the
consent Jonn was designed explicitly .tc,· ask the J>atticipants' ·,permission .t(). re-contact
them, both f« clarification of aspects· of their interviews if required and ·for: assistance
,:,t.-, \,

I

in data analysis~, :A· subset· of participants was -subsequentl¥ re-contacted by telephone
to assist in validation of the analysis of data.
I

1

. •,,

Data Collection
;il;,'

i

y

•

.j

In keeping with the philosophical framework of this study, data was collected
via audio-taped, open-ended, nonstructured interviews. Interviews were nonstructured
because the study sought an understanding of the participants' experience as they have
interpreted it. The goal was not the validation of a priori hypotheses or theories.
Participants were asked the following statement which is a modified version
of the format developed by Nancy Diekelmann, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. of the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. This statement appeared in the
I

recruitment letter in advance of the interview (Appendix A) so that the participants
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had adequate ·time to remember their story prior to the interview and recording
session.

Please be prepared to tell me your life story. This may include times you will
never forget because they remind you of what it means to be an adult child of a
dysfunctional family, or what I prefer to call an adult rememberer of family
breakdown. Include as much detail as possible and stay in the telling of your
story, rather than stepping back and analyzing it or·describing it from afar. After.
you have given the details of your story, please describe why this story cannot be
f«gottprl, and what it nieans• to .you. Your story can be from the distant past or the
recent past, sad or happy, a story of breakdown when nothing went right or one
wheneverything•went.right., lfifllOSSU)lt,pleast;usc as few n~and references
to specific places as possible. If you agree, I may re-contact you for clarifying
inf~tion .afmrl,bave1l'e;lci )'Qllt:1story,:if tllatda necessary. Or,1 if you agree, I
may re-contact you to have you read an interpretation of your story to see if you
agme:or;oan't.lp atarif)'\ dtameaninp, ef your: mmm1',bered· experience. With your
help, the narratives of adult rememberers of family breakdown can reveal the
uoiqut and· ~mmon11IieaniJlgs oi:tke.cxperienee of,reDJeO)bering family. ·. ·
breakdown. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I am
most appreciatiV,e ,of you~ -participation in this· stlJdy·. H any of your friends er . ...
acquaintances have remembered stories of family dysfunction or breakdown, please
s ~ thi•,Jetter with '1lem andioneourage ,them! to dontact me. ·Thank ,yaarx ,
, :, 1

Intmviewshavctaged &pll)f()Ximately: 9i .minutes·, continuing· until each•

pamcipant.• statm:Uhat

sae, or he ,had no :~ore to say.

Interviews were conducted at a

time and· place mutually agreed: upon·.,, &,principal .investigator, I. conducted all of the
interviews~ .

The· taped interviews. were traosaribed verbatim by a skilled transcriptioniat
and checked for accuracy by ,myaelt, The ,iesulting texts constituted. the data '.for1tlr :,. ·
study. Transcriptions, .wcrc;1P10Bymously numbered, an<l no one but myself is aware of
the. participants' identities. The anonymity. of participants· was also· maintained in the

reporti.ng;of the. data; identify.mg information in. thei text such as names. age, living
situation•. and place ofwerk;,1Wa& altered. Participants .signed a release fortn which
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allows the anonymous interview data to be used for publication in research articles,
books, research symposia, teaching materials, and/or nursing education workshops (see
Appendix B).
As a further assurance of the protection of participants, this research protocol
was submitted to the Human Subjects Review Board of Loyola University Chicago for
approval prior to initiating the study.

· ··Data or textual. analysi& proceeded according to the suggested guidelines of
Heidegger (l953/1959y 1962), VanMancn:(1990)~.Benner (1984a, 1984b), and
Diekelmann.(1989). ·The qualitative·compmer.softwam package called MARTIN •.
Version 2 (for Martin Heidegger),. developed at the. University of Wisconsin School of
Nursing specifically for the purpose of doing Heideggerian hermeneutic analysis, was
used in the process of analyzing the interview texts. The use of such a research tool
helped to ensure that the ensuing analysis is not sloppy and arbitrary, but instead is
rigorous or scientific in a broad sense by being a systematic, explicit, self-critical, and
intersubjective study of the lived experience and memories of adult rememberers of
family breakdown (VanManen, 1990, p. 11).
A preliminary pilot study was conducted the spring of 1992. Four persons
were interviewed according to the guidelines above. The pilot study was conducted to
assess the research question, the interviewer's effectiveness, and whether Heideggerian
hermeneutics was an appropriate method to investigate the phenomenon of
remembering family breakdown. One of the initial verbatim transcriptions was
interpreted at the 1992 Nursing Institute for Heideggerian Hermeneutical Research at
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the University of Wisconsin, Madison. The institute was led by Nancy Diekelmann,
RN, PhD, FAAN, and attended by nearly 30 qualitative researchers. This pilot study
was completed successfully and the texts will be included for interpretation with
succeeding texts.
In summary, it is important to recall that in hermeneutic phenomenology, the
analysis itself is the method. Therefo~, Chapter IV of this study, the Heideggeriilll
hermeneutic, analysis itself, i! the method. Thi~ st,u4y is not merely ~ tJie, method

of ~eideggFi;µi he~ti~.,,. It• i~ ~ iJ:nportani. tQ note that in doing Hei~ggerian

hermeneutips., •. grpupOQ(;l as ~ i~ in, Heideggeriao :~~Q11lenology, my OWll experience
before.. <luring,.~ after the. interviews ii.~ .iDStruQ)C:1lt.

CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

The philosophy of Heideggerian phenomenology was used· in· the· hermeneutic
analysis of the data df thisi ·study. Interviews were conducted with ten participants
who identified themselves 'as· adult children of dysfunctional families.· The analysis
examined these

texts :tor safient cotttinon ·meanings ·either implicit or explicit in the

participants' memories of their-lived experience of what I have come to call "family
breakdown:" These' collilllon meanings were

then systematically compared and

contrasted to identify themes which express ·the· relationships between them, as well as
patterns that express the relationship between themes. In all, eleven relational themes
and three constitutive patterns emerged.
The interpretation which has thus emerged represents my current
:

'

,

'

'

)',,'

';

'

understanding of what family breakdown means to these adult rememberers. This
understanding
is far from complete and will continue to evolve in the future research
'
.
'

,.

'

\'

,

,

of myself and others.
The analysis will be presented in three parts. The first section of the analysis
describes the constitutive pattern Remembering Breakdown and the four themes which
led to the unveiling of the pattern. The second section describes the constitutive
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pattern Comporting T9ward Breakdown and the three themes which undergird the
pattern. The third section describes the constitutive pattern Living In Thrownness and
the four related· themes.
The constitutive patterns, themes, and subthemes are ordered to best capture
the "how" of remembering family breakdown. Grammar is in the first person to
emphasize the subjective nature of narrative remembering. The use of the "-ing" form
of the W<.>tds is used to imply that remembering family breakdown is a process that is
active and ~ynamic, not passive or static. Liberal use of textual excerpts will be
presented to suppQ1' the. analyses and •to allow the reader to talce part in validation of
the adeq~y of the, data and the subsequent analyses,. I .bave. chosen Jo use the.
present tense when.introducing or.discussing textual excerpts to.convey that

Constitutive Pattern: Remembering Brealcdown
Remembering brealcdown emerged as one of three constitutive patterns in the
analysis. Each participant remembered many stories about the families they believed
to be dysfunctional. Four themes emerged from these stories, and these themes were
Remembering Disapproval, Remembering the Ugly,. :Being Dis..membered, and Being
Let Down. In addition to the emergence .of the .constitutive pattern Remembering
Breakdown, .a·definition of tho meaning, of "breakdown" also emerged, .

Remembering is so basic te experience that it is seldom consi•ted. The
/·

participants in this· study did not speak much. about their. awareness of the process of
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remembering. Instead,. they relied upon remembering to communicate their
understanding of the meaning of family breakdown.
The form their remembering took, however, varied greatly. For some, their
remembering was in the form of a life story comprised of smaller stories clustered
together creating something like chapters. For others, their remembering was in the

form of a collection of short stories, all with the same characters and the same general
plot line, but taking place at different times. And for yet others, remembering took
the form of events, or "snippets" as one participant called his rememberings, keeping
more with journalistic reporting than with storytelling.
~

:-. t ·, .)

The content of the rememberings was that of dwelling in breakdown, or the
lived meaning of being a rememberer of family breakdown. Remembering enabled the
participants to do a phenomenology of breakdown, whereby the phenomena of
breakdown are "the collection of what is open to the light of day, or can be brought to
light, what the Greeks identified simply with ta onta, das Seiende, what is,"
(Heidegger, 1962, 28). Dwelling in breakdown is a mode of being, however, and
/'

-j

·:·)

.• ··'1,'.

being is not really a phenomenon or an object, but something more encompassing and
elusive.
Yet in Being and Time Heidegger finds a kind of access in the fact that one

has., with his existence, along with it, a certain understanding of what fullness
of being is. It is not a fixed understanding but historically formed,
accumul~ in,:the very expericDOe:of, encountering pheaomcna; •·Being can ·,
perhaps, then, be interrogated by an analysis of how appearing occurs.
Ontology. must •bedome phenomenology. i, Onto1'g!y mut,NB td 1 the ~ssesl of
understanding and interpretation through which things appear; it must lay open
•thc\moed ;&nd arection· of human existence;, it MIISt reader visible· the ilivisible
structure ofbeing-in-the-'}"orld. How does this relate to hermeneutics? It
nmam..liliat ontology must, •• ,phem,menmogy of being, ·become a
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"hermeneutic"-of existence.... It lays open what was hidden; it constitutes not
an interpretation of an interpretation (which textual explication is) but the
primary act of interpretation which first brings a thing from concealment.
(Palmer, 1969, p. 129)
·For some of the participants, the process of telling their story was a primary
act of interpretation which first brought the experience of dwelling in breakdown from
concealment to revelation. For these participants, remembering had the character of
interpretation. According to Heidegger (1962, 37), each person (Dasein) has a
preconscious understanding of being. The process of interpretation is the process
through which the preconscious understanding is made conscious. Interpretation
allows for the structure of each Dasein's own being and the authentic meaning of
being to be made known.
For others, however, remembering did not serve as a means of doing
hermeneutics. For these participants, remembering did not further understanding.
Remembering did not serve as interpretation which renders possible the disclosure of
•,

,I

being of things. Remembering di,i,~t render the disclosure of the potestialities of
their own ,being, Th~se we!l':the, parµcipants for whom. rem.em.l>ering b~own was
not the reme~{ing of a woven piece

of cloth, but instead a myriad of loose threads

with mul~,possibilities but awaiting the weaver to actµallze one of those
possibiliµe$.
Despite the variety of the forms of remeD'lbering, .each participant engag~ in
the re~berins of w~ J. have come to call family ~dQwn. In Chapter n, I

showed 119w. the literature bas failed to -~t forth a sumdardized or universally accepted
operational definition of the concept "dysfunctional-~y." And yet. it is clear.from
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analyzing the interview texts of these participants that the term "dysfunctional family"
is a term they understand. It is a concept that communicated something that is
meaningful to them.
Each of the participants came forward as a volunteer in the study, willing and
wanting to remember his 6r-her story of what it means to be an adult child of a
dysfunctional family. · Each relied upon remembering to reveal to me those memories,
impressions, feelings, thoughts, and experiences that were part and parcel of growing
up in their families--of◄tigin,, · Each of them told me in so· many words that thele was
something

abotlt his or- \her family, that was not• right, that· there was something· broken.

Each ptrsOn seemed tt> understand intuitively -or preconsciously ·the• essence of a
family, •how and what a: family should be, and each person interpreted hOw his 0r- her
family

fen ishort of that understanding.

·Family, it seems, is an integral part of each.

participant~s wmtdi ·
The tetm •· "W()rld,,, irr -Heidegger· does not mean our environment,·. objt<:tively
considered, the universe as it appears to a scientific gaze. It is closer to what
might'l:;e·cillled•&ur·penk)fial'Workl World is
the whole,of all beings but
the whole in which the human being always finds himself already immersed,
surrounded ·by its manifestness as revealed·~· an always pregrasping,
encompassing understanding. (Palmer, 1969, p. 132)

not

Another way to think about "world" is as the sociocultural environment one is
"thrown" into. The different social practices of a specific culture make up the "world"
of that culture. In turn, each of these larger worlds can be broken down into smaller
'',
;\,

ones that more specifically_ define a person. Arguably the most significant of these
smaller worlds for the child is the world of the family.
Depending on the particular world(s) in which one happens to be involved,
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certain factors become more or less important in terms of one's constitution. So,
certain characteristics of temperament and coping, for example, may become more or
less important in terms of one's constitution depending on the particular world of the
family in which one happens to be involved. It is through the remembering of their
stories of being-in•the-world-of-their-families that each participant is able to identify
those unique constitutional factors that were more or less important for involvement
with their families.
To mark the significance of our existence,' Heidegger gave the name Dasein to
the type of being

we, call human beings.

Dasein translates as "being there:." Before

anything else, i.e.,·before identity, or gender socialization, or knowledg~ or

understanding, for example, persons exist, For Heidegger, being is Being. We are
'ahere," and that is how we shoold ,conceive of ourselves if we are gt>ing to understand
the "average everydayness'' of our lives. Dasein according to Heidegger is that entity
which is ~ • a s , being.in-the-world. ·Human life is not some subject that has

to perform some trick in or~ to enter the world. Dasein as being..in-dae-wotld means

being in the world ·in such a way that· this Being means dealing with the world.
, Being-in...the•WGdd· is what Heidegger called Dasein's activity of existing. He
1

used this expression to stress the importance of the "world." The use of the hyphens

is meant to' emphasize that there is no distance between. ourselves. and our world. We

are as much a part of our.·wodd as it is :a part of us.

Heidegger believed that no

distance,·either physical.or mental, exists-between ourselves and oor world. Dasein's
interest and· involvement with.Ats world· is intrinsic to Dasein. There is no existing, no
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"being-there," without a world in which to exist. A person without a world makes no
sense. The world and Dasein are one in the same.
Being-in-the-world is not meant to convey "in" as a spatial indicator, i.e., it
does not mean that human beings exist in a particular country or even the planet Earth.
Instead, "in" should be thought of as an indicator of involvement much as "being-inlove" or "being-in-trouble" (Lemay & Pitts, 1994, pp. 47-48).

But we are not in the world by ourselves. ,For Heidegger, there is a •ery
specific way ·we mate sense of our wodd: through our relationships with other
Dasein, what Heidegget called Das• Man. translated rather awkwardly as the 'Ibey or
the One· (Lemay & Pitts, p. Sl ). The They represents all of the possibilities fot'
Dasejn'iS world as

a: coUdotive whole~ ,The 'Fhey consists of other Dasein whose

presence creates the world ,in which· an individual

Dasem can act.

and everywhere :id relationship with: olher 'Dasiein. : ··,,

Dasein is always

,.,, , .

Meidesg« belie'ftld that 'mch social tpractices which make up· Dasein' s ·world
are specifically establisMd•by the-.They. The They is the embodiment of a Dasein$s
world and, consequently, of

a Dasein's personal possibilities of what one can be.

The

They has a -oonriative function in,..the sense that.it -shapes Dasein's behavior. ·

The-They constitutes the, human environment il'l. which an individual can and
must act. lt,is,what gives meaning amHnteHigibility to each Dasein's existence.
Through t1te··They, we make 5ense of ourselves and' die world around us by teaming .
how "~·lives." :11:Rathet than understanding our· world, through the laws of science or
through

some god, individuals mike the world intelligible by participating in a social
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context; a· world, which .has certain customs embodied by and expressed through the
They" (Lemay & Pitts, 1994, p. 51).
For the c ~ the They is predominately the family. It is the family that
specifically establishes a child's social practices. It is the family that is the
embodiment of a child's world and~ consequently, of a child's personal possibilities--of
what a child can be. It is ,the ,family that has oontrol and authority-over the child. It
is .the famil¥ ·that shapes! the dlild' s·behavior. · It is the family· that constitutes the •
environment in !Which;a ol:likl aan a'fKl, must act. It is the family that gives meaning
and intelligibility, to eachdilld's existence. It is through, the ra.nily that the.child.
makes. sense of herself 31ld. the wod@Jtround; her bytlearning• how ~1.one lives." It is the

partieipata.in and,tllen•beings·to,make the world·.intdllgible.
. Being-in-the..wodd is Dasein's most signiflC88t activity. For the child, beingin..:the...world is made sensible in terms of interaetion •with his ,or her family. The·
family repesents .and embodies tile ·child's world, acconiing ro Heidegger; The child,
then,. has 1a

~

deal invested in the· world of his family.

Onlyll>asein bas world. World is so,encompassing·and at.the' same time so
close, that it eludes notice. World is something sensed "alongside" the entities
that app1ar ia the world, .yet understanding·m"QSt be lbroqgh worki.• ·. It is
fundamental to all understanding; world and understanding are inseparable parts
of the ontological, constitution of Dasein' s. existing.
Corresponding to the unobtrusiveness of world is the unobtrusiveness of
certain objects in the world tc>' which one daily relates his existing. The tools used
daily, the movements of the body performed without thought, all become
transparent :{)nly when breakdown occurs •are they nodcod. At the point of·
breakdown, we may observe a significant fact: the meaning of these objects lies in
,their (elation to a structural whole ·of. •interrelated, meanings and intentions.· In
breakdown, for a brief moment the meaning of the objects is lighted up, emerging
1
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directly from world .. (Palmer, 1969, p. 133)
Just as world and crtain objects in the world are unobtrusive, so is the
smaller \'(Qfld-of-family unobtrusive. Just as world is so encompassing and at the
same time so close that it eludes notice, so is family so encompassing and so close
that it eludes notice. And just as tools used daily or the movements of the body.
become noticed only when some breakdown QCCurs,

so does the world of family

become noticed by a child only when some breakdown occurs. In breakdown, for a
brief moment the meaning of family is revealed.

1;his is not a mere intellectual compr~ion of family.. To use Heidegor' s
familiar example from Being and Time, a hammer that is not broken and is merely
present is something that ~an 1:>e. we~d, catalojued as t9 ;properties, or compared to
other

hammers.

A b.foken hammer at once show~ wbat:~<b~i: is. Simil~ly the,

essence ·QI' .beipg. of. family .is disclosed •~t to

Ule, con~l)')plaqye ·analytical lllin4 nor

11$-ougb ,~ flllalytical catalogue ¢' its. attriJ;mtes, nor in the full flush o( its proper .
functionin,g'.'. CPalmer, 196~, p. 133). And yet, .tllis.is ~~.family theorists aml,
empirical researchers of the family have devoted themselves to doing thus far. It is no
wonder

1'tat there isJittle ~nsensus, tberefQre, on tile meaning of family.

The

understanding of the meaning of family, accot4iag,to Heidegger, can best b e , . ~
"w~n it bre~ <k>wn, wheQ it. comes up against

a wall, perhaps when something it

must have i~ missing''. (P~, .1969. p. 134).
It. is the phe•omenon of breakdown tllat {ll()mentarily lights up the being. Qt'
family !§. f~lY: and poipts to the. larply iacpnspicuous "world" in which we exist.
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This world "is the realm where the temporality and historicality of being are radically
present, and the place where being translates itself into meaningfulness, understanding,
and interpretation. It is, in short, the realm of the hermeneutical process, the process
by which being becomes thematized as language" (Palmer, 1969, p. 134).
In choosing to engage through language in the remembering of their stories of
family breakdown, the participants in this study are contributing to our understanding
1-

!

of the being of family .as family. They are also .contributing to the revealing of their

~,

~;-

f

"worlds" as the place where their being translates itself into meaningfulness,

~.

l·t

understanding, am! interpretation. These participants are engaged in the hermeneutical
process.
Family theorists and empirical researchers who attempt to observe and
measure thefamiiy in an attempt to catalogue its attributes . or analyze its function are
considering the family as an object. The disclosiug of the family as .object is at the
same time, a oonceali1lg of it as world. ·The family as•object is severed from its living
context, and· its essence as a world in· which family-ing takes place is covered over or
concealed.

Let me paraphrase Palmer·(1969, p. 138) substituting 0family" for "hammer"
to better understand this idea. The 11as" wbich•merely interprets the family as object
on hand, as something before one's ,gaze and to which cme points, is the "apophantic
as.II :The family disappearing into ia functiQD m workh,.resents the· ''existential- ·

henneneutioal. as." The "apophantic as" signals a subtle shift in preunderstanding to a
stance of objective pointing, 41 pointing· which no lc,mger connects the· family with the
}1 \
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primordial totality of a Jived, relational context (Bewandtnisganzheit); it cuts it off
from the realm of meaningfulness in the ready-to-hand and puts the phenomenon
forward as something merely to be looked at.
The reliance upon empiricism and the scientific method in family research has
resulted in a shift to the "apophantic as" in the definitions of the family. Science has
tried to understand the family basically by looking at it, albeit with great scrutiny.
"But the fundamental processes of interpreting the world do not occur in logical
assertions or theoretical statements" (Palmer, 1969, p. 137). The meaning of the
family which represents the "existential-hermeneutical as" has been missed in this
p~ocess. Even though each of us seems to know intuitively the meaning of the
essence of family, the "apophantic as" has restricted our ability to interpret and
understand and communicate with language what we already know.
The meaning of the being of family is that family is a world comprised of a
unique subgrouping of the They. Family as world is the very basis of society because
it creates kinsmen out of strangers and turns hostile outsiders into "inlaws" (Murray,
1994, BS). And marriage, it seems, is the very basis of family in this context.
Murray ( 1994, p. BS) speaks to this eloquently in his editorial on the subject.
"Anthropology," he writes, "records an interesting variety of marital form and family
structure, but no society builds the arch of social experience without the keystone of
marriage." The presence of illegitimate offspring, it would seem, is an indication of
family breakdown.
A Navajo saying capturer well the universal stigma that attaches to illegitimate
offspring. Do Ahalyada. they call them. "t,h.ci,se W;bo care for. nothing." ,The ._ •
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worst social characterization the Navajo can offer for a thoughtless, deviant
man is the charge that "he acts as if he has no relatives." This phrase tells us
that being embedded in relationships, in a network of legitimated and
recognized kinsmen, is a powerful reinforcement for moral action.
A man with no relativest the Navajo feel, is a man with no concern for the
shame or honor that his behavior might bring upon those he loves. He acts,
therefore, without control or humanity .... We see a similar phenomenon in
modem America. People concerned about the reactions of relatives behave
differently than do people who are "atomized" as anonymous strangers.
(Murray, 1994, p. 5)
Therefore, it is not only having relatives which is the issue. It is having relatives who
are not strangers, being in relationship with kinsmen with whom one feels care for and
cared by.
But having relatives infers marriage. Without a male and a female who take
responsibility for childrearing, the stable features of social continuity, of world, are not
perpetuated. Without marriage, there are fewer relatives to help when things go wrong
and fewer persons to serve as moral examples. The legitimacy that comes from
marriage is the source of a child's social identity. "I belong to something larger than
l•

myself. I have roots. I am grounded. I am someone. I am connected to others in the
past and present, and I will be a connector in the future. I have a legacy in the story
.l
of my family." Conversely, the breakdown of marriage is an index of social alienation
, J

r,-.:-

'

and rootlessness, the breakdown of world.
"Helping people to marry and stay married," writes Murray ( 1994, p. BS)
helps society to remake itself, to restore in each generation that delicate but essential
web in which our humanness is enacted." Marriage is not only for the procreation of
children, because children can be born even without marriage. The principal function
-~- ; ·, "

·, I

. i ; :\

of marriage is to legitimate the children born out of the formal union, legally, socially
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and psychologically. Legitimacy is the orderly transfer of social meaning across
generational worlds. It is the provision of a legacy for the child. "This turns out to be
the only sufficiently comprehensive definition of marriage that anthropologists,
confronting the enormous variety of human social forms, have found applicable to all
of them" (Murray, 1994, B5).

In addition to the provision of kinshi~ roots, and legitimacy, there are
economic consequences of marriage. The assistance given by the relatives proviaes a

social .stability to the marriage itself. This assistance is not primarily materiJ}. ,.;;
Relatives rriay both exert' sanctions on the married couple when they waver':.in L· ~" ,)·
commitment,, and dley may offer support ,of all. types· :in umes of stress. Being $11Tied
also has a material component, however. It· sttengthens the chances for economic ·
success by the.family· throughout. the generations by means:of the:estates of the
parents, grandparents, and so on. forsingle'parents,impoverishment, both financial
and emotional; is. mote ,likely, especially a the single parenting is multi-generational.
Children do~tcboosetbei,:families. Children are "thrown" into the wend!
of their families. -11:ltemembeF 'ctuWren:arerthe ultimate. illegal alien&. They are
undocumented immigrants to our world, who must be socialized and invested with
identity, a culture, and an estate. By conferring legitimacy marriage keeps this process
from becoming chaos" (Murray, 1994, BS).
[','!''

Human beings are doing something essential when they marry and form
families. And though many human arrangements other than marriage exist, the
essential point is not the presence of diversity. Rather, it is the universality of the
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married state as an ideal for the rearing of children. This is a theme that emerges in
the interview texts of the participants in this study, a grieving for a family in which
the parental marriage was broken, damaged, or threatened in some significant way.
Thus it would seem that every society is threatened by the disappearance of
legitimate marriage and the breakdown·of family. What we are losing ·are kinship,
roots, legitimacy. Or stated another way, we are losing relatives, continuity in a
family story, and identity. The essence of family as world, then, is to provide its
children w:ith·kioship (relatives) for economic and social support, roots (story) for a
sense of belonging and continuity, and legitimacy· for legal and psychosecial identity
and legacy. It is more meaningful and in keeping with the stories of the participants
of this study to talk about family as world in the existential-hermeneutical sense of
"as" than in the scientific, apophantic sense, of "as." Family as, roles, or as mies, or as
patterns.of communicati~ or as systefflt and.so .on.misses;the point and fails to
convey tho,essence of the meaning or being of family•. ·
The following four themes provide the foundation for the constitutive pattern
Remembering Breakdown, and they support the essence of family as world.

Theme: .Remembering Disapproval ·
One of the most pervuive themes to

emerge in the analysis- was that of

Remembermg Disapproval. Subthemes included Being.Disapproved, Being Expected
to Fail; Being,tbe,Best, Being Never Really Good Enough, and Longing for Approval.
Every. participant shared remtmbrances ·of disapproval. .In order to allow .their
language,to speak "for the things themselves," as Heidegger would say, I will defer
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my discussion of the themes until they have all been presented.

Subtheme: Being Disapproved
One participant remembers receiving the following message from his mother:
And the fact that whenever Mom came to visit, the atmosphere immediately
became, "You know, of course, I'm doing all this for you because you're all
messed up" type of thing.
Another participant remembers:

When my father died; l found some papers that indicated that I had been an
illegitimate child. I've read some things on how, even in utero, you can get
these vibrations that things are not right. .. I probably didn't feel right about
myself before I ever got here. So we start with that. Now, later, you know, I
was told that I was so greatly loved, but it didn't ever seem that way to me.
A third participant tells this story:

One of the occasions on which my mother became angry with me was when I was
in high school. One of her piano students was the daughter of the Free Methodist
Church minister. Free Methodist Church was really a fundamentalist ... almost
could call it a sect. And one afternoon, three of my friends were at the house and
one of them brooght a deck of cards and we were playing HeartS or some- innocent
game we played. and this little-girl came for her piano·tesson. The· piano was in
the front-room and we were playing cards dtere. My mother was absolutely
outraged that I had <SO shamed her that this girl had been- and seen card-playing
going on in our house. It was a disaster.
The

same _person reca»s the following:

When I got home, it wai in the summertime, and I had a lot of pictures that
were taken in strange places in my bedroom. I remember one morning waking
up and my mother was •sittmt there in my bedroom taking a look at my
pictures. There were pictu~. there of a party we had during the· last two years
I was 'Stationed in Paris. a party we had for one of the 'guys who was going
home, and it.was in a little country restaurant and an you·could see oir 1the
tables were wine bettles and 1ten ·or twelve guys who were obviously really•
hurtingl',.'A.ftd my mother
sitting there.·witb•llilr!picture, tem·in her eyes,
asking "How-could you d()·this to me?" l was 22,years old. I'd been gone
from home for five ,years./ l'm sure it was the,clorch or the WCTU :t11at were
of impartanee.

was

(,

i
i,_·_

t
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Subtheme: Being-Expected to Fail
One participant remembers the following about her father:
And I was hurt that my father expected me to fail and in a way determined that
I wasn't going to fail. And I think I had a little bit of resentment toward my
brothers because I felt like they all disappointed my father so he thought I was
going to also.
The same participant recalls:

And what sticks oat in my mind the most is my father saying when I was a
teenager ... my father putting us all down and saying, "Well, I knew you'd
never ,amount to -anything."

Subtheme:

BeiH tbe Best

One participant recalls the following:
My father'~ motto was "You have to be the best." You have to be the best at
everything.
Another participant rem~•rs:.
The next J.J1emory l have, is ,abQut maybe four [years old], taking elocution
lessons, standing there in my own dress and doing all this stuff. But it was
lik,e t had to be PtUfect; just the perfectJittle child so that everybody would
think l ~ i ~ute and, sweet and wondenu}, or I didn't measure up.
·~ l ; ,

Subtbeme: Being Neyer Really Good Enough

One parti<;ipal\tlt91d me the following

story:

I remember one time bringin1 rhome a card, iil thia}l, school grade. o~, a.Jld I had
made,. honor roll and; I thought, "Ob, my God, 'Wait. until I tell Dad this,"
because he's always, you know, nYou':v~ goua be the best." And I remember,
I was aov« paysical at •ytbiag; you know.,P.E. ·was jU$t like, "Oh, Go4,
please d.on'tmake mcJgo~" lw~ the big~ klut.z •..• But I got a C in gya
but it didn~t count.towards HollQl'.Roll and.everything~ was As and Bs and
my father, I showed it to him an~ witllout cwen ·acknowledging the Honor
Roll, he was,. ''.Ob, great!/Wbat ,~ you, goawhdo? Ah, flunk out of high
school just like, your mom and .your brother$, abnost 4id?, Because you can't ,do
1
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anything in gym?" And that really stung when he said that. You were never
really good enough to my dad. That was a big, strong message from him.
Another participant described this remembering:
I can remember at the end of my freshman year, I came home with an Honors
Society pin and I was really pleased, with the speech contest and I'd made
Honors Society and it was a silver pin because I was horrible at math [sic). I
never would have gotten straight As because math just dragged me down. I
was lucky it was a B instead of a C and he looked at it and said, "Why isn't it
gold?" And he was trying to motivate me, but it just killed me because it was
as if nothing I could do was good enough.
And a third participant remembers the following:
Yeah, I modeled for a couple of years for Harper's Bazaar. You would think
· Otat·wowd~~;snMrrAlile~ "Now, [name], you've got tobe·~•niee-ia
some way, or they wouldn't let you in the magazine." And I was pretty
successful pretty fast;,; . But it's almost'.like "I couldn't be/' Afl ·the time ifwas
like I could excel in almost everything I did but it was like I could never
·.•he:Uesve in·ttiyself.
·

Suhtlt§fkt Lopping for• Am>toval

Il:vrasilttnd,of;irotli¢ to me that he could help the other children but he
couldn't help his own. I think it was partially because he expected too much
out of us.! I dmt\tthbtlt ~ hid :t11ac same thing· with them. Um, and the fact
that we were all constantly looking for approval; we talk about that now, and
we never received it.
Another participant recalls this:
,

'.

I

And then another thing I remember is one night about dinner time, the cook
sakl we didrl'r'have any JettuccHtnd •be {father] looked at me and he said, "Go:
and get a bead of lettuce tmd:de1t~t coine. back here until you do!' ·And I
rememtier . ~ tip and down the screets widl. the 19t'S running down my
fac:e. thinldtlg:mat I eould never, ,go thc.Mhe if 114idn't find a head of lettuee~ .;But
the thi~,is, I dorit 1$oW·.ffl>w kklt are todayi but I imagine they!re the same.
This ts ya parent, .od ,yoorre,afrald to do anythil1g when a parent 4oes ·
somet11iftf,s'trange4ikes' •Or yo¥tttiafraid even When. 1they-beat you, or they,• '
send you· Oilt fdr ·lettuce<in,th6, c0ld, · You want,,to M\te those ,puents aild;,yot!
1
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want to have that love, and you don't do anything about it.
The same participant continues this subtheme later in the interview:
I had thought of being a psychologist. He was a psychologist, my father. And
he told me I could never be a psychologist, that I wasn't objective enough. I
think he was very wrong because it's been a natural talent. People I write to
now, they used to say, "You missed your calling." Maybe I wouldn't have
been a good psychologist, but I think my life could have been that "excellent
self."

Theme: Remembering the Ugly

A ·second theme that ,emerged was that of Remembering· the, Ugly •. !fhe
subthemes ·of .this theme, incJuded Remembering Violence, Remembering Angry, i<·,
Conflict, and Remembering Coldness. This theme was pervasive across all of the
.participant's interview: texts.

Subtheme: Remembering Violence

Tbist subtheme included three·sub-subthemes of observing family·.members
being violent, mmwries of. being the receiver of violence, and mnembering being the
perpetrator of ¥i~ence ·against «tier persons and/or anunats.

Sub-Subtheme: Being the Observer of Violence
11

,,

,

1 '

One part:icipant told me this story:'
And I remember looking out the. apartment wimlowsi. ,:.·.•wailing for my older
brother;,.~ to come:home,. He had a paper route. And I sensed that there was
a lot of· anticipation· amt anxiety. in tbe atmospbae ~anse it was a very severe
afternoon storm.. It ;just blew np out of n ~ ... ·And I remember seeing
my brethet coming,up·dle .•dewalk on·ms·mcyc1e,, .. :. And.he.was pumping
all he could to· get up: the street and die' wind caught the neighbor's tree and ·a
large branch came down ,tind dropped, Oll"lhe :sidewallcjust as he was coming· · ·
np ~ way. And I remember, I think· dial's', my· earliest l!1'mories of fear. So
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here he is disheveled, soaking wet, and probably had the living daylights scared
out of him by that hung of tree coming down in front of him, and the only
reaction or response from my father at that time was, it was my real father, my
brother's step-dad, was that he took his belt off and he always wore large ·
cowboy style buckles· on his belt, and he beat my brother mercilessly with that
belt and that buckle. And the only thing that I could comprehend out of all the
yelling and the screaming that was going on is he was hot at my brother
because he was out in, the rain. ·
Another participant remembers this:
And I remember him [brother] yelling at his daughter, she was only a year or
two old, she might have just been barely a year, and just being so frustrated
with her, yelling and screaming. And he took tlm doll and· was just hitting it
on-U. bedtnext to her. Me didn't touch her but be just was taking au his
ag,ession out on this·doll and this doll's bead came off and the arm came elf;
and l:thought,• even though he wasn't hitting his daughter, it must have terrified
her. And it scared me. And he always scared me.

Sub-Subtheme: Being the Receiver of Violence
The followinJ is ;a• remembered story by one of the participant's:
And' 1. guess they put·me down for a nap, and ·when· l woke up, my
grandmother wasn't in the house, which is not swprising because the yard was
two steps away from the house. I don't know exactly what she was doing, but
she wasn't there. I went out looking for her when he had told me to stay in
the house. And· that was the only time I ever remember being hit as a child.
He (grandfather} used a:stn.p, and:be beat the living daylights out·ot me.
Another participant remembers:
AIIC!l I nmmmber finishing my meal and I had had'a glass of roiik'Witti,it and
there was maybe ain eighth of an inch of milk left in the bottom of the glass,
and l was full. So as I ~ been taught by my grandmother who was my
mother's mother, in thafhousehold when you are finished with your meal, you
take your dishes to the sink and yoo rinse them off, so I took my plate to the
sink and 'set it down and lt.oolt the milk glass and poured,the little bit of milk
that was, left down in to .the sink. And I beard the wbistling sound; before I
realized 1Vhat,was- happening. my ~ r gave me ·sucb"a crack to the
head and it was ·as if I had committed some .eardinal sin by pouring that little
bit ·of milk out~· I mean, ~ w,as livid about tllis event. And I remember froJD
that point on, ''I hate •you, you old wom111~;, You'll never lay your hand on me.
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You're not my mother."
And yet another:
I can remember him [father] hitting me and I can remember when I got
stronger than he was and trying to hit me and grabbing his arms. . . . He
swung at me and it swung in a way that I caught it with both hands and just
brought him right down to his knees and it was such a traumatic thing. I
shouldn't have done it but it really caused that relationship to change. I took
that domination away in a way.
And still another that shows how violence may span the generations:
I

So I met a young officer at a dance and fell in love and got married. He was a
; young doctor,. a ·lieutenant, and he was sent to Japan. And I married him and
went to Japan and I got to Japan and he was an alcoholic. And he was violent
and he beat me.

Sub-Subtheme: Being the Perpetrator
of Violence
For a minority of the participam, their own violence· toward·
other beings ,was a maj.or theme. This is especially true of the
following participant:
And I remember the very last excursion worth anything or noteworthy with my
grandmotber was to visit my one aunt. They had several cats on the property
and one had just.had kittens. :Aad•l,remember playing in the back yard wuh
the kittens,, and it's as,thoughlwent into an acute depression, I don't know.
I'm not going to blame it on anytmag,othet than the fact that [this kid] was
really getting into·his anger, ,his ugly, and his control. ,And I grabbed one of
those kittens and I strangled it to death and enjoyed every minute of it. And I
remember my aunt and my grandmother just went totally insane.... And for
years I never regretted doing what 1 did.
,·· And this was after the •tittm event, like total, time maybe a year, l
decided I had en(.lUgh of. Benny. .J want.ed to see if what ;worked on that kitten
wouldn't work 011 Benny. Se> when he wun't loot.in&· I kicked his feet out
from under .him, booked him on the ground, . gmbbed;. him. by those jug ~ars .. ,
and started slamming his bead against. the ooncmt.e,. And L was having a ball.
If it hadn't been for his mother come runnin' mit in,the back yard and pulling,.
me off, maybe I'd a killed that kid.. It didn't aother me. Not at all. And I can
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still see that kid. l can see his eyes. Fear, and I mean FEAR, not crying.
We're beyond crying. We're beyond pain. We're even beyond confusion.
We're into manic fear in this kid's eyes. I enjoyed that. I thought that was
great.

Subtheme: Remembering Angry Conflict

A majority of the participants remembered angry conflict
occµrring in their families. Words used to describe this theme included
yellipg,.~r~ng,.arguing, figbting, and anger. For example, this
··,

parti~•pautr~~rs the fpllowing:

AA4 ,it ~as a Jot pf fighting between my brothers and my father,

and some

screaming matches between my mother and father.
And she cootimles:

I do remember their arguing, being in my bedroom and just hearing the
s~eanling .qftbe fanrlly. We ;bJd an ipartment--it was rather a small
apartment. I could hear through the vents and everything just being in my bed
and listening.t@;that. I WU,Vel!J•afraid of the anger. ·I don~t kaow why, ah, I
was fc;adul .oftbe anger.
Anotl:ter ·partiqipant rem~mbers:
·, ,, I

~·,

ii,

i,

'~

;. >

' '

i

f ) \,_1

i'

Otha: ,~arlyi ment.Mies: ·. a Jet of .yeUjng and a iot of screaming. A full-blown
divorce. My mother and my real father divorced when I was six years of age,
~ause I w~ going on seven when she married my step-dad, her third
husband. And I can remember feeling confused and angry and upset, but none
of thist '.'Whllt did I do wrong2.t type of thing. Just anger, confusion, anxiety.
,,

i

And ,yet another:
',/

Oh, . yeab. Yeah. That [outright conflict] erupted pretty much between mom
and dad. Yeah, [they would fight a lot]. I think I grew up with it to a point
!Where i,t was almost fairly natural and it wasn't like "Oh, my God, what's
happening now?" kind of thing. I knew what was happening and I knew that
the patteQ! would _play i~e,lf out $1d h,c wo~d go to my mom and say, "Gee,
l'm sorry,"~ sbe'd fOf_gj,ve him an,cleve,ythmaw<>uld be all right for a period
of tilllC. And that's just kind of the way it w,s.. ,
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Subtheme: Remembering Coldness
The language for this theme was provided directly by the
participants, and particularly by the following persons' rememberings:
The rest of the household was ice-cold. There was no crying; there was no
huggin', no kissin', no hand-holding.
He goes on to say later in the interview:
As.ithe,yeam wenton;leared less and less. But again, my environment was:
vay,ivecy ~kl VERY cold. There was no .shit other than anger, there MlS no

emotidJI ·really displa.yc,d.
And again he continues:

I couldn't stand my mother 'til the day we buried her. She was very cold. A
few years later, she was always. threatening:. to:.put .me in. some k:iucLof boys'.
school or whatever, make me leave the house.

..

Another rememberer told me the following:
·-:

t";

:,,. ,,.._!,,<

'j.

'

Not a good warm relationship between my mom and my dad. Really never
was. I'd say they respected each other and they learned to live with that
s i ~•• .1:J~1~~~• of them were particularly warm people. They
weren't affectionate towards each other or really towards my sister and I or
towatds,the.lco.mUwaityL .~; and ldon't«allyimean that ia:a critical way.1 ·:·.
It's just kind of the way things were.
He goes on to say:
....

1·

Um, I guess I'd have to say that our family didn't focus on happy that much. I

mean..,it wun't a. goal; to, strive for or anything. It wasn't something that..•.
But·:l'tn not~: •'-:.ldon~t mean to.paint a picture where it was necessarily
always. unhappy. It was kind of ho-bum. Ah, it seemed like them was quite a
bit of sass..
And he adds:
I'd say that [it] would be out of character for both of them [parents], really, [to
tell us that they.loved US):/ lthink my dad, felt .he did [sh0W love] becatl$C he
was beillg,a .pre~.••· •. There ,was. a lot of pain and a lot of hurt and , ,
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particularly mi :mom- and dad didn't ... They shared a life together and they
had certain accomplishments that they could look back on later, but I don't
think they really liked each other that much.
Another participant recalls:
And that was fine for them, but there again, I was always looking through the
door and never, never had any feeling of love from this woman [her mother].
And yet another participant remembers:
Every night, and this went on until I left home, my mother would come ih tM
bedroomi How my brother could stand this, I don't know.· We shared a room,
and she'd sit dowrt on the bed, and we would have to recite a prayer. I don't
recall her ever touching me or kissing me. I hated that, but I had to do it.

Theme: Being Dis-membered
This was another very pervasive theme, appearing within and across the
'

interview texts of the participants. This theme was comprised of three subthemes,
including

Remembering Dislocation, Remembering Secrecy, and Being Adrift.

Subtheme:· Remembering Dislocation

The subthetne of dislocation includes disruptions like geographical moves,
losses due ttfdivotee'or<tooth, Md ·spoiled specialevents or holidaiys,' to'1Uu1ttfa few.
For example, one participant reealls this:·
But then after the split-up and the divorce and a couple of years went by that
were just real up and down. The only really traumatic thing to me was that my
parents sent me away to Florida where my father had lots of family. And I
wash 't teal, real' familiar with the family. . . . But I was down there for 'two or
three months·, went on an airplane all by myself. I was eight years old.
She

remembers another story:
<, ..

So I went and spent Christmas in a bowling alley--sick. And that was like just
THE WORST Christmas of my whole life. And we went bowling and then he
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brought ,me home. ·My mother was drunker than I think I have ever seen her
since. She was like falling-down-drunk. And this brother who was out of state
had come into town--and his friend. There were three of 'em sitting around,
and they had tried to carve a ham and got the grease all over the kitchen. And
this spread was on the kitchen table and everything, was a mess....but they
hadn't even eaten anything because they were so busy drinking. Oh, God. I'll
never forget it.
Another participant remembers the following:
I think the thing that motivated Dad and took most of his time was his job. He
just was very, ah, maybe borderline workaholic kind of thing. . . . If the family
had planned a: vacation,. we never knew until the morning we were going. to
leave as: to whedler Dad could go or not, and we always went if Dad went.·
Another participant recalls thi•:
I can -temtmber having a kitten; It was my pet. It disappeared one day. Nobody
ever stayed. Things just kept disappearing out of my life--people and animals.
And yet another participant:
i

And now 1 have my, miv1t fust pet-...a wounded pigeon. ..•, . The pigeon died...
. My·step,4ae and my :older brother took that pigeon dQwn the stairs and
flipped .him in ,that burning tnwh can~ The pigeon was gone. J could have
killed thatman. •~ .•. They killed my bird.. And there was•no compassion and
there: was .no. tears;
And another participant remembers:
I have never, never been back to [my home town]. And [my husband] keeps
telling mev~¥ou can't go,batk/' But tha(s not right because he lives here in
Chicago .where· he grew up and he sees all these· people, and I have never, ever
seen anything.

$.he continues J~n
And we met at the funeral parlor and· we were the only two people at the.
funeral. I went in and I looked at this woman. And my mother had had kind
of dadc"'bmwnish.-aubum hair,·.plucked eyebrows.·•wry giam.omus,· And it was
a white-haired woman with thick eyebrows. And I just stood there and looked
at her aa.d I thought, "I haven't even found you in death. You're just gone and
I still don't know who you are."
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Subtheme: Remembering Secrecy
One participant remembers:
And they had gotten a divorce that summer which they never sat me down and
told me that. And it was like six months after this, it was aroundChristmas time,
and my brother mentioned something about them being divorced and I said,
"They're not divorced," you know, "they're just separated." And he said, "No,
they got a divorce." And I thought, "God, nolxxiy ·even told me."
And another:
The. other. thing that I realized, now I realize. it was a symbol of a dysfunctional
f•y"1is that we had family secrets. Everything that went on in our house--my
m.othctc\was 11).0st .concerned that it never go outside oµr walls. We weren't ·1 1;
supposed· to tallc. about these things at school, which l now reali2:e was, so.rt'
funny; becallse 1 b.adlfour friends~ we ran in a pack, so to speak, during elementary
school. All four of us had alcoholic fathers.

•i:'.

She continues:
I'm not saying it :was all bad, but thCM were just.1so·many things that were
secmtiive, and so;many things you couldn't talk about because it wasa't otay ..
. . I don't know why· it was so- important that every.thing be smooth on the
surface.,. Lmoap that was her 1[mother] way,of dealing with conflict or not
dealing with it, but it was important to her that we look like the happy, ideal
familfland we weren't. There were so many things going on below the
surface.
1

And yet· 1U1Gther:
· And then when- I -was about five or six, my little brother died. I remember
they also had wakes in the houses. But we were kept upstairs with the nanny.

Subtheme: Being Adrift:
"
This subtheme has to do with a sense that there was ,:Jack of structure or

example .for liYing m the family-of-origin. For example, •one participant ,remembers
the following:

I had gone for a walk one day after school. It wasn't just a stroll downtown. I
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had gone ,three or four miles. . . . And of course, my parents were frantic that I
was lost. When I got home, more or less there was some relief. And the Cole
Brothers Circus was coming to the state, and I was given a choice: either I
could stay home from the circus as punishment, or I could take a licking. Not
being a dumb kid I said, "I'll stay home from the circus." So the next
morning, the circus parade was taking place. Everybody else was going to the
circus. My mother said she'd changed her mind. I'd get a licking and thenl'd
go to the circus. That, stuck with me as such a typical example of the sort of
thing that she did, and apparently she and my father did the best they could
with what they ha(4 bµt,what they had w~n•t very good. It's remarkable, I
think,. Ule degree that tbat J}as stuck with me as an i:qipression of my growing
up with tms family. What•we. mi~--:wbat I missed-and my brother and
father miS&Cd-.-nobo4y:Qver,gave. us any sense of purpose, for example, the
i~·ofd<>iag ajot, and doing it.well. ·Something to work for. Tuet:e
WM -~'1'!J( ~Y incamti~. tQ be smart, .ne"-'.« a11y attempt to direct us tmt;tif you
hi4 1 jQb~ how: w do it~ ...So the resul\ is tbclt .is y01,1 slide along, ~ ®·· nothil8,
~ Y is Join& tC;l,doanything·to you..
And he continues;
And I recall one teacher in high school--because I quit a lot of things in
school--the only thing I never quit was basketball. I forget what it was but for
some reason, I decided to quit the band. It was Miss Johnson, my English
teacher,. who remaJW one day. that l was a quitter, and as far as I can recall,
she's -the -only pcf$Oft who ever called me on it.·

I can't recall any conversation about grades.... I can't recall anybody ever
talking to me about this is what you should be.
Another pauti~ipant

recalls tbe.{Qllqwing:

Not, that: my ,)if~ isn't gOC>d~ \mtl·l,.$1<a't think I lived up to the. potential, the
talents that I had that God gave me, and nobody was interested in developing
WI$ like, "Let her go. At least she's out of
my hair." That's the way it, I, felt. And it's not just me feeling--haviµg a pity
party over here. It's real, because I've sounded these things off to my sister
, ~-she1~J.i~&Ji1b~ You know. She got through nurse's training but she
said nobody ever bothered to ask her what she wanted to do or anything.
She'd.go down,aod,• hetsdf., It was like we were weeds or something.

tho~ Nobod.y.givel\a damn. Jt

And yet anQther says:

I
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I gue~ I never really thought in terms of an ideal relationship with my dad but
I think, ah, one would include reasonable give and take within the confines and
discipline of a family structure, and we never really had that.
And yet another remembers:
But she didn't really make me work hard either. I didn't have a lot of chores.
l don't know if she was trying to--she felt that kind of guilt, I guess, from
being· a working mom and I was the only child. that it was like that with. You
know.Tm reflecting now·tbat I'm a working mom, but I got a lot of what I
wantod andl'nijqst,starting to touch that lately. BecauseSm pretty spc;>jlec:L, ·
I'm. .not real good about structure and scheduling and time management. .. And
to.tbis 4.ay. Winti:,blgi.tbing forme. Ii l~ome home and .the televisiol)..is.
l'll,titdQMl iti ·fu>nt. of the TV aad. l don't &et ~ngs that I think· seed,.., ~,: ·.,
1iakoP:~.,of. t,.f,dQ•'tba~~ lot.of self-discipline.at all.. And, )'.QU·-QOM(. ''.t,CI:
lWJ;a QO#plt 0f;~cho•~ like:~g the dishes away Qllt,.Q.f tbe disliwMlle.r,
an4,4ustingI•llll·U)4,be.v~u~~,andt~ was about it... J didP?t haiveM:;1 .
W~· lot:of te$l>QMi\,il~. -And I had· a gidfui¢ad wb.o$e• ~ ,didn't,w~k.
And .$he-just about did everything with her mom in some kind of way. I don't
remember anything being bad between my mom and I.
1
~,.

f\.nd )'et .an~:.

t41P*

No. I.was ""er
thefOQf.$,pf life. NQ. ~ read to me. Well, my
mother--my grandmother could hardly read English; it was all she could do just
U>,~,Bnglish,,yoU imow., An4 4W,rybodydse was too busy or.w••er.
i j ~ y had Ulen:iihin& to do. ·

,,

Theme: Being Let Down

This tbeme,.is.~rised

of tbe subtbem~ of ~ing. Trusting, Being: :Wmy,
,,.

Being &nbm•sed. ·Qeing Vulnerable. Being. R,ojected,. and Being, T¥en Ad.lf-.ntage

Subtheme; Being Truf$81

I never g<Jt into QQJg$: .. •~:•,(he,cause of the fact that I didn't have that curiosity,
and one of my brother's told me, "If you ever want any drugs and want to
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experiment with drugs, get them from me. Don't get them from anybody else
or off the street or whatever." And ah, I just, I don't know. I guess there was
a comfort in the fact that I had somebody that I could trust to go to and talk
about it and everything like that.
·
Another participant remembers this:
That was probably some of the best memories of my life. Grandma bought the
delicatessen from a guy ... and when they opened it, it was Grandma's. And my
grandmother used to put up fresh deli stuff. And of course, I died and went to
goodie heaven bee~ I'd help out in that store and it wu like the penny candy
land was right there. And my grandmother trusted me. Now this is a memory
that'sjustroming back. My.grandmother tmsted me. She'd let me go,betmut that
countef atW;she'd say, "Don't overeat the candy." And I would just take• or
two; 'bc9ciNse she trusted me. However,, if my inother would have put me l!JIOki
thet.e, I'd ··have •·probably stuffed myself until I died or -exploded; I dori!t kitdw~1 you
know, justto :t,e;·contrary, argumentative and ugly. So I don't mow if dlat<'s
significant or whatever but there was a trust thing and I never wanted to hurt my
grandmother.

Subtheme: Being Wary
An example of this subtheme is the following:
Inever felflike anydung·,that worried me could be taken home and I couldn't,

didn't feel lite I could trust my mom and dad.

I never knew when he [father] was going to be supportive or hostile. I never
knew whether .he would be too inebriated to recognize something that I had
done, some honor that I had gotten or whatever.... One minute he'd tell me
he was so.proud ofme or.... The next time !could do ... have the same
achievemeai or: reach something even better, and ,he wotildn 't be there for me.
He would either' ignore, it or nrot'even be there. He was drinking so heavily
that be Inissed my elementary school graduation, which was a big deal, · ·
wearing cap and gown 'aad the whole works. And he wasn't there.· ... ·His
reaction would depend on· whether he1 w~ sober: or drunk. That had to have a
lot of influence on my trusting authority figures. And that's been a problem in
my· adult life. So,· ud· MlSting people in general has been a problem.
And she continues later ift. ,the interview:
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The trust situation is another thing. I nearly messed up the most important
relationship of my adult life because of a lack of trust. Five years after [my
first husband] died, I met [name], and I couldn't believe that somebody could
love me exactly as I am, and I'm still having a hard time believing it, but I·
nearly wrecked the relationship. It was as if I set out to destroy it; that I had
to be perfect. And I obviously wasn't perfect so I couldn't be loved.

Subtheme: Being Embarrassed
One of the participants recollected the following .example:

And also then there, were times when I was CIIlbarrassed. One of the Saturdays
tlw·I worked over at the school, I stayed later than I usually did. ·He [father]
~ l1e wo1dd walk over, but he had been drinking. And after I think about
it, the nuns had probably seen things that were ten times worse than this, but it
, reaD.y embarrassed me. It was a long time before I went to work there on a
Saturday again.

Subthcme~•Being Vulnerable
The following is a remembered example of being vulnerable:
I ended up going out with him after that because I think I was just vulnerable
and: it ?WIS ,like, "Fine, you want somebody t8 go out with you 'and you say you
care:a.bout,me so much. I need to be cared about right:now. That's fine,with
me. Let•s ··go OOt! ~ · ·And he ended up ..•. he was stationed•· in Philadelphia. so
we ·hacl to have a long-distance romance, which was a big reason why my
girlfriend bad broken ,up with him. ·
·\

And another· story:
And he was 28. I was 17. And he was going through a rough time. ·He was
going through. a divorce. He went and got us some Kahlua and we all sat
around and drank.... It was a place to go and he needed companionship and
.the next thing you know, I'm going out with him. I'm 17 and he's 28 and I
end up going out with him. I was just very naive, very innocent. I didn't
know a lot. I really didn't know a lot for what f;;was, involved with.
And another participant remembers:
And it seemed to me that ,the infraction wasn't worth· it. . . . And the" other
thing I can remember-is that my grandma·didn't,protcct me.
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Subtheme: Being Rejected

The following stories suggest that this subtheme was remembered as being a
threat of the greatest magnitude.
And my father took my mother away on a long vacation to Bermuda, as I
recall; I'm not sure, but it was Christmas, and there again, I felt like I was left.
I was afraid that these parents weren't going to come back. I had just lost a
brother and he wasn't ever coming back and then I thought maybe they weren~t
either. But there again was always the thing where I was rejected. I guess
... it seemed that way •... It's like we were pets or something, Sometimes
peop»treat their pets better. We were well cared for physically but not('
psychulogically.
·
And she continues:
Then, let's see. When I was ten, they got divorced and she (mother.Jtmcl':met a
younger man she fancied herself in, love with. And I came llome· fmm,sobool
and my mother was loading her luggage'into:a taxi, and-liwas1scremmng •. amt
she just drove away.· So there was total rejection.
And

again:

They (the churdl members) had a Mother's Day progr.am and we made littlt ·
nosegays with the little doilies and· everything for out mothers and we bad a
tc'&. , · "'1d I: in'li.ted my m()tber, to oome ,and she was the only one that didn't,

show up; And.I remember sitting on the steps of the church. Ami' the reetot

bad ,a daugttu;, just my age· and without him, I dow"t think•. I -·would have made
it through that- time. I was, probably ten. Eleven. And she,~ ~ wbett ·
everybody elseJeft, and she was. drunk.· ·And I think that's ·,wnen-i,realizedthat. . . . Maybe! knew' it from the tinie of the accident, but I ,think I,·.was too
young tbea •cause I was, like five~ and I drlrtk maybe, around ten or eleven I
started to realize'why 'She was always.so· stnmS-.·
And again:
When· I see-women that go to lunch with their mothers and Christmas shopping
with their mothers, I f~I a great sense of loss. I never had that. Even when
we were· living with ·•om father and- we •would :meet-· Mother every. Saturday at
an Italian restaurantf that was it. We'd haYe bmch, and mne out of ten, she'd
find something to critic~: You know. And then she'd to away and. we'd·
stand•thete and I'd have my ·litde sister to take back home.
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And again:
I felt like I didn't have a family like they had anymore. I didn't have a mother
and father, and I think I was ashamed of that. So I opted for friends that ·
maybe were from dysfunctional families or didn't have one parent or another.
It was like I got a whole different set of friends; you know, the raggle-taggle.

Subtheme: Being Taken Advantage Of
This subtheme was similar to being vulnerable in tone but to a greater degree.
But this other event was . . . my father had been working nights. I can
·., t:cnnember tbQt. ••• ·And ~ came home. And I used to sleep .in the same bed
with my dad, or I'd take naps with him. He always insisted on that. And this
. o~)W'ticular l1lOJ'lling wpen he came home, I'd been.listening to the,......
he said it was time to take a nap. So we climbed up in the bed.... My father
was a very,,. ver, .talented QUI. He could not re~. or write or e:vcm ~rstand
sheet music in any way, shape, or form, yet he could pick up any instrument,
fiddle with it-a few inimJtes and f>l•Y·
.•• And he-plilyed oae of,tltQse ·
harmonicas that had like 15 rows and 27 buttons on 'em like the Harmonicats
*d,to,play,.,•An<J~ was laying s~ched1acro~s the bed with -JQet:
dangling off the side. . . . And he finished [playing] and he looked at me kind
of funny and patted.theJxd and said:, "Come on,Jet's tadce an~." Se I curled
up next to him and it seemed like he was trying to make up his mind about
~,-thlng. And. fw-11~-♦ be :n>lled.~y~. pn .his: 'Side ud he looked.-iat me: ~ he
said, "I want to introduce you to my buddy." And you can just about guess
wbat~~-' And he fondled me, '11, there were some more gestures and
there was an actual sexual act and he had me do the same. And this kid was
gone. I ~~t ~ t w lot Ibo phone.,~, .. ,; One of the side?Cffects, ot ti. ,
incident, I'm almost positive, is that I've had a blood loathing for gay people
ever.since Ulen, and yec, oaJht other. b41nd, I ask my.al.ft! "Well, -8!911 ~atent
homosexual?" You know? ... And it's one of those things that, for years, I
can look down and not see the scar; .I can still see· an open wound. Okay? So
it was a very ugly event, and yet, I still loved that man; he was my father.
There's some.magnetic,draw;thing there. Ah,. a lot of whatl am today is him,
still.

,_,i

.

.

'

And another remembers this story:
"

We went to live with my father and then, as I entered my teens, he and I
started having a real hard time. Altbo\lsh, .when L was about. twdve,1 he said to
me.... We were feeding ,the canaries. We had a lot of canaries. And he said,
"Let me show you how big people •kiss/' And bo Uta® me feel squ.eatnish. ..
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He never actually tried to penetrate me or have actual sex with me, but he
wanted to kiss me and hold me, and it made me feel very, just, I don't know,
strange and dirty, weird, and afraid of him. And I didn't think of it as abuse.
You never read anything like that. But I started to get very rebellious and he
started to get very cruel. He would use a strap on me a lot of times.

Constitutive Pattern: Comporting Toward Breakdown
The second constitutive pattern to emerge in the analysis of the interview
texts was that of Comporting Toward Breakdown. Three themes were identified
which were represented by this pattern: Guessing at Normal, Remembering
Concealment, and Navigating Without a Compass. A discussion of the pattern will
precede the description of these three themes and the associated subthemes.
Heidegger proposed that hermeneutic phenomenology is the method of
,;

,,

investigation most appropriate to the study of human action. "In hermeneutic inquiry
'

J,

',,·,

,,

I'

and the ontology that grounds it, the primary origin of knowledge is taken to be
practical activity: direct, everyday practical involvement with tools, artifacts, and
j

people\,Paoker. 19&S~ip.d083). · Heidegger's notion of modes ,of engageant i&
helpful in under$tanding the hermeneutic interpretation of practical activity more
completely.· apiti ,this prtcedes

81l; uaderstanding

of his- concept comporting. :.

·.. Heidegger developed. thtce modes of engagement or involvement that people.

have with their surrowiclings. The basic or, primordial one is the ready-t.9;:hapd. This
is tho mode ,:we are in, when we ,are involved in practical activities· S'UCh as ·talking with
.a friend.baking a

c--..

~

to-use.Heidegger's well•known example~ using a.hammer.

The skills and practices we bring to such evtq«lay ~vity are, for.the tnost part, so
rehearsed and. familiatiand taken for granted,tbat we are-unaware of tmir·existence.
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We are not even aware. that they are invisible to us. Indeed, if we ~ aware of them
we would be overwhelmed and unable to act. "Generally, it is only when we reflect
on what we are doing, prompted usually by confronting a problem, that we begin to
see the network of interrelated practices, skills, and habits that supports all our
apparently simple everyday actions" (Packer, 1985, p. 1083). This is the mode of
emotions, skills, and habitual· practices in which we actually do much of out everyday
living. For Heidegger, this mode of practical activity amounts to the same as.
describing human ,being.· ·"People both (:onstitute and are constituted by,:culhmO!Md
bodily skills and practices ·with which they make tacit connection in' tltci't·~fy\lly

activities" (Packer, 19&5, p. 1084).

We enter the uMfady-to-hand mode when -we are confronted,by a problem or
breakdown in our practical activity, such as trying to use a broken hll'fll'iter to pound a
nail.

Our ~ence changes as, we become awate that there is a problem and then
recognize something of its nature. The source of the breakdown of action now
suddm!lly~ salient, in a way it1was not in the ready-to;.bnd mode.· (Packer,
1985, p. 1083)
The present-at-hand mode gives access to phenomena by means of theoretical
l

,,

reflection. We enter this mode during times of breakdown, when we detach ourselves
. l

'

,.

from a project at hand, usually because we have been unable to find a satisfactory way
of dealing with a problem that arose. "On such occasions we have to 'step back,'
reflect, and turn to more general and abstract (i.e., situation-independent) tools such as
logical analysis and calculation in order to solve the problem" (Packer, 1985, p. 1084).
. -I
The ready-to-hand mode of engagement, therefore, is the starting place for
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hermeneutic inquiry-or .analysis. The object of study in henneneutic inquiry or
analysis is the semantic or textual structure of everyday practical activity. What the
hermeneutic investigator studies is what people actually do when they are engaged in
the everyday activities of life. Hermeneutics is concerned with the explication of
meaning, "as a sensibleness that can be found to be present or absent in a course of
action or in an account ofthat action" (Packer, 1985, p. 1086). This assumes that
practical activity ,always has a perspective or point..of-view, and understanding a
particular a.ct requires understanding the context iri which it occurs. We ·llllderstand
human action within a background of bodily, personal, and cultural practices that is
always present, alfhough it can never _be made fully explicit.
In· short, we have,practiced ,ways of .orienting ourselves in our world that are
taken for granted until they break down. These practiced ways of orienting ourselves
with other.beings is what Heidegger calls comportment. We alway~ comport outselves
with othe'rbemgs. We

are continually comporting ourselves in given ways with

beings simply• because of our Jelationship to Being itself. Our mode of comportment
reveals our mode 'of beillg. ·Our- mode ·of comportment is our way of encountering
beings, or the way Dasein is involved with beings. Comportment is the llhow" of our
involvement with beings, and it is the "how'~ and not the "why" that matters according
to Heidegger..
"The desoription of average everydayness leacis us .to see that what is most
basic is a world of 'significance' in which things.show up as-.counting or mattering in
relation to our practical affaifs'' (Guignon, 1993, p. 11).

What makes agency possible
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is the way our life stories unfold against the backdrop, of practices of a shared,
meaningful world. Comportment is the way we cope with the beings we encounter in
the unfolding of our stories. We can be the kinds of people we are in our everyday
affairs only by virtue of the practical contexts of worldly involvement in which we
find ourselves.
To begin with, we need to recall that the stand Dasein takes on itself, its
existence. is not some inner thought or experience; it is the way Dasein acts. ,
(What makes a Japanese baby a Japanese baby is first and foremost what it
doe$, and how things show up for ,it, and only derivatively its ,thoughts, ,
assuming ·it has any.) Dasein takes a stand on itself through its involvement
withJhm,s and people. ·. "In .everyday tenns. we understand ourselwes and ,our
existence by way of the activities we pursue and the things we take care of.
(Bf. 159} To· exist then means. among other things.• relating to OBesclf by being
with beings" (BP, 157). So Heidegger begins his phenomenological account of
Dasein by turning to the· beings. with ,which .Dasein ,is involved aad,tta.e way in
which it is involved with them. (Dreyfus, 1993, p. 61)
Comportment is the way in which Dasein is involved with the beings in its
world. In this study, the Dasein are the participants and the beings they are involved
with are their families. The constitutive pattern Comporting Toward Breakdown is a
description of the comporting done by the participants in their involvement with their
families, and in all cases, they interpreted their families as being in breakdown.
It is precisely because of a "breakdown" in the average everydayness of these
participants' lives as children that they are able to step back and describe the
comportment used in their involvement with their families. As was pointed out in the
earlier discussion :.oa breakdowe. whcm everything is nmning smoothly in one~ s world,
for example the world of the ·family, the·ready-to-~ and the surrounding family~

t~

i

world remain unobtrusive and/unnoticed.
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The ready.;to-·hand must "withdraw" into its usability, Heidegger says, "in order
to be ready-to-hand quite authentically" (BT, 99) .... It is when things are
temporarily unready-to-hand in this way that we can catch a glimpse of the
web of functional relations in which they played a part. Thus, a breakdown
makes it possible to catch sight of the worldhood of the world. If the
breakdown persists, however, items can begin to obtrude in their unusability,
and we can look at things as brute present-at-hand objects to be investigated
from a theoretical perspective. (Guignon, 1993, p. 12)
It is clear, therefore, that as Dasein, we have access to both worlds, the
theoretical and the practical, and that we encounter both present-at-hand and ready-tohand objects and observations. The breakdown of practical activity, such as daily
';.

.· :<il,

family goings-on, is a major access to the present-at-hand. For this reason, the
following themes that refer to the constitutive pattern of Comporting Toward
Breakdown included both present-at-hand and ready-to-hand observations.
However, even though the participants share present-at-hand observations with
their emphasis on the cognitive, i.e., the attempt to explain their behavior in terms of
,._,'
.
what they believe about their experiences and how they consciously represent things to
',

themselves, the present-at-hand does not account for the implicit familiarity and
competence conveyed by their accounts of everyday practical activity in their families.
Ready-to-hand observations are also common in these accounts, as it should be since
readiness-to-hand is tied to specific familiarities and skills for coping in specific
.
.
practical environments, such as the world of family breakdown.
There is, however, a background of familiarity and associated competence for
dealing with things and with others that ·is even ,broader and more basic than
those associated with specific practical activities and settings. Just as we have a
,specific familiarity with the carpenter's work&h€)l) and specific skills -for coping
with things in the carpenter's environment enabling us to encounter the
. hamniet as a hammer, so;We ,have a general familiarity with things and others. r
and a set of implicit skills for dealing with them that form the necessary
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background· for our encountering anything at all. Heidegger's discussion of
practical activity and the relations that constitute the practical world were
meant to prepare us for grasping the more general "activity" of being human
and the "worldly" structure it presupposes. This sense of the world as the most
general structure of involvements that enablesand "calls forth" all human
"comportment" is probably the central contribution of Being and Time ....
(Guignon, 1993, p. 132)
It can be argued that the family-world is an example of a specific ready-tohand enviromnent. However. it ean also be argued that for the young child. the
family~d.is !lg world. It can •be argued that the skills and familiarity involved in

,

',

I

i_j,

the broadest sense. At.id: yet. for the. young-. child,. the particular waya of ceping in the
family ...world constitutc·~ 0human way of being in the broadest stnse. :.Wruatds.

,,

'

'\"'

learned about dealing with violent or alcoholic parents- for exam.pkt, may be just a
l

;l

specific case ~ft.be.more general.akilled !'comportment" of:dealing wuh others. Our

knowing: c,irnot knowing (in the sense .of.possessing or not possessing the $kill o,
;~

'• , f

competcnoe)J1ow to position ad move ourselves, what to do and say, and so on.

The good news for adult rememberers is that these most general skills for and
familiarity with the world of family breakdown does not need to remain invisible or
preconscious. Through the process of remembering, these persons have an opportunity
to attend to their familiarity with and skills for living with their families-of-origin.
Through remembering, they can see them for what they are, skills and familiarity with
a specific practical setting, th~ of the family-world, and not of the world as the child
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may have believed. Once this understanding becomes visible or conscious, adult
rememberers are able to become more familiar with the world and the skills necessary
for living in it. Some of the skills for living with their families may be transferable.
Others may need to be learned and substituted for those skills which no longer serve
them well.
Breakdowns .of practical activity can give us·an opportunity to.grasp .the
eaclcground of practical familiarity, competence, and concern associated with
specific systems of practical relations and roles because the world of the
· •~ t e r fer cKample; •is not the entire human world and being a carpenter is
not the whole of being human. We have a broader and more basic background
to·fall baetop•. Attending to or grasping is a human activity. All ·bum111l:' ,,1'.
activity· is worldly;, ,that is,, it reCifUires ·• background of implicit familiarmy~. ....•1
competenee, and concem-.or:mvolvement; But when it comes to;;•QPrlbreldat
and most basic .sense oftmngs,•our sense of human being and•wotldi1thlle is
no broader context from which we could attend to or grasp it. We cannot
abandon our most general skills for dealing with things in order to make them
reveal themselves as we can with the skills of the carpenter. Human being is
skillful coping all the way· down, and this: broadest ·level of familiarity,
competeRCO;,,andinvolvementis rock bottom:. We do•noteven consciously
acquire such things •. We grow up mto them through socialization dr
·
1
enailtunltioil. They·are wtm we'are, ,notwhat we are aware.of. 'It is tbis last
point·drat Hei.gger· seeks to captum when he says that· human being is. its
world' (~tingly")',aatttit t11e· workHm our (~Dasem's") way ,of being (!IT
92, 4.16).; We;,jpst g,dur-~ gJ'nenl and.fuadameatal way of,~comporting"

ourselves .toward thinisi afld•human·beings,

and these same manners.of:

"compon.ment'' ..-e the· backgroona·witb.out which things and others ¢ould not
be encountered, namely, tbeiwCJdd. (Oaignon, 199~ p; 133) ·r 1 , . ,,, '*1

I

,,

\

..

examples of the participants', practical ways. of comporting themselves. What is also
communicated, however, are the participants' general and fundamental ways of
comporting themselves. It is clear that their comportment is the background without
which ,the world could not be entoonterea. These ways of Comporting Toward
I

Breakdown include the themes of Guessing at Normal, Remembering Concealment,
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and Navigating Without a Compass.

Thenw: Guessing at Normal
The language for this theme was provided by the participants' themselves.

I got fixed up with Paul and it was just a real fast crowd. They were all, you
know, my girlfriend herself when she was 14 years old wasn't a virgin
anymore. And•they were doing drugs and, like I said, to.me that seemed
normal because of my brothers. And everything had just seemed real--none of
it seemed really .out of place.
Another participant gave the following account:
....

,

.

I have to tell you that at the time I was growing up, I didn't think we were any
differtllt•thah,aoyone el~ and we may not have been because there was a lot
of alcoholism in my immediate neighborhood and that was the neighborhood
that I knew ...' ..• ,~for me. it {liiving with alcoholism] was kind of

nomw.

She coatinues:..
The thing that I as an adult look back on and realize, was that our whole
· family's existGCe.was centered in the alcoholism. My father was a binge
drinker which, to me, means a lot of the time he lived a scheduled life. He
went to work..· 'lie ;Came home. We had, dinner. Um.. we. were kind of .an QldfasaiQned. :family in that we were expected -to do our.·homework after dinner
atolmd, the .dining room table with· one or. both parents there to answer
questions or help us look things up and so on, so we had this appearance of,
you· know1 bang 'Uie AH-American family. But something would happen, some
crisis would happen. My mother would get sick, or maybe something went
wrong at work. I never really was quite·stn. ofwby:my father would start,
drinking, but when he did, all. of the .superficial things would go on as usual:·•
except that he would not be there for dinnet and my mother would beoome
very .agitated. She would run to the window and continue to look down• the
street to see if he WM coming. She would never go to sleep when he wasn'.t
there. She would sit and look out the window.

And later she adds;
When I finally started going to ACOA.. there's a list of characteristics of the
adlalt·child of an alcoholic.·· One of the things that 1 kept remembering about
that was when I first saw ~at listy the i>Re. s ~ on there that rang big
bells was the adult cbitd10f an alcoholic gues&fU at what looks normal. And., I
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think, I was a· loner. Even though I had the four Jciends. that l was close to
later in school, I always felt like I was different. As an adult, I don't think
that's so bad--to be different--but I did feel like I was different, and yet I
probably wasn't. I, you know, it's hard to go back and reconstruct, but I doubt
that I was. I was just muddling along like everyone else. But I felt it.

Theme: Remembering Concealment
Within this theme, four subthemes emerged, Being in Costume,
Being Numb, Being Mute, and Being Secretive.

Subtheme:·Beig-m Costmne
OtJe, of the participants remembered:
And I was always kind of like tne Goody-Two-Shoes in the family. And·lwas
the one that answered the phone when my brothers called and they were in
trouble and this and that although I wasn't that old to help them, but I did
covering up for them and stuff like that.
Another participant mnembers:

And then 1•went through kind of a rebellious stage. I dated anybody who came
aloilg. and l •Wasnrt terribly free sexually, but l thought- I was. I was
determined I· wasn't ·going to be the· good· little girl anymo,e; ·
Another participant told me:

Already, I've got this problem with authority. Already I bad this problem with
my own identity. ''Who in the ·bell am I anyway? Where do I belong in this

Give me an
identity. Give me a suit of clothes to wear. You know, I've gotta have a
costume. Everybody's got a costume. I've got no costume. I'm like nobody
here. I'm just bouncing around here, you know?"

Earth? ldnn't fit

aaywbere and I don't belong anywhere.

The same participant continues:
Now, I end up in this parochial school. We had a principal. His name was

Mr. [nameJ an(l,.he was a Mr. [name]. You get out of line, he had this plastic
desk ruler. You got out <;>f line, which was just about to do or say anything,
and itwas·"palms up" and flatsn:iack. I mnember·severe pain becauserm
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always a clown. That's the only thing I can manage to do. See, I could fit in
with groups of people if I clowned a lot, you know? So I was always out of
line and pulling something stupid.
He continues .later in the interview:
Um, I want it understood that I'm not proud of my past, not the least bit proud
of my past. Who and what I was yesterday is an old suit of clothes in my
closet. There ain't no Salvation Army or Amvets spots gonna get them. That
suit still fits very well and it's always in style and anytime I want to be fool
enough, I ca.a go to that closet and pull that suit off the hanger, and I put it
back on. It fits and I go right back out there and be what I was. I'm not
proud of.that mit; I'm:aQt the least bit proud .of that suit.
\ ',,.. ~-· !

'. \ ~.

Another. imrtlcipaot remembers· his· sports persona:
Sports had an enormous profile and just from a personal perspective, I played
football there, played basketball there, and went to college because I had a
fCK>tball $Cholarsbip. So, it was really one of the focal points for civic pride-the high school sports teams.
Another remembers this about concealment:
And I keep thinking it was almost like I had to destroy this budding career.
And somewkere ial<>llg ~ li'ae, even at lldtodl, you know; I was· a straight A
stude.al, I alway~ got-to carry the flag in. the Girl Scout parade, I always got the
1-d,iJJ} tile play, andl always thought about i•my ;excellent self." I Cboaght,
•~r" • · ~ n t self in here/' but.it was like, it kept getting smashed.
And yet another:

My work u. a salcsman,-..that's something that came by accident. You know,
"You get along well with people. You ought to be a salesman." You know,

that :w~,all.. I really sbould:have done,somedting else with my life.· And rve
~ . •ing this for 35 years.· •
Subtheme;

Being Numb·•

This. was a fairly common subtheme. Sometimes it occurred simultaneously
with rememberiags of the next subthemc, Being. ,Mute.
. '

And, ah, my sister can -1k about ,her anaer. I never even knew, I was angry
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until a few years ago.
Another participant's reflection suggests that he may still be numb as he remembers:
I think typically we had behavioral patterns that as individuals are not focused,
that sometimes we're on the spectrum and sometimes we're really very good
and sometimes we're not so good. I guess I'm thinking of those times when I
wasn't so good, that I was probably, maybe even subconsciously doing it out
of spite or something. I don't know. Who knows?
And another adds this:
It just seems liko,I have scattered memories, that I don't know why that is unless
I'm just blocking:things; Maybe there's a lot I can't put together, but I feel like
my family was extremely dysfunctional .... I don't think I've wanted to loot at
~- of, du». '

Subtheme:

Being Mute

This was a yery common subtheme, spanning acmss.e~h,of the i'1flView
texts.
_-'·i

,::>t

·;_f·i,.

l"~•,·

You don't say anything at the dinner table. No dinner conversation, no

nothing;. ,Sitting around the radio, listening to Jack Benny. We were sitting
around the box; don't say nothing because they're listening to the show.

bading.thopap&r.·, "Oan't you see I'm reading the paper? Could we talk
.tiNlbt: lit ~?'' Jt -seemecUhat there was no convenient, time. t<iJ talk.,. , : ..

And another participant remembers this:
And there wen, times ween,all ofus were very disturbed.· We could~ been
supportive to each other. I· suppose, if kid$ can .(IQ tWags like that~ ,but none of
us wantect to adlnil, that~ was anything ~rong. None of us .ever•talAO ·
.about itas a group, ever! ,Never. I talked about it with my friend, [name],
after we were both out of college.
She continues:

My.two brothers.absolutely.refuse to discuss it. My youn~r brother.and I
were talking, 1$ swmner ,after biS wife's deatb.. •It was •the first time he ever
admitted thdt he was angry witlt,my dadl ~ - of his1drinking.
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And again:
And I never did tell my mother. To this day, I've never been able to tell my
mother that this happened to me. And, I think, as I look back on it, somebody
probably said, "You don't tell your mother. Your mother's been sick. She has
a new baby and.... " Ah, you know, "This is something that you did and you
were wrong." I don't know whether that was said to me or not, but I know
there's something that goes deep inside me that I still.... My mother's 87
years old and I'm 57 and I still can't tell her. I still don't feel comfortable
telling her that.• And I've talked to my sister about it and she said that one
time, when she was much older, he did'the same thing to her, when we were
living down there with them for a couple of years. At that time, she had to be
in fourth and fifth grade. So again, my mother wasn't around, but my sister
was told: not to tell that he had· hit her.
And another remembrance is:
•

~i

:'

We had ~y,had,to mcmnk>wn to my grandfather's, and I was!tiving1mtb
friends, so. I felt really~ I was dn eighth grade, and I felt really' abandoadh
because f . would'try to,get·hold of him and I couldnl,t1,each·himby • ~
We weren't· living in, the same. place. ·I was staying with a girlfriend~& ,parentL
And my mother was 70 miles•away.. $0: that was friptening •. And again; it•·
wasn't that I could~r say !'I'm sciued that I can,'freacb Dad." It was
swallow it.· Keep itto yourself. Yeah, yeah~ "Yo1J"m a big girl now. 11 ·.

And :mtli another.:

I lostafrieaaltour, Bat door neighbor. When I was 11, she was 12 and she
died of complications, I guess, from rheumatic fever. She lived to be 12 and
one 1rionung. it was early Thursday morning and ab; my mother told mo-dial'
Margaret bad didcf clunng the <11igbt, And I starte<hol cry and she said, 11Naw, ;
you don~t cry. : iY•~ re a· big ·,girl." This was my friend. And the same thing
with my grandfather. I don't remember crying then. And my grandfather was
my pal.... But when he died, I don't remember ever crying for him where
anybody book! see me. I cried into my pillow at night but not in front of
anybody else. Somewhere along the line, I got the idea that it would upset my
dad ot my tnother iflcried, so I didn't cry in front of.them;
1

And yet. another: ' -·

l·didn'tput'it ais. way tollftTIClf, but,f felt;tike it was really important that I
break that non-communication cycle. And my husband kept telling me over
and over, "00 you, ,-pic-'ever talk about anything imp<>R'ant?" And for many, ·
many years I didn't see it, but then I realized that you don't talk about death
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and you don't talk about love and who you care about except in the most
superficial way possible and you don't talk about the things that are important
to you politically. You don't talk about money or when you are hurt or in
pain. You don't talk about anything important.
And still another:
He [dad] had a stroke. And I said, "Yeah, you're doing pretty well." I said,
"You're speaking much more clearly than you did a week ago." He said, "I
knew something was happening. I didn't know what it was, and I was afraid."
That's as much ... that's as intimate a conversation as I ever had with my
dad.
Another participant remembers this:
For whatever reason, probably emotional, my father suffered a very severe
speech impedin,ent which •meant communication was done by writi:ns. He, kept:.,
a diary, beginning just a month or so before I was born until his death, and it
was written 'With tbe/,,expecta(lion that people would read it--that the family
would read it. His approach to telling what was going on with his life can best
be described':asrcvisionist. ·For,example, there was a woman◄ young woman
whom I met in college and my Jatber thought she was terrific, and shortly after
getting out of con~ sbe ·and I eloped and. marrieci and the marriage :lasted
about •~ months. and ~he tlisappeared. Father went back in volumes of the
diary. that showedranY mention .of her and rewrote the books, leaving out any
'

'

mehtien of,ber.
And uotber temembrance:
I OOUildn't ever get angry. l could; never express anger. Just another layer of
guilt. I'd been a bad boy again and that's the tape that I played. I still can't--1
have trouble shotting off this ·tape.

Suqlheme:

Being Secretive

Secrecy is a significant theme in the rememberings of the participants. Unlike
the theme of Remembering Secrecy that appeared within the Remembering Breakdown
constiUlfive pattern where secrecy was being observed in..the familJ'by the
participaats, in this subthemc ,the participants

are ·engaging in secrecy themselves.
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My mother for her part was as much addicted to fundamentalism as an
alcoholic is to drink. It was just as damaging; so that you always had to be
putting on a front or hiding something. You had to keep up the front.

Theme: Navigating Without a Compass
This theme is comprised of the two subthemes of Being Unprepared and
Growing Up Too Soon.

Subthemer Being Unprepared
This subtheme refers to a sense that the participants have not been adequately

prepamdtolc&Ye'die world-of-the-family and enter the-world-beyond-the-family. One
1

participant

rememt>ers the following:

I guess now I~ a little •angry with m,: mom because, I dott't know ,how &he·.
did it. Everything was, um, look&l s~ easy.... She made it look S():easy.
And I said' later, l said ''I remembet ·gmng shopping every Sumltty' and I don't

remetiJbet;ever wahting, you know, hearing you say~ 'No, we really can't get
tbm'and we ~an~t::geuhat ud we can't get thi8;'" When Isay I was angry
wiffi,hef btcliuse I felt·1ite I was very·unpreparcd wltett I went•out into the
wodtt;i Bec,ause. l :didn't 'Understand anything about finances or how 'rough it

was ~ ibills~ ,.: '

Another' paruttpaat,remembers the foflowing:
And it: w• temble to be in Japan and not be able. to say anything or do·
anyt).ling,again. It was·almost lib Dad<iy all over •gain. And I often wonder
if you just choose these people in your life and it went back to the turmoil that
probably surrounded me when I was even born. I probably didn't have a
chance without knowing how to combat things or overcome them.

Another participant remembers this· stotyi

When l·got away frotnbome, I thought that college was the place for me,
which 'I bad no bttsiness tloing becau•·l wasn't equipped for college either
academically or emotionally at that point.
... And ill-prepared as Twas
for college when· I rot out/of high schc,ol, l think my best grades were D's and
Ps, rm still wrestling"with the samelproMent. :,L,atk of self-worth. Bverybody
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else thinks I'm terrific; I don't know why I don't agree.
And he continues:
I loved the service. It was orderly, I always knew what was expected of me in the
job I had as weather forecast officer, and I was good at it. ... I really like it. And
one of the things that I seem to do is to do things for the wrong reasons; you do
them for other· people rather than for yourself. So here I was, really happy in the
military. I even like marching. I really like it. And I decided I was going to reenlist for another three years and stay in. But I didn't and the reason I didn't was
because I felt it was really expected of me that I go to college. This was what I
tol<l myself, that you ~ d go to college and make something of yourself•..~
that being in the service was sort of second-class. Even though I loved it and it

,pve •,talfillmmt.
Subtheme: Growing Up Too Soon
',:, ,.

The language for this subtheme was provided by the following participant:

And that!a tqe otber,thing. I think. that at least happened in my case. Yov're
~ted tQ.gtQW up ~_,.1tQQ.~. IJ~lt.like,-1 ww,n't allowed ¥>·be, a kid. I,
again.I didQ~t think:of ,.it 'ill th..Q te~, :bl.It it was. lik, I was the oldest and I
was the girl, and boy, you'd better be responsible because no one else was
going to be.. Like dea]ag wiM'l.:Ulings: Ulat •hap~Md at ,S®.0()1, with. my,. · ..•
younger brothers and sister. This, I think, was probably more because my
: .mother wasJJiidt at.·the·U. tihan because ofmy dad's alcoholism..W~ll.,my
dad was unreliable and my mother was sick, so it was something that probably
,would lt~1~r-dwl"eiM'ould have been a ttade-off; if my mother wasn't.able
to do it, my father would have been--if he had been sober, but he wasn't. And
. if my ~ : ~ ill;:alld there ,was 9ne winter when ~~ was oodriddee for
almost the whole time ... and if anything happened with my younger brothers•they u•: to get in, trouble in;.sohool all.idle ~ - I was. the one that. had to
deal with it.
1

Another participant recalls this:

I was trying to make it all hang together with this woman [mother] that I was
sure ~at: going to auack ,me apy time I came .through a 1door,: and also try to
keep the world togeth~r for my sister.... And I would watch her go, and I
always :wisbed. so hard that they [parents]: weuld get back together and .we
would be a family and I would try to take care of my sister. Every Sunday, I
would take.· her oo the. ffl>Uey and go to eburob, and .it was like, yw know;.
"Everything's gonna be all right." Hold it all together and it never was, but I
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never wanted to look at the fact that it wasn't.

Constitutive Pattern: Living In Thrownness
The third constitutive pattern that emerged from the analysis of the data was
Living In Thrownness. Four themes were associated with this pattern: Being Cared
For, The Glue that Holds the Family Together, Remembering Acceptingly, and Being
Other Than: I will begin ·with a discussion about this. third pattern. and follow with

'

.

!

'' j

;

The word "thrownness" (Geworfenheit)is used by Heidegger to refer to the
"there" ofDascin,·the,,actual situation in which Dasein finds itself. .,' , .· ,.,,ni,,

'Fhis <:haractoristic of Dasein' s Being....this "that it is" is veiled in ,it ",whence'.·' '" .·
and "whither," yet disclosed on itself all the more unveiledly; we call it the
...... _
.
II
. .
. "•'---"
. 1s
. JlHluWil
....._
.
h,a.way
ip,.uwnness
.. of. ·this entuy,mto..tts
" .."" J indeed.1it
tn,»ue
that, as Being-in-the-world, it is the "there." (Heidegger, 1962, p. 174)
l
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The disclosure of thrownness is the result of mood, according to Heidegger.
~· i
i:•·~ ~ ,d, : ~'' : )!;', f:•· .'
It is mood that discloses to Dasein its situation among things. In its mood, Dasein is
y

C, 1·•

aware of its being, of the fact that Dasein is. Dasein's being appears to it as a "being
\

thrown"; it ,appears to itself as thrown among be-ings. "In

m.ooo,. man not, ortly

·

becomes conscious. of the fact "that he ii," but also of the fact that he. ''.bas tohe,t that
'

his being has to be realized by himself as a task" (Kockelmans, 1965, p. 664).
Another way of understanding this is to say that Heidegger thought that every
person (Dasein) is completely shaped by the culture he or she is born and raised in.
No person has control over who he or she will be born unto, where he or she will be
born and raised, the circumstances of the family-of-origin he or she joins, or the social
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environment he or she finds him or herself in. One is thrown into and becomes part
of a culture, and one's behaviors are consequently learned from that culture. The

social environment proscribes everything one could possibly do. No one is an
autonomous agent, free to choose his or her own way of existing.

We have always already been thrown into our world, and are indeed always "in
the··tbroW," which we can•never,get back behind. Not only our moods, but
even our undetstanding, is something we find ourselves already in, with no ·
possibility of originally producing it. At every moment we find ourselves
already iil the ·midst of a ffltain styte ·of concern or irtvolvement in ow- world;
-all 1of out stri\iing or projeotihg ·proceeds on the basis of, this· given ·sittlatioif,,: · ;
imd \cannot turn back behind it to serve as its prior source. (Riehardson; ',t 986~

ip; 34) ' '

,.

But thn!>w~ is not· the end· of ·the· story for Dasein. ·Another etiaraotttistic
of -Dasein, Heideg~r tells us,· i's a disposition or essential· tendency. to "pre$$ forward
into possibilities/' ·a characteristic• that• ~idegger refers to, as •our "proj~on"
(Entwurf) (Heideg~er, 1962, pp: 184.. 185); We are always projecting toward some
end,-iowants~:~bilities.··•We are,always pressing-abeadmto ourfuture, and it

An4 now Hei~er tlaims thtt tbis thrust t~wa#ds ends proceeds fitom a,'
momentum' we IUlv«:f not produced:- so that white it defines· who ·we atte, this is not
ultimately a self~finition. that way·· of ,projecting· whiehconstitutes ouf '·, · ·
understanding of ourselves and oOr wort~ is- one we· have tteert\ fhroWn into; we
can never fully -generate our momentum for ourselves. (Richardson,, 1986, p. 34)
Therefore, ~ s s . refers to the way· we always find ourselves already
involved in a world, yet our involvements are ones we have not ourselves constructed
or-chosen. Howe-ver, to understand adequately•the:sense in which we, because-t>f
thrownness, can ·never choose or construct of bring ·within our power our BeingailHhewor-ld, we must understand the contrasting notion of projection.
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Projection refers to the way we press ahead towards some possible way to be
or towards some end by which we understand ourselves. However, our projection is
dependent upon the way

we already have been. Projection provides us with our

identity, but it is not an identity that has arisen from a blank slate.
Our struggle towards ends determines who we now are, but is due to a who we
have been. And this stands always before any current determination of a self,
.showing that this self ,we define ourselves as, can never be simply identical to .
that self responsible for the defining. We 'make' ourselves by the activity of
stretcmns ahead ,towns.ends, but pRXlucer and product are continually ·
,.,.
distinct, and the responsibility for what we are slips always away from us, into
. our past., ., . .. The basis: for one's pursuit of just these ends stands. always •Ni;
behind the person one becomes in this pursuit. (Richardson, 1986, p. 131)
Therefore, self-creation is an impossibility for us. Not only are we never able
to choose our possil>ilitics before we. arc ,even bom, we .are alS0 :limited in the
possibilities we may choose after those possibilities have already been decided. ·
Dasein, as it actually exists, is certain possibilities and consequently excludes others.

"tbl:own pos&ibility tbrou~. and dlrough" (Heideggct. 1962, p. 144).
And· again: ,''.Jiireedo~: however~ il Ollly in the .dloice ·of..Q!m possibility.,.;.that
is, in tolerating one's not having chosen the others and one's not being able to
.. choose,-~• II
331,), Tbus, .while' the first nullity lies in our inability W
choose the basis responsible for the choices we make, the second consists in a
:limitation built into these choice& themselves: That they· inherently involve a
ruling-out of alternative possibilities, and dictate that we now cannot be in
• . those ..other. ways. (Richardson. 1986; p. 133) ..

om

Our remembered. stories, therefore, are the stories of our thrownness, of the

reality ofithe: unchosen· ba$is for dloicemaking each of us bas been granted as an
aspect of Being-.in-the-wmid. They are. also the stories of the possibilities that were

ruleid oot and of the JkJSSibilities·,that were chosen.
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Our world-.•that which is constituted by our aiming towards certain ends, and
knowing certain ways to pursue them--is only one among many possible
worlds. And just as it is not picked out as that one which we have chosen for
ourselves, so it is not picked out as intrinsically finer or more worthy than any
of those others. (Richardson, 1986, p. 133)
According to Heidegger, we have two modes or means of dealing with our
thrownness. One of these· is an unauthentic or "falling11 mode, and the other is an
authentic mode. The :former mode is chosen because our thrownness is disturbing·to

us.

We have :been thrown into the world with a past that limits our possibilities. We

cannot,cboose wbo we will be, "from the ground up.•~ In falling every4aynen: we
respond to the givenness' of this, limitation by avoiding it.
, We ignore the -role played by what we have been in determining what: we· ·now
are, and renounce any effort at continuity with our past, preferring to detach
•·, .fflll'Selves ,from it by absorbing ourselves in immediate concerns. This falling
mode of our pastecstasis is "having forgotten" [Vergessenheit] (cf. BT, 389;
BPP, 290); in it our thrownness is hidden or avoided. (Richardson, 1986, p.
200)

In contrast, ,authe'1dc tbrownness comes.:to terms with and gives· adequate·
regard tel> :wbat,we '.have been; and to the role this plays 'in determining who we are and
where

we, am-.going. :••TAe alldlentic mode,of the past ecstasis is 'repetition'

[Wiederholung] (cf.

!IT, 388; BPP, 287); it is that way in which thrownness can

acquire a similar transparency and adequacy" (Richardson, 1986, p. 199). This is a
mode that involves acknowledging that our past has a presence now, because it guides
the course of our striving for ends. It involves recognitions that this effort involves a
'repeating'. of what we: alnmciy have, been. , It requires maintaining a relationship lo
what we have been and done, despite the admission that many of our possibilities were
,/'

and·,wiU.oontinue to be fix~ Repetition,reachos baot,to our past; anci grants it,a,1
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place in wbat·we now are. "Our involvement in some present concern bas the .
character of . . . repetition when we explicitly come to it from being who we have
been" (Richardson, 1986, p. 200).
The constitutive pattern Living In Thrownness is related to the themes that
emerged from the stories of the participants. These themes include Being Cared For,
The Glue .that Holds ·the. Family Together, Remembering Acceptingly and. Jlemg Other
Than.,

Th* th~uies speak of the authentic and unauthentic modes of livi$lg with

thrownness., .,They

$~·Qf

the possibilities chosen and the pos~ibiUties, mis• :11 * ,

bec~se of the teality of thrownness. They speat ,of having forg0,ttel). -4 ,()f •
repetition Qf remembering thrownness. They are a testament to what Living In

Thr~nness

m.eQ.S.

, •,, • . , ,

'

ii

l,

r

l

Thi$. ,was

a fairly perv~ye -t~'1e, emerging,$ all;l>Jlt Uvee, of ,the interview

text$. •1bi•:~,h1J$il.O do with the participant remembering someone who cared· fw
him or hei and made hint::m her feel special. The subthemes are Caring Re.latives and
Caring Others.

,

Subtheme; ,Caring Relatives .

Qne participant remembers that .for her, this person was her grandfather:
When .we ,Jive4 .with him [grand(atberl up. tij), the tune I started school, he had been
se;ani-blinded in an indJISUial ~cittent and ~, was never able to work.again. So the
only thing was that he was a worker•...•.Seith.at house •that we lived in .• ., with
all.~~ves in,it,-he was the resi~t 1$1intenaace man, and I can remember
him Jell4ig ~ ,what, t1le. p)iers wwe and :what »am~s were and what a
screwdriver WMAutd die diff~ce between,~i~hi;Uips screwdriver and a reaqlar
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one. And I used to follow him around and when he gardened, I would hand him
the garden tools, and when he was working in the house, I would hand him the
other tools. He used to come out to our house when we finally got the apartment.
He'd come out to dinner and I remember making my first cake for him which was
probably a real. jmpressive cake, but I do remember I wanted to bake a chocolate
cake for Grandpa and so my mother taught me how to bake a cake. And there
was just nothing he wouldn't do.
And later, she adds this story:

l remember my brothers had been pestering-.-Ood knows what they wanted,
them .for--but they .had been pestering my mother for mousetraps/ ·She said;
"Yau ~~t have a moosetrap. You~re liable to snap your. fmger off in a . •.· ,
mousetrap." My grandfather went to the dime store and he patiently fixed it so
the spring wouldn't work. They didn't care whether it worked or not. All they
· ·c ' . ~ ~ ..- ~ a p.... I remember there was nothing my grandfather
would not do for us kids. He was just, you know, anything we wanted. He
was tb,uypical ;padpatent who spoiled us.·. And as long aa· tpere :wu n<Jthiagl!
we would hurt ourselves on, it was okay.

,1

Another participant remembers his grandfather, also:
, i!~' :. ,.:,~,.,
, ·~-•
ql':/1 ·:t~"
,~ t.· ~·;1 t , t"'''.::rJ
His father, my grandfather, was a man of very direct action. He was a terrific,
terrific mans 1 I adored my gmtidfather; .1·. ;·One saving part'of the, whole thing was
living.next door to. my, .grandfather. His wife died in '22 of• cancer. And ·my
.BJ111ldfadlerowned ·arooal, yard . illd· lumber,yard and.·contracted it. That wa~:about
three·blocks·fR>ni tbe,house. When his wife became ill, he sold the business so he
could spend his time with her, and it was only three blocks away. And then from
then onas lon8:•·1,knew,,him; he'8:lwayshad,some,job; he was the health officer,
he was the chief welfare officer, all sorts of things. There was a store across the
street anch:hey had ice aam· and bread ·and also thae was,a beer garcien·ia.:back
of there. We could have been st.arving to;death and the only food in the wald
could have been. in that store, but my mother would not have ,gone in them'. Every
evening, my grandfather would'CCDle, '"'11 ice cream cones for a treat. Hculidn't
care about her.. Sbe wasn't his mother. He gave bet a house.
t

Another .participant· 1Cntembers this story: .·

So Grandma was from, the old c8Ulltry, right off the boat. And she'd lapse into
Flemish, which is the language of her area and her people, and I remember
whenever I'd lnut myself or whatever,• always cuddled me tip in her ~
8fid: put: me on, her. lap :and, she; d sing a .liUle Flemish song, ~ : of whidd
remember e~ 'tiltoday/ It's "IGrltestol/: which means like Ood be with you
or ,the love of God be with you, this type of thing. And I truly, truly loved my
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grandmother. ·... And I remember she used to go out of her way to just do
little things. So whenever I'd make excursions with my grandmother, it was
neat. It was special. It was dreams come true. It was really neat.
And another participant also remembers her grandmother:
He sent me away to school, and my grandmother, my mother's mother, was my
rock. She really· was. All through the years, she was the one I would tum to.
And so, when I finished high school, I went to finishing· school, junior college,
with my grandmother. I never went back home.... And that was the only
person I ever remember playing with us. Doing •anything-.with us. And she
always seemed to take a great interest in all my little drawings. She'd have
fhem"up in her bedroom always, and I was always very pleased thaNihe., cwtd.
.\

Subthetne: Carmg Others

These :are fjer90ng other' than relatiws who cared for the partioipant in such a
way that they felt ·9peeial. For' example, one participant experienced lehgthy· .
hospitalizatioAs as a chlld. \ ~ he remembers a carillg physician: ·

Dt. H. bad stopped by one night to see how I was doing. When was the last
time yotl Mrd of a chief surgeon stopping in just to chit-chat'with a patient.
just to,.see h<tw-.J1WBdoing? He used to read to me. He was the one that got
1

me interested in "Kon-Tiki."
i'-

;

'\,._.·'

For this same participant, there was also a caring stranger:
1l

1

',..!

'

t;t·'

Another incident when they were putting up the expressway is I tried to dive
bomb a little old woman with a piece of pipe.
. .. He [policeman) took
me down there and the little old woman, I remember, asking me, "Why did
you do that?" Arid I sai~, ·"I just thought it would be cute, I 1thought it would
be funny." And all she did was forgive me. You know, they say that God
appears to every man at·one ,time in •bis life or more. I just ·wonder. She said, ·
"I forgive you, but don't ever do that again."
Another participant remembers this story:
Then when I was in the service, the squadron commander, terrific guy, I just
ac:lmirdd ·-hilh no end. In fact,· I saw him' just a couple of years ago down in ·
Florida. l began ifantaSizuig. I would have loved t0 have had ·hbn as a father.
And I t~ld him.
·· · ·
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Another participant remembers her teachers in this way:
I remember a couple of teachers who were very kind, very kind. Not too
many. I also remember that some were very mean.
And another was cared for by his coach:
In fact, I basically left· home or home left me when I was 16 because my dad
was moved to another state, and I moved in with the high school football coach
and that was all done very amicably. There was no "If you don't go with us,
you're gonna get disinherited" or anything like that. It was all done very
amicably but that was kind of. where I~ ah, kind· of stopped being their. child; so
to speak. Not ·a bati arrangement The high school football coach had othot: ·
kids; they were a lot· younger than I wu at the time, and a big ·ltouse. That
didn't seem like aa ~ n . ·l worked in the grocery store ,and,Jqad rent
and. stuff, so. it wasn't a big:deal.
And another participant remembers her relationship with God and the church:

I'll tell you something. I was very, very devout as a child and I think that was
one of the ways I've always survived.... And I remember, and I don't know
~tthe Bishop's name was, but he took my face in his .&lands and he looked
at •me and he did, not hit ms.. He did not hit me. He just looked at me a long
time and held my face in,his hancls. 'I've always remembered the way he did
that. LHe must ·have in his spirit gotten some message. But I feel that the Lord
has really looked after me.

ljust felt,good. I felt·peaceful and loved and comfortable.and I loved.the,
music. I loved the church.

Theme: The Glue that Held the Family Together
This theme emerged across all of the interview texts. Most of the participants

remembered something that made his or her family feel like a family. For example,
one participant;remembered this:
But I 'remember having family get,togethers and my father ,would still .come to
them, and everything wo\Jld be fme. And supposedly my father had had an
affair and sh.is had happened and that had happened. but my .father still came .
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around and he·still remained friends with my mom. They had known each
other, actually the year they got divorced would have been their 25th wedding
anniversary. And they had known each other since my mom was 14. I mean
they had known each other all their lives. And they remained friends and came
together for family get-togethers and everything.

Another participant remembers this:
No, we bugged. In fact, that was· one of the real healthy things about my·.
family. My father never, even when he was mad at my mom and even when
my mother was mad· at him,· he. never left the house without at least dropping a
kiss on her head. Ah, they hugged in front of us. We kissed them goodnight
evcmy. night. Wc:kissed them in the morning when we left for school. Thal::,
was. I ..thil114tthar was Ibaybe some glue ·that kept things together NeaUse ·my
datk.:;;:, When we were sm.aL.he'd pick us up and swing.us a.rmuad;;alny'&i:
very gently but definitely, and respecially when he was sober. 'A.ad be ,W,pet,
llames for,~,,,you. know __ ,,
, ,,,,•,'. r
0 ;

1

0
"}

And another told me. this:
,.Theonly··time that I felt, and this went on for years, that I was part of a family
and a family who was doing things together was, my mother was an avid fan
of opera and every Saturday afteraoon, she listened to the broadcast live from
the·.Met.in·New. York with Milton Cross. And I love oper~··l was raised with
it; ,J love iit
Still: andBel' remembered, in this way:

Melli went out of her way to. make :Christmases nice and birthdays nice. She
bciDg· from New,Jersey and my dad from Detroit, there wasn't a family type of
feeling, no cousins and stuff like that at holidays. We didn't have that. Mom, in
terms of birthdays, Christmases, holidays, those kinds of things, she went out of
her way. Like I said, she was a den mother when I was in Boy Scouts. She went
out of her way to try ·to help·with things and·make things pleasant and that type of
thing." .. We went to.Florida for a vacation one time. I remember that. I can
remember going on picnics over in the National Park, day trips and things like
that. Mom would make a big fancy picnic and stuff and do that. Mom really
encouraged having . friends over to play. I'd say that usually in the summertime
we'd play outside and. wintertime play. inside.
And another participant tells of the glue that holds his current family together:
. I

One thing wu,J'd go to work.every day: They·understood there were a lot of
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days I didn't ·want to go to work. Days when I didn't feel well. I never
preached about it but I made sure that the example was there, or if there was a
job to be done in the house, I'd get it done.

Theme: Remembering Acceptingly
This theme was remembered by most of the participants. It refers to
remembering with acceptance or taking the ups and downs of their childhoods in
stride. For example, one participant has this to say:
Well, um, it hasn't been until recent years that I really realized I was an adult
cluan,ecause, l didn't 1bave a lot of active drinking in my house whar I was
givW$g trp., ..i\s a matt.er of'fact,.it.wasn't extremely violent anci'.some of.dlr.:.,
ottier thittgs.;-misconeeptions that I ,had in my head--so I didn':t really flunk that
dlat was my situation. My father is. the main person that has problems' iii my
family, al~gb ob~ofithe siKpeoplein myonginal family~lamqoat:the1
only one that I wauld say is ·not -cbemioaUy kddictad. ,
She continues: ·

... .. :.

And my mom had quite a bit to deal with in those days. And I know my
· · b,ethe.rs were e&perimenting with diug&;" They were teens and it was the late
60s and the early 70s, and they were starting to experiment with drugs and
e.v~ng.> Andtlwas,aware of that, but I didn't really con-elate any problems
on,uyttµng . . .just hisiiemper that one of ·my brothers had and the fact that he
draQ._:qwte a,btt:·- Tha,ras I was growing up, my mother drank on a very
regular basis, but she didn't get drunk or she didn't get real obnoxious or
anytlung like: that.
And again later:
I was yowig. I was six when they split, when they separated, aad eight when
they divorced. And, um, it wasn't that .big of a deal to me.

Anotner. participant temembers this:
You know~ he was my dad and I was so proud of him when he was sober. He
was a ;very good--lookiag man and he was· very bright. There were a lot of
things that he loved, :that Jte shared with me, like music.... He had goofy:
nicknames fut every one of the grandchildren and the other thing ·was he never
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got dead drunk when bis grandkids were around.
Another participant remembers this:
Well, but in that town, I mean, kids djd ~at, worked on f ~ and did those
kinds of things. Wednesday was double green stamp day so I didn't go to
school normally on Wednesdays. And that's the way it was. And it wasn't
thought of as anything that was--I didn't feel imposed upon or anything. In
fact, I was also able to save money and I bought an old car and, you know,
and I thought life was going along pretty well. I didn't have any big hang-ups
about it.
·
\\'

And again later:
: r":

~i.

t~ l'l

I tended to have a pretty high profile in high school and so it was sort of a
.glo~~~J,days ~~_an,d _it was, you know, it was ki~_Qf ,,Uttk,Pift,.,-rea!
type of thing .. And it was a real challenge for me when I went off to go to
~sq. Lh,roke my--l'mle~~handed-.Lbrokt;-my left hand i.foA\~ltlltl' ·
started dqrj.qg foot~all practice,. so here I. am · ~ sc.boQl, - ~ , -.r"'1 the
wi~111 ~ - I had to. drop OQt of -grapbi~ d~p and.things .liq~.M>. it,·: cijqn~t ~ ogJ .real well :aµd .i~ tOQk;~, ~ ~~ to Pt ~y feet~»~ J¥ ,•

ag~ ~- st,u..b\Jtthat)-11. you.:Jqlow, kin~:wor~;qut. I'm ,QllSiclJlY•ll'
&~¥~~/
•~

'

~

Thi,ss- ~d ·'°·be f·Pf<X;...~~:A}e'ta«.t'.dlaq,~ ~vent.
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.\\l,~.~J;•. ,wbqdy told yqu ~t people didn't have good parenting skills or
that people were in dysfunctional families. You just lived it and you got

. ,~p.ab,,._.~t way Y<>;n,COIH4

'" -n ,
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An<Jwb,M he {~t.ber] die4, tbere,w~ such a ~co•~ room that I 84\l the~t .
amq,~,_,cup oftea.off lli~ tcta,.tray w~ch]le hadn't.touched and said
,
~ y e ~ hiJu, Andl,aevor,ffltsuch peace..~ I don't think. fat ~ e ii •.
~-14-Ja&SOCiate that o~:epis«le, that one ti.me in my life when I was :
q ~ .J2 tp 15:(canary ,episQCJc], ~ I didn't,seem to b,e so unforgiving of .
him-~ I did my mother. His ashes are in the outdoor altar and I talk to him
when I come and go. . . . So I think I really held it against her more than him,
.. ~~.l~'t.~-~ W:~:•Y~- You know, now I can say I don't
think she was any worse than he was. I· think they were both a couple of
re"1y ~ ~~s (9,: 1& fiullUy ~ ~)Men•... Maybe in my dotage I'll
:t~'-UY! have SPJDO peace. ,/ • ,. l don't know ~W to. get over these things, but. l
~w God will help me., iThat's all that~- ~ maybe l won't. Maybe
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there'll always· be those little places that are painful. I'm sure there will be. I
don't think that you ever get completely healed .... It's the process that
counts; it's not the product.
Another participant sums up his interview with the following statement:

I guess the thing that amazes me is that I could do as well as I've done.

Theme: Being Other Than
The last of the-four themes is Being Other Than. This is a theme· of wanting
to be someone or be somewhere or have something other than what is. This is a
theme of escaping. This theme emerged in every interview text. For example:
l

' ~

J

,

'

i'

But 'the.thing t tlntik of' the mosfis just being so fearful of tlte 'a'riger.' I 'think I
eriM: J'm pretty much of a crier; :'I know I lived in my roorti'iHot,lhdt'·,·«
necessarily during those times, bur 1' had my ways of eseapiJ1i, lbM!J-~ very
much into television and made:, rrry, little empire in my roo_m. -I tiad·t \TV. and a
radio'and llived'ouf,a lotof:fantmes: When'I need'edto'.es~. Iwoold·
pretehd'in 'my head'thatt lwtts~ of the TV shows and put rftyself as a
1

1

character into 'em, like "Eight Is Enough," and I would sing and dance a lot to
'~'nmsic and that was my happiness. But I don't know exactly what I was
escaping from because those angry times were mostly when we had family get-

togefflers :foff>iMltUlys or ~IKfays dftwhatever. ·: - t
1

,.'. -.t}~

And ~
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And I don't remember any reason why I needed to escape. I just remember that I
· had thaftiedroom and it was my place to go. I think it was mostly because of
loneliness that I was trying to escape from. My brothers were all so much older
than' the and iny parents ~ splft'wtlen I was so young. I didn't have that
tamny,
kndw/where people weiit on: trips mid, um, just family things. lt was
just mt and my' mom most of the' time. Atttf that was really:ittat. ,'And she did the
besf she'cotitd cto; md we were very ~lose: But there is justlhafftmtfly part·
' ' <
•~ ; '.
~
'
missing.

you'

I

'

j

' \

Another participant remembers the following: · ·

I can ·temerrltiet my father.

I was helping the nuns on a Saturday, and that was
one of my escapes. I stayed in school as much as possible. I escaped to the
publiclibtary.':';. We dnlylived a hal'flblockmmi the school;solcould
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escape there any time I wanted to. Um. even on Saturday. If the nuns were
working over there, I would go over and help, in quotes. Uh, it was just a
more comfortable place to be. It's appalling to think that an 11 year-old girl
could babysit, but I started babysitting when I was 11, just in the neighborhood
taking care of toddlers. And that was ·another way. to get out of the house.
Anything so that I wasn't at home. And now I realize I was escaping. Then I
thought I was being responsible and keeping busy and earning money for
myself and I thought I was behaving really appropriately. And I realize that I
didn't have much of a childhood.... I had a terrific imagination and that was
another method of escape. When I was at home, I read. I had my nose buried
in a book constantly. It was great. I developed a terrific vocabulary. But all,
nene of these, I thinlcthey were, you know, there were a lot of negative
reasons for doing: some positive things.
She amtmues:, :
Another thing was. because of the way the world was then. it was a lot safer
placa.. My girlfriends and I wOllld go to the movies, pro~ly·twice on a
weekend if we could get away with it and if there was something our parents
would let us go see. Because a movie cost a quarter max, and sometimes they
were only a dime. And that again, you know, contributed to a fantasy life
bccau~:it·.was. two,:maybe three hours if it was a double featum,.where we
cowd get away from home :and be in a place where things were perfect
And:again:,,

w~-1 to be ,away from .home all the time, .as I

look back .on• it. And· :when I
was home,:I.wanted,to be tbis,saint. Um, I didn't think of itin'.those terms at
tilat. •~ibut, lhad this.elaborate dream world that I lived in, with my dolls
anehny ,books, and sometimes, both.
I

But then again, even in the summertime, .I had this, I lived in this fantasy
world~ l.can,remcmbercollectingglass in the alley and on·the beach·and uh.·
the stones and pebbles,.aad I ,hid them. I had a little place that.I played in
under the staircase and there was a ledge that had stuck out and that was where
I hid· all my glass. And uh. that was a place to go .... We had to move when
I was in eighth grade and I hated that because I had to, I couldn't bring it with
· rne.· My mother said it was junk. So I abandoned all my treasures then.
And sh.e remembers another story:
,I

But I used to think that family was wonderful because they had a lot of things
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going for them that my family didn't, that I wanted. You know, the storybook
things that, they sort of fulfilled my fantasies. Ah, her dad would come home
from work every night at the same time. And, actually she had four brothers,
twins who were younger than I was and Jim and Donnie were much older.· But
Donnie would run down the stairs and meet his dad and: give him. a hug, and
he was in his teens. I mean, teenage boys at that age, in that day and age did
not go giving their father hugs. And I used to think that was so neat.
And another story:
One time when he [father] had been drinking, I don't know whether I was·
angry or whether I was frightmed, but he said he wanted to talk to me and I
wasria wanting ,to ftnd ,out. Ir just went into a closet and I hid. You know.
whatever 1was '-going through my mind at that time, I think as I look back., it u.
bad to ht that l!d had 1itv"I can't stand this anymore; I've got to hide from it,"
because I didn't know how to deal with it when he was drinking. I never
,. knew~. :1His bdlavior was so 11111predictable and so bizarre that I never, never,
you know, I never knew what to expect when I was talking to him.
Another, participant. remembers, tllese storios:
·, t; ) • .

Poetry has been a marvelous escape for me. I can disappear inside poetry. I
be whatever I want to be. I can do whatever I want to do. I can go
anywhere I want to go inside of a poem if it's a good poem. And occasionally
I'm lucky enougll'to write one of my .own and that's twice the fun because l
ean riderthere-and come bad: all in. the sam6 day. l first got the love fot., ·
language whim 1 fU'St,Wa&'taught to'ffild. Ac:~ally; back then they started to
teach :yeu•how to 'read. intindergarten. By :the time I was six,. J W8$ reading, a,
newspaper fronU0ibaclc.. ,Reading little books. And.the first full-leilgtb DONel
I ever :read cover ·to . covec, I was seven, and it was "Kon-Tiki."
·
can

He continues:

So!again, I'm prone to really wild imagination. I dream in color. ,,I experience
all my normal senses ,.in'-,my dreams; and· I remember I'd say at least 80% of my
dreams. I always wanted to be something other than what I was, somewhere
other than where I was, doing something other than what I was doing. The
penultimate dreamer. I didn:7 t ljke ,where l was.
And again:·

surgery and· stuff like t ~ ·it was a very confusing time for me. I
decided I just wanted to be elsewhere. I did a lot of running away.

So after the
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He continues:And it was shortly after that there was this whatever it was, for whatever
cousin, at my aunt's, and I got to drink a big old glass of Mogan David
blackberry wine. Something went off in my skull. And when that wine
exploded behind my belly button, that was it. I had arrived. All of a sudden, I
was very comfortable, very warm, very relaxed. I could dance. I was glib. I
was articulate. I was funny. I could pay attention. It's like lights went on all
around me and I was in the center. And everybody was there to see me and I
was so smooth and so liquid, I'd flow right up next to you and be the young
man you wanted me to be. Elysium.. I have found Elysium. And I'm in high.:
school. ... Now see, our drinking was wrapped around whole things, and
.:wbole ·. things were. wrappecl. around drinking. . . . I could not· stand the daylight..
The last five years of my drinking and drugging, I rarely went outside, but fo'
fivc,,ye~ we.n~ver opened-the drapes in the apartment.
., ,;
Aootll.,t participant remembers this:
BQQkswMO vet)' .speciah

me
losing myself in fantasy; we entertained ourselves well with books then. . . . I

used to love my dolls.

l:was1an avid•reador. •. Bat that,

too,.waslDOt . Ollly

,j •• ._,,.

She continues, later:·

:And .tll.at'a the way..J',Ye. spent my. life, raising imy children. but always, always,
I want to do something. I like to learn. I like to grow. I've taken art classes,
l'.ve ~ - nuyitio1t classa~1tkenl decided to get into travel. l went to
everything I could and went as far as I could. But I keep wondering what kind
of a life·il wowd~ have .been .rigkt.ffrom ·the beginning. And, I· had a bard time
forgiving her, Mother. And then I realized that I have to deal with Father.
Another participant tells me this:
A lot of times, I'd like to be back in the service. Take away every
responsittility, didn't hav.e,to·make decisions.

Summary of Chapter N
The literature reviews of Dysfunctional Families and of Adult Children of
Alcoholics considered both the clinical literature and the empirical literature. It is
./

important to note, therefore, that the emergent constitutive patterns and themes in the
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data analysis of this study are more supportive of the clinical findings than of the
empirical findings in the literature.
Whereby a number of empirical studies (Alterman, Searles & Hall, 1989;
Barnard & Spoentgen, 1986; Calder & Kostyniuk, 1989; Goodman, 1987; Seefeldt &
Lyon, 1991; Venugopal, 1985) have not supported a "core constellation" of the adultchild syndrome, clinical.evi<Jence for such•a pro,file is substantial. Many authors (e.g.,
Belc;tsis A.Brown,,1981; Black, 1981; Cermak & Brown, 1982; Gravitz~ Bowden,
1984; Se~••. J982; ,Weg~r-Cruse, 1985; Woititz,.1983, 1985) ha~ attempt.eel to
describe ""50nality traits of "typical" patterns of dysfunction characteristic of adult

·• ~~rding to. Vannicelli 0989), the niost commonly .identified. problems or

i ~ . that ;appear in-~ ~.\m.icl'l litcra~ fo,r :adult clµl4ren ~clµdc;; .,,,. ,
.,• l,; "Pifficulty witbintimate, reJati~bips ~kel'llUlR', 1~87;JU~~. t9a!;

,r· t

..

. .·., Cermak,& ijrow,11~,19,~2. Grav.ilz & Bowde~ 1984; Weg~heiderCruse, 1985; Woititz 1983).

others (Black, 1981; Cermak & Brown,

2.

Lack of.trust in

1982; Gravitz A

3.

Fear of loss of.coatrol ffllack, 1981; Cermak & Brown, 1982; Gravitz

& Bowde~ 1984.
'

.

"

4. ·Conflicts• of personal resppnsibilli,y,, cbaracteriad by superresponsible and/or Slij>Cr~irresponsibl~ bcmavior (Ackerman, 1987;

,
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Black, 1981; Cermak & Brown, 1982; Gravitz & Bowden, 1984;
Greenleaf, 1981; Wegscheider-Cruse, 1985; Woititz, 1983.

5.

Denial of feelings and of reality (Ackerman, 1987; Black, 1981;
Seixas, 1982; Wegscheider-Cruse, 1985).

6.

Proclivity toward uncompromising self-criticism (Ackerman, 1987;
Slack, 1981: Cermak, 1985; Woititz, 1983).

7.

Problems

with 'self-esteem (Blaclc,

1981; Cennak, 1985; Gtavitz &

-'Bowden, 1984; Greenleaf, 1981; Wegscheider.:cruse, ·l98S;<Woititz,·•,
1983}.· ·.

,

·

Before colnparmg •atMf eontrasting these issues which are mosf commonly'
identified wiffr•adult-children in t~dlnical literature, \there are ffitt!& dililgs wMeh·

make this task awkwarct First is· the ;fact that these se~rf"characteiistics are viewed
trooi· a problem perspective. This is unlike the way in which the constitutive patterns

and themes ·df lttis study came ·to ·be. In this· study~ the tttemes that were identified by
ttie·~ipants·•and tfielpattems that, ehterged·were not necessarily·c.orisldered

·

· ' · A second and related fact ;is' that the language used in the clinical literalttre
implies the application of value judgments to· the :experiences, observed and lived, of
adult children. Pot example, words such as *difficulty'" "lack," "fear,'' II conflicts, II'
"super-responsible· and· super-itresponsible, ,. '~ill~" "uncompromising/'• and
•iprt,bleh\s" each communicate a judgment· about the nature of being art· ilcJQlt-child.
This is because theclinical (and~Irit,irical) literatme ts·trying to pr<W'ide the fortns·of
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explanation that we have been taught to consider characteristic of scientific rigor.
This is in contrast to the end product of a hermeneutic analysis which is more modest
in its aims than is a formal set of rules or a causal law. The end product of an
interpretive account is more subtle and complex, reflective of human action,
"embracing the historical openness, the ambiguity and opacity, the deceptions, dangers,

and delights that action manifests" (Packer, 1985, p. 1092).
The third and last fact is that most of the literature that was reviewed. by

Vannitelli to•derive.these seven key problems or issues was the alcoholic•u.d adult
children of aleobolic literature. The participants in this study identified themselves as
adult children ofdysfunctional'famUies. A number of these families did Mve with
alcoholism, but not all. of them; Keeping these three things in mind, let us compare
and contrast the results of the clinical literature with the analysi6 of the data of this
study.
Difficulty with intimate relationships did not come up in the ·texts of the,
participants of ;this study as it did in. the clinical literature. This- may be either because
it was not a ttieme vibra~ with their experience. Or it may be,because most of the
pamcipants focused.on their childhoods rather than their adulthoods, and intimate·
relationships in the sexual. sense were less of an issue.

Laclc of trust in others did emerge as a subtheme in this study. It was called
Being Wary, and it was part of the theme called Being Let Down. In· addition to
Being

Wary, there were three· other subthemes including Being Trusting, Being

Embarrassed, Being ~jected,-, and· Being Taken· Advantage Of. Being Let Down and
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the four subthemes that undergird it seem to be a richer and deeper description than
Lack of Trust. It seems to communicate that adult children have more variety of
en.counters with other beings than Laclc of Trust alone communicates.
Fear of loss of control was not a common theme for the participants of this
study. However, one participant did speak about having had suicidal thoughts on
occasion in the past, one participant told about his own violence and addiction, and
one participant related having an.eating disorder. None of these participants spoke
about g

when .describinJ these things, even though they suggested that they,, .;.t

,

experienced-loss of control.

Conflicts over personal responsibility may have emerged ,in. this studyi but .it
was not called anything that.resembles this issue. The sub-subtheme~fBcing.in
CostuµJe related stories of participants who felt remeinQerCd roles of being perfect, or
good, or tebelli<mS, ,or a clown; for example. The subtheme of Growing Up Too Soon

inclt.Qd ,stories of being responsible for things and people that were perceived as

being, •-blappropriate. The subtheme of Being Unprepared included stories of .,
bavm, difftculty with ruponsibility as an adult and, the sense that it was related to
having had madeq.·uate opportunities to.be responsible for things. and people •·~~hild.
.

'

The "super-responsible" and "super~nsible behlll:yior,'' however, was only

aae,: ·.

piece of e~h of these other themes.

"Denial of feelings and reality''.. may have emerged as two themes in this
study Being Numb· was a subtbeine of Remembering. COllCeahnent. and it
r

communicated a notion of.being out-of-to\lch with one's feelings. Being Mute was
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also a subtbeme, and it was related to the notion that participants were unable to talk
about their feelings. The subthemes of Being Other Than and Remembering
Acceptingly might be considered to be indicative of denial of reality. However, once
again the clinical label of "denial" gets in the way of understanding the experience of
these participants. For them, Being Other Than has to· do with escape as a means of
living with their tbrownness, but. it is not necessarily either a positive or a negative;

thing. It just is. Similarly. ·clinicians might call Remembering with Acceptance'. a .
form of .demal,of Ieatity, but for these ,participants it was a means of dealing widlvthe
everydayness 0£ ~oness. ) . : , :

''Proclivity toward:uncompromising,self-criticism" did .fl8t emergc·.as.a theme
per se. Instead, these participants :told, stories of Remembering Disapproval,: ;and the
disapproval was ooth·.imemal and extemal, with an emphasis more .·mr tlle ·latt.et.
The same may, nt said about ''problems wi~ self-~teem." This did not
eme,p •· a theme in this form. Instead, ·it played a part in several different. themes,

i~•Rmnembering Disapproval, ,Remembering the Ugly,.,Being Dis•Membaied,
Being LetDown, and Navigating::Without a Compass..
Pahaps there was the most support in this study for the work of Claudia, ·
Black, specifically her 1981 book, It Will Never Happen to Me!. In ,this book, Black
relies:heaviiy upon vignettes (stories), pictures drawn by children, poetry written by
children,and adult children,, and quotations to support her clinical observations and
theorizing. She probably did not know it, but she was being influenced by richness• of
stories to capture human action and Being., ,She identifies what she calls the three
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family laws ofalcoholic families: Don't talk about the real issues; Don't trust; and
Don't feel. These may be comparable to the subthemes in this study of Being mute,
Being wary, and Being numb.
In addition, Black proposes several family roles, including the Responsible
One, the Adjuster, the Placater, and the Acting Out Child. Several of the "costumes"

that we,:e identified by the. p.-ticipants in. this study loosely fit these. role descJi.-,ns.
One {O}e that is . not iclentified.by Black but was identified by Wegscheider (1981) is
that of tl\e MascQt. This is ano.,r f()le that loosely fit$ the "costu~•• c.ll>tbe.dewA1,,.,r

tlM&t WA$ ~cribed by one ~ipant.

, .,,,,1,,,

• In general, the empirical research on adult children ~. been, m~lusi~. .

For nearly every·,m>e pf.study ¥n<Je~en, *luding those~ inve$tipteiv~s , ,
P$YohQ}Qgical and/or enviromnental correlates of lx,ing raised. in a dysfunctjooal family

eaviwnment,, thero,are valid &tw:lie~ which show support for.both sJdes of nearly every
~ h (l\leation. Howevc;r, :WQ(X,1~ (1988~ in.• a review,!<>f ~ litererture fouod

s ~ f«,dlie BQUQQ;that • emotional neglect and abuse that occurs in alcoholic
homes is best understood when one considers that the primary focus of an alcoholic
family is the alcoholic. The children often feel unwanted, unloved, unimportant, and
invisible. This notion is supported by the each of the themes within the constitutive
pattern of Remembering Breakdown, including Remembering Disapproval,
Remembering the Ugly, Being Dis-membered, and Being Let Down.
Brown ( 1988, p. 27) in her review of the literature, including both clinical and
empirical findings, characteri~s the alcoholic family environment as one of "chaos,
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inconsistency, unpredictability, unclear roles, arbitrariness, changing limits, arguments,
repetitious and illogical thinking, and perhaps violence and incest. The family_ is
dominated by the presence of alcoholism and its denial." A number of these
characteristics emerged in this study, but not in the form of a list of characteristics.
Instead, these characteristics fall within any number of themes and subthemes,
including most of themes supporting the patterns of Remembering Breakdow.q •

;,.

Q)mpQrthls Toward Breakdown..

.IA ~ . ) t can be $.CCJl· that henneneutics differs f,rOlll,the, ~ ~ Q f
way, of ,s~yiag BUUlaJl•CODcluct, ration~Sll) and empiricism,

mal 1• . ~1,PWW>

wa.ys (P8';ker, 198~): (l) in terms of their. v;iew of the form ~d qfii@i,,o,(Jqlo,vledge;

(2)jp. ~nns of their view.:of the prope,: object

of study, and (3) the type. of e~•tion

each .~ks. ,ijyen so, ~ results of many of ~ ~ationalist and empirical appr,oaches to

~ - ~ itQq. a,r~\Qfadul~ ~~n of ,<;ly~~nction~ families .in gfDCfal

apq 8(\µlt,

~,,u.o(~cohpµcs- 1.41,~µlar, ~., to:¥'1idate ,the ~~tutive p~pis and

~.wWqll e,µergep in.this s~y.. ,

.,

CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS

It has been said many times before that the ready-hand-mode of engagement

is the starting point for.the hermeneutic investigation of human action.· First, ttie
ready-~hmd mode is the proper object of inquiry for·such an'lnvestigation

beclttse it

is the mode we are in when we ·are actively engaged in practical projects· in the world.
Second, it is the primary source of a hermeneutic researcher' st understanding of
whatever human action he or she is studying. Dreyfus (1919, p. 213)put it in the
following terms: "In general, we huve ah implicit understimding M the human

situation which provides the context in which we encounter specific facts and make
them ~icit." :The hermeneutic ~od aims at a progressive uncovering and
explication ·of the investigator's practical understanding of what is being studied. This
process is, ·of course, never fully c6ri.tpleted, ·but the·· investigator· does become

more

a:ware of some of the interests, habits, and practices that form the background against
which the phenomena appear and tak:~ form (Packer, 1985). In Chapter IV, the readyto-hand mode was relied upon as the primary mode of engagement
However, when breakdown occurs, we enter the unready-to-hand mode as we
become aware that there is a problem. The source of the breakdown now becomes
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important. When ·we are unable to find a direct way of dealing with the problem that
arose, we enter the present-at-hand mode. This is the mode of engagement that
provides access to phenomena by means of theoretical reflection. It relies on tools
such as logical analysis and calculation in order to try to solve the problem. It
removes us from the situatedness of the ready-to-hand, and we become aware of the
phenomena as independent entities.
Obviously, when doing hermeneutic analysis, we strive to remain in the
ready~to-hand,m.ode of engagement as much as possible. In the story of this ,stut.i,,
however, I.as ·themvestigator encountered-breakdown, and as a result,-1 found myself
entering the modes of unready-to-hand and present-at-hand. The result was that for a
time I was removed from the direct access to the phenomena I was studying,
remembering family. breakdown. But another result was that I engaged in theoretical
reflection: about the diversity in the forms .of remembering used by the participants in
this study~ I will sh.are. these theoretical reflections in this chapter.
. · &pecifically. the breakdown occurred when a deeply held assumption -on ,my.
part was challenged. My assumption was that narrative remembering or telling one's
story was a DDiversal experience. Ji believed this meant that anyone asked to tell his
or her story who wished to do so, could do so. Imagine my surprise, then, when one
of the volunteer participants in my study who had known in advance that I would be
expecting to hear the telling of his story, was not able to do so. The problem was not
with his ability to remember. He was able to remember events and dates and
happenings very effectively. ,But the form this remembering took was not in the form
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of a story .. It did· not have a beginning, a middle, or an end. The events were not
linked together in a thematic way. He did not seem to have any sense of continuity

with his past, or any knowledge that this past has a presence now. In Heidegger's
words (1962, p. 389), this falling mode of our past ecstasis is "having forgotten"
(Vergessenheit).
None of the other partic,i.p@ts seemed to ''have forgotten" as dramatically, as
in this case, but I ~ame .ll\Wa(e of the fact that there were some participants who
clearly cc,uJ.d tell; me ,i.ir, Sk>ry i• the-way 1' had expected and· there were~who
di4 .so: wjth v.-ying degrees of. effectiveness or completeness. It. was at tllis· poiat. .·

when I.was clearlyin

~

present-at-hand mode, that I began, nty,own 4heomtiealr,. 1

reflection and.xetumed to t h e - ~ and narrative literanu:e,for some"assistance; I
did,·eventually reuimud-.was able:to remain in the r~ady-to-hand-IOOde for the
remain<le(·o~.~ inten-iew&.and the analy,sis of the data. All the same, the results of
IQYl toeoretical reflection ,wett ·at .least thought-provoking, I believe,. and perhaps even..

iosiahtful. and (·wo~• Jik.e.t~t rshare :them. This thinking bas arisen OPt of m~tive
inquiry and, ~ore.: does.not have explanatory power., However, it raises some.

int~sting ideas and suggests possible directions for future nursing and
tnultidisciplinary research -in this· arta.
Implications Related to Heidegger and Discourse
It was· .aot.ed in Cbaptor II that most of the systematic empirical

research done

on momory in the We,tem world has concentrated on the individual aspects of
memory. Recall· Weintraub' s observation that over, time. Western ·autobiographers
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have focused increasingly upon the individualism of their personal rememberings.
Perhaps that is why despite the breadth of the literature that has been analyzed, the
question of why some people seem to have difficulty telling about their personal· past
in story form remains unanswered. I would suggest that the reason for this is that
focusing only on the individual aspects of memory will not provide the answer to this
question. The answer to this question lies primarily in an increased understanding of
the social, gr ecological, aspects of memory.
I believe this answer is in keeping with Heidegger's thinking. Heidegger,
according to Richardson ( 1986, p. 36) calls the a priori familiarity with other Dasein
,i

who are each Being-in more or less the same world, pursuing largely the same ends,
' l .,'
'
through similar means, which grounds the encountering of others, our "Being-with"
(Mitsein). He calls the Being of those others, which is familiar to us, their "Daseinwith" (Mitdasein): "the world is always the one that I share with Others. The world
\.t

t,_,.•,

of Dasein is a with-world. Being-in is Being-with Others. Their Being-in-themselves
within-the-world is Dasein-with" (Heidegger, 1962, p. 155). Heidegger's account of
our everyday Being-in-the-world holds that in addition to tools and other beings, we
encounter other Dasein. Such encountering depends upon a familiarity with them that
is also prefigured in our ontological understanding, i.e., our understanding of the
nature of.Being.
Thus Duein,'·& wotld frees entities which also-in accordance with their ~ :of
Being as Uascin themselves-are "in" the world irt which they are. at.the same
time encountered withi&-the-world, and are 1'iB" it by way of Being-in-theworld.1 (Heidegger. 1962, p. 154) .
One of the aspects of Being-in has· to: do with the possibility. of sharing ,
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elements of this world with other Dasein. This is what Heidegger calls "discourse"
(Rede). Writes Richardson (1986, pp. 36-37):
His discussion of this notion is more than usually obscure, but the point seems
generally to be that while the involvement structure or world is always
disclosed as well to the other within one's world, it can on particular occasions
be explicitly shared with or "lit up" for these others.... This activity of
"lighting up" aspects of the world for other Dasein, and of making explicit a
common under$tanding oftbat•world is what Heidegger calls "discourse'':
'!Dasein-w'ith is already essentially manifest in a co-state-of-mind,,and a co,.
unde11tandmg. In discourse· Being-with becomes 'explicitly~ shared; that is to
say; :i{ iS' alre~{but'if is, unshared as something that has not been taken hold
of an appropriated." QIT, 205)
i

1',

Being-with, then, becomes explicitly shared in discourse, and discourse is,
according to Heidegger, one of the four aspects of Being-in-the-world. We are created
:

f

•

"

to be in ,discourse with other human Beings as part of the nature, of our Being-in-theworld. Storytelling, or narrative remembering, is, I believe, an example of discourse.
~

; j.

-~, I,,,._. -~

\ I .J

It is the sharing with other Dasein the nature of our Being-with and our Being-in-the(
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world. It is a mode of discourse possible only in authenticity, by "Authentic Beingone's-Self."
We can, however, quite literally fall short of the aims of discourse, according
to Heidegger. This is in the use of "idle talk" (Gerede). the mode of discourse
'

Heidegger claims to be typical of our everydayness.
In idle talk, then, we align ourselves with a common way in which things are

·spoken of,, and ·acquire a facility at· speaking of them so ourselves. · Artd this talk
embodies a particular understanding of ends and world, which we inevitably take
on in the· course of such interaction. But because this understanding· is acquired in
this indirect and artificial way, it is characterized by a certain detachment from its
subject~matter. ,Tims even the speaker may 'not stand in that concemlul · · ·
relationship towards his topic, which his assertion implies. Indeed, if he has
himself grasped the entity.1llld the involvement only in mch idle talk, he does not,
in Heidegger's sense, genuinely understand this segment of the world at all; he
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understands. i.e., has mastery over, only the procedure for speaking of these
involvements to others, and not over the involvements themselves .... The
structure and the quality of their concerns are thus understood only indirectly, or
artificially. (Richardson, 1986, p. 41)
Heidegger describes idle talk as a mode of discourse in which Being is not
"lit up" or disclosed but rather concealed:
Discourse . . . has the possibility of becoming idle talk. And when it does so,
it· serves not so much to keep Being-in-the-wodd ·QpeD for us in an artjculated
understanding, as rather to close it off, and cover up the entities within--theworld•. (Htidegger,. 1962, p. 213)
1.
The disclosure of,Being:is the result of.another of Heidegger's four structural aspects
basic· to. Being-in-the-world; Dasein 's falling. This falli,ng is a flight from disclosure
of our Being as Bein~in-the..world, into an absorption in entities widlin..the-world and
in a· certain way of Being..with others that is characterized by idle talk. The: .motive
fOf this flight,. Heidegger. tells

us. lies in the way(s) our own Being is inherently

dissatisfyiag ,to ·us. This falling is a tendency or temptation for Dasein, but it is an
avoidable cop~tioa.
. Perhaps.it is tbis,typeof discourse,.he., idle talk, that is the type.of
communication.used by the participants who, for whatever reasons, did not engage in
narrative remembering or storytelling with me. It certainly did seem to me that the
!

'

structure and quality of their "concerns," in this case their personal story, was
understood only indirectly or artificially. There was a distance between themselves
and the content of their remembering. It was a mode of discourse that did serve to
close off their understanding of Being-in-the-world as a rememberer of family
breakdown. Perhaps is was because their own Being was dissatisfying to them.
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Whether a person uses idle talk or other more authentic types of discourse is
not exclusively an independent choice. No one is an autonomous individual, free to
choose his or her own way of existing. Human beings are constituted to a large
degree, according to Heidegger, in terms of their environment or world. A child
learns how to behave from social interaction with the adults in his or her world.
The use of the word ''learns," though, is misleading, because it presupposes that
there is someone who leams. Adults who interact with the child do not teach,
bttt,create,behaviors within the child which eventually fonn what one wow4
call a ''person.;'' Only when· a newborn has been sufficiently formed by its
enviromnent.does it become a Daseih. These behaviors-..moving, thinking;·;· ·r:.:
spealcmg\·,~......which make up om: existence, are· so basic that we nevc,r fully
recogiiize their significaace. (Lemay & Pitts, 1994, p. 45)
Omte again, the impoftance of the family on the fonnation of the childds
reinforced, this time by Heidegg.-. Along with the behaviors: of moving, Chinking, and
speaking listed above, l would add "remembering." A cbild',s ·remembering behaviors

are dependent upon the remembering interactions of the• adults in the child's world.
Remembering penons or Dasein are constituted in terms of their remembering
world(s)l' To thcNtttem

t1- their world is .a remembering world or not, to the

same

extent· will the child, 1:,ei· a remembering Dasein or not.

Implications Related to Narrative Remembering
Stem ( 1985) has developed an approach for thinking about the development
of the infant's sense of self that is helpful to understanding the development of
autobiographical memory .. He believes that there are two views of infancy which
together can illuminate the development of the infant's sense of self. I believe these
'.I

two views can also shed light upon the development of autobiographical memory.
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Stem (1985) distinguishes between the "observed infant" and the "clinical
infant." The "observed infant" is the actual infant who is observed in experimental
settings by developmental psychologists. The "clinical infant" is not an actual infant
but a self-construct clinical psychologists, nurses, social workers, psychiatrists, and
others create from their adult clients' reconstructive accounts of their childhoods.
A clinical infancy is a very special construct. It is created to make sense of the
whole early period of a patient's life story, a story that emerges in the courso,
of its tdlift8 to someone ,else. This •is what many therapists mean NV~ ~ ; ,
say that.ps:,olloanalyticrtherapeutics is•a:special fornt of story..mokiJII. a
narrative (Spence, 1976; Ricoeur, 197; Schafer, 1981). The story is discovered,
as well·as ,altc~ by bmh:teller and listener in the course .oftb.e ~~•.:,
The observed infant is also a special construct, a description of capacities
that caa:be.obsaved.directly; •.. These observations,tbeuulelves-ie\!eti·littlo <':
about what the "felt quality" of lived social experience is like. Moreover, they
tell us little about higher organizat.tnal ,structuresi thati woukt ,..._ taop~
observed infant more than a growing list of capacities that is organized and
. reorganized~•. As soon as we tq to mac inferenees about:the.aetual
experiences of the real infant--that is, to build in qualities of subjective
,experience such as .a.sense of self--we ate thrown back to our own subjective.
experience as the main source of inspiration. But that is exactly the domain of
. d:he -olinieal infant.' ,The only sto.rehouse :of. such infonnation is our own life
narratives, what it has felt like to live our own social lives. . . .
,Eacll view1 o('.dx, infant has. features that the other lacks. The observed
infant contributes the capacities that can be readily witnessed; the clinical
·.infant ,contributes :Qll'WD subjective experiences that are fundamental and
common features of social life. (Stem, 1985, pp. 15-19)
The adult equivalent of the "clinical infant" implied in this study is the selfdefined "adult child of a dysfunctional family." The adult equivalent of the "observed
infant" is the adult child of the research literature who has been in therapy or has in
other ways been observed as ,a me.am of learning about his or her development of self.
• ;. j " •

C

There has been mlatively little research done with the "observed infant" in the
study of.autobiographical meJQOry. Fortunately.·the work.of Katherine Nelsoo•et al;
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(1978, 1980, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989) meets this criteria.
Building upon Oakley's (1983) functional and evolutionary view of memory
in which each of the four levels are viewed as ways of dealing with the stresses of
environmental change, Nelson delineates between the individual memory system and
the autobiographical memory system:
The proposal here is that whereas general event memory is a product of the
individual memory. system and is derived from the organization of itiforowion
from the personal experience of episodes, the autobiographical memory system
is a p r ~ ef social ~d cultural construction. (Nelson,. 1988, p. ~ ) , . , , : .
. ,·· ,.• \.. · :Nelson, ,ft,u:ther differentiates between the individual mempry syst~: mid,tlle

allt0bi03rapbieal memory sy~m by suggesting that in the fonnei;, . r e ~ ,ovcnts

val~ for themselves... ·Nelson .suggests that the function o( the general event

memories of the iadiiL~ual memory. system is to provide infoflll3tion to be organized

'.'wita o,t~r ~.P-,P~ iJJ• or•r to fonn a Juactio1"'l 'worlp mqdel:. ~CQ¥ld be

uw.. w,in~ Uld preGijct.events in the future" (Nelson, 1988, p. 266).

The

function of au~fograpqical memories, on the ~ r hand, is not merely ~ .~~ .

~

source of ~tobiographical memory, therefore, is social amt f;Ultur-1 . ·
'

~mory :rather than, individual memory:.

'

l

l

t~

· .As such,- it is a uniquely human systelJl, dependent on,iquage and-the-.slwmg . •
of experiences between individuals. This view is in accord with Tulving's
clahn: "R.enie~g past events is a universally famili,ar cxperi.e~.: lU~ .
also a uniquely human one....Other members of the animal kingdom ...
c ~ lr:$ve\ treck_h1to the p8$t in their owp ~ds" (1983, p. 1). I would add
to this that establishing a past that can be traveled through probably depends on
sociaHy. shared rC}lllembering experiences. • . . Sharing meBl()ries with, ot~rs .i$
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in fact a prime social activity. The suggestion here is that this activity is
learned in early childhood, and the result of this learning is the establishment
of a store of memories that are shareable and ultimately reviewable by the
individual, forming a personal history that has its own value independent of the
general memory function of prediction and preparation for future events.
(Nelson, 1988, pp. 266-67)
The autobiographical memory system, therefore, is unique to humans, but it is
a capacity that must be learned and cultivated. It is possible for persons to have a
highly functioning individual memory syste~ and simultaneously have a lesser
functioning aut~biographical memory system. This would be one explanation for why
'.;~i'-;,i'.

1·,

some of the persons I have interviewed were able to remember facts and events of
.
~

)

~

their lives, but unable to create stories or make meaning out of those facts and events.
.

,

r·

,·,·

The function of their memory talk was to organize knowledge, to adapt to the
l
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environment, and to predict future events. Their memory talk was not shared
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reminiscing as a social or interpersonal activity; it was not for the purpose of social
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'

bonding or meaning-making. It was instead a function not of the autobiographical
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memory system, but of the individual memory system.
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The gaps in some of the participants' memory talk can also be explained by
:.,

,

'

l

this theoty. According to Nelm {1988~ p; 268), solitaty memory talk, as opposed to
shared ,reminisdrtg, consists primarily, of specific episodes; As those specific episodes
become integrated into the general ev6nt category and the personal knowledge system,
'

'

they are likely lo' disapPear as specific episodes in the individual memory system. "In
contrast, socially shared metndries are ·expected to be retained in specific narrativized
form'' (Nelson, 1988, p. 268) in the autobiographical memory system.
/

The social uses of memory begin in the family. "Every family has its own
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history, and frequent recounting of that history strengthens the family's sense of
community," writes Neisser (1988, p. 555). Not only is the family strengthened by the
recounting of the family narrative, but the autobiographical memory system of the
children is dependent upon it for development.
The family whose identity and experiences are· not organized by means of
narrative (the stories it tells) is a family whose identity or meaning system may be
static. A meaning system that is static may be experienced by the family as an
unsatisfying and less-than-meaningful system.
Meaning-making is a constantly changing enterprise. Recounting the family
'f: .,

·'·,·\.'".

narrative implies that the family is continually reinterpreting its experience as a means
of actively maintaining its meaning system. Stories continually change as time passes
and the ending continually unfolds. The past is reinterpreted in light of the ever
changing present and future. A family that does not continually interpret how its
experience is endowed with meaning is at risk for becoming static and/or fragmented,
a family whose sense of continuity may be damaged. Garrison Keillor says it so well:
The one crucial thing that binds a family together is the faith of each member
that when he or she has something 1o say, the others will listen; You shouldn~t
have to yell in order to be heard. You should be able to say, "I went
downtown. today and ·I saw these:intoresting people,!' and give. an account of
your day, and the others should pay attention. This sort of everyday
storytelling is what holds,people togeJher. We can endure ,terrible privations .if
only we get to tell somebody about them...•
We: need our stories in order to survive. We need to tell them in order to
remember them: Who were your people and how did you get here? Each
person has' a latF secret life,• dreams, stuff we don't know how, to tell yet, and
if we are in a family or community whom we can't tell our stories to, then
we ~re not really related, we're just polite strangers sitting down, to dinner. We
are all more complicated than we appear to be, even the ones whom everyone
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makes fun-of or piti~s, and all we ask--all we need--is the chance to say our
piece and tell who we are. (1994, p. 20)

It cannot be presumed, however, that all families can create narratives, -at least
not without some assistance. Those parents who themselves have underdeveloped
autobiographical memory systems, and predictably less highly developed meaning
systems, will be less equipped to foster the development of their children's
autobiographical memory systems.
There are additional routes besides that of the family narrative that enhance
the development of the autobiographical memory system. One of these routes is
reminiscing. According to Casey ( 1987, pp. 104-105), reminiscing is both social and
verbal. It is co-remembering, i.e., remembering that occurs between rememberers, not
solitary remembering that occurs in isolation from others. It is similar to story-telling
(narrative remembering), and yet they are not equivalent activities. Families, and
other social groups, can reminisce without telling stories and tell stories without
reminiscing. In reminiscing, there need be neither a manifest nor a latent narrative
structure.
Casey (1987, p. 107) enumerates four characteristics of reminiscing which
may assist families and· other social groups in establishing a structure in which
reminiscing

may occur: (1) reliving~ past, (2) reminiscentia, (3) wistfulness., and,

(4) the communal-discursive aspect.
To relive the past in reminiscence is more than merely re-presenting to one
another certain experienced events or previously acquired items of information or
searohing for these· things in memory, {presumably functions· of the individual memory
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syst~m, not the autobiographical memory system in the theoretical framework being
proposed). Reminiscing entails actively re--entering the worlds of the past, not just as
they were, because that is not possible, but as they are now. "Or more precisely, the
revivifying of the past that occurs so prominently in reminiscing is at the same time a
revitalizing of the present in which the reminiscing is taking place" (Casey, 1987, p.
110).
Reminisc~ntia,refc;t'$to any physical.objects tbatbave survi~d from the time
'
,,

period be~g. reµlinisced about, including .letters, photographs,. souvenirs,: ~ j•

. _ 1 ',

serve as inducers of reminiscence. Such objects are not necessary to the activity of
reminiscing, but.they may, serve·as s\\PPlemen~ aad signify,tl)at tbe,·plfti#ular,pa,t::
being relllinisced abollt did indeed. exist. .

The word "wistful" .dwves from the· word "wishful." The .basic ·wish in
Qffl:liniscmg is to fuse fully .with tlie p~t being- reminisced about. It is an openness to
the di$elo$ure, of the pa$t, rather. than Heidegers' s f-alling mode of ~having forgotten',
\

-~

·;

''

whicb i:s. a c~ment ()f the past.•- :'Ebere is ambivalence that is experienced upon
realizing that tile past is irrevocably past, whether that past was pleasant or painful:

The ambivalence is such that we can ho wistful even when reminiscing· about
difficult or painful events. . . . It is a peculiarly reflective or "ruminiscent"
pleas~ that is ¢omposed equally of an: aecepumce of past pain and of a
determination not to be overcome by it. Precisely the finality of the past itself
..• cornes to our aid .as we realize that the pain, however excruciating it was.
is now over: now that we can reminisce about it in the present, taking pleasure
in this very activity and perhaps gaining a sense of minor triumph as well.
(Casey, 1987, p. 112) _
Reminiscing, like story-telling, is a social activity, but unlike story-telling, it
,/
matters a great deal who is together in the company of reminiscers. Reminiscing is
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always interpersonal. and it may involve partners who experienced events together, or
shared in a conjointly experienced era of their lives, or are drawn into the reminiscing
as if it were their own (as in the case of children listening to their relatives
reminiscing about their lives as children).
Reminiscing is most fully realized in language. Through language, families
and other social groups can re-share already shared experiences.

"ni. ,pri:qwy. tmust

in reminiscing is toward others. . . . For the most. part, reminiscing ·is talking the past
out; it is teasing the past into talk, reliving it in and by words" (Casey, 1987, pp. 115,
117).
We reminisce, therefore, to understand, or re-understand, the past more fully;
., I , , ·, ".. .'

t.•, \

to transform a general event into an autobiographical memory, .and in, so doing, to gain
'f

,1

I

,'

i

an intimate perspective not otherwise attainable (Casey, 1987, p. 117). The social and
verbal nature ,of. -mniniscing

eeablcs thisJo «:>eeur:

: .:Withot.tt :words. to,,specify various parts and points of an experience, it tends to
fuse with other experiences in a flux of indetermination. Thanks to its
... d i ~ s••~scing transforms mere experiences into articulate and
enduring wholes possessing sufficient integrity to be understood in memory.
(Casey,·,l,9,87, p. J 17.) ·
, ,.
•

'! · . , .

"

Social: in~action. is die fertilizer ·required for the development ~:the

autobiogiaphical memory system. 011@ established, however, the autobiographical
system. need. n() longer :be: .depend«mt .on social. sharing; "that is, after early childhood,
an experience does not need· to be socially shared. to· be retained in the -system,

altlleugh it fNQUently will be, and.may be held longer if itis (Nelson, 1988, p. 268).

After· early .childhood,· being -1one does not prevent children from. tllinking

ab()ut other
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people or engaging in reflection, retrospection, and introspection.
Not only do children learn how to develop their own autobiographical
memory from interacting with other people early in childhood, but from their culture
as well.
It· is from other people that children learn the memory metaphors that their
culture takes for granted: that memory is like a wax tablet. or a camera; or a
tape recorder, or a video replay, or whatever.... It is also·frem other people-their parents and their peers--that children learn how one should talk about the
past: sparsely or elaborately, carefully or casually, in generalities or in
narratives (Engel, 1986). (Neissei:, 1988, p. 556)
Remembering is not, it has ~p;'$t)Own,
experience of the present is ~ndent on

meteJy·an. individu~ enterprise. Qµr

out interpretation of the past.

We experience outpresent world fo·a:bontext•·~hich is causally connected with
past events and objects.. . • • An<! we wUl e,x~rierice· otif' present differently in
accordance with tµe diffe~Dt J'M8t&,te whleh.,wo.lfl'e able to connect that present.
(Connerton, 1989~ p. ?). ·:·· , , : .:' 1 , •
,
<>,
·
\

.....

.

.

.

.

Furtberritore, out images of the past were not created in isolation. Social and
,f·"~

;."';".,',

)p

,r

cultural m~R';>!tf~~,~~curs,or.and ~aniage partner to our individual
;

autobiographial •ntelllel'y..

•\.•

Concerning social memory in·particular, we may nt,te that images of the past
which commonly legitimate a present social order must presuppose a shared
memory. To the extent that their memories of a society's past diverge, to that
extent its members can share neither experiences nor assumptions. . . . Across
generations, different sets of memories, mentally and emotionally insulated, the
memories of one generation locked irretrievably, as it were, in the brains and
bodies of that generation. (Connerton, 1989, p. 3)
Therefore, in order for the memory of social groups to be transmitted, it
appears that recollection and human beings must be brought together. Neither physical
proximity nor individual recollection in: and of themselves is adequate. Recollection in
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Fig. 2. 'Evolutionary Development of Memory (Oakley, 1983; Bruce, 1985; Nelson,
1988)
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all its possible forms must occur within social groups, like families, if socio-cultural
memory, and therefore autobiographical memory, is to be conveyed and sustained
(Connerton, 1989).

Implications Related to Psychiatric Nursing Practice
Three essential characteristics of human Being according to lteidegger and
important for nurses to remember are: ( 1) persons are always in the world
"worldingly," (2) persons build themselves into the world by creating meaning, and (3)
,•
.
,,
~', 1 ,.
,
·
·
-..
,·
;,.~:,. th~·
the world (culture) gives meaning to action by situating underlying states in an
"'

,,".,

'

'

interpretive system (Saleebey, 1994; Bruner, 1990). Nursing practice is an intersection
,

.,.

.

where the meailings 'of the 'nurse (theories)~ t~ client

or patient (stories

f,

and

narratives)~ and culture (myths, rituals, and themes) meet Nurses must open
themselves
,,·. fd

to their patients'· constructions of their· individual and col~tive worlds.
,. ,

The 'majdt vebkli~ for
,_, :i,

. "· .'

·, ,

,

,

tliis are stories, narratives, and myths (Saleebey,
.

'

1994):

'

.'•. /:. For- psycliliitric
'tiurses ih the.. field of psychotherapy' both. individual and
,. .
1

';

,

family, 'thete is ttebate over'interpretation and reality. Some systems of
psychothetapy, such as structtltalism and constroctivism;'conceive oftherapy as
correcting·a script or helping the client(s) rewrite a better text for their life. Critics'
like Mintichin (1991), for example, argue that reliance on stories in therapy ignores
"the social context that may actually dictate the 'plot' of [clients'] lives--the

iflsti'tutitwis 'and socioeconomic conditions that· detennine what ·they· do and how they
life" (p; 49).
Saleebey (1994, pp. 3~3-354) responds ·to,tfils as follows:
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The problem- with Uris criticism is that it misses a crucial understanding:
Interpretation and story are the essence of culture. They are not trivialities
unrelated to circumstances. Rather, they are serious and essential creations that
grow out of the experiences people have in particular environments. Stories may
instruct individuals on how· to survive or how to accept-,-even how to overcome-difficult situations. And at the least stories reveal to individuals considerable
information and perspective about the nature of their circumstances. . . . Consider
the opposite: Individuals and cultures whose stories have been appropriated or
suppressed forcibly are in dire straits because they cannot reliably and safely
construe circumstances to their advantage. People can surmount the most
distressing of conditions given the uplift and guidance of stories and narratives .

.T.be danger. in .any n~-client or helper-client interaaiQn is if the helper,
clumsily o,r ,deftly,

imposes )his or her version of the situational s'°1y or r,oasts. lhe

client's versi.QQ into thoarY~nse, not common-sense (Saleebey~

J~..
i

Clients•;surrender their own_ narratives (or suppress them) and accept the
professionals' theory, thus becoming more receptive to technique and more
compliant with ~ - The Dia.gnostic agd SWi§tical Manual of,DigdelJ,
Third Edition--Revised (DSM-ID-R) can be understood as a text for the
tr~slation of an cnQr.11\QUS viU"iety of .human :predicamenw, follies, em«ional
and cognitive states, and social conditions into a standard "accounting" and,
e"1<eQtuaijy. munbers (Cutler, 1991). There is an inherent dualistic tension in
the DSM-ID-R. On the one hand lies the subjective and narrative presentation
oftho·:cli¢nt, on the.(),thot,.Jbe, ~b~uve'.'. and numerical pf(>llounoements of the
pl'f,),(e.ssifflml using the ~ n ot:DSM-fil-R (Cutler, 1991). In this way,
howev¢r benignly, ·the :cJieut'S, .stozy is $Ubjupted, made fugi,tive (Foucault,
1980; W,_k, .1983). (Sal~y,d994, p. 3SS)

What. tben,js the nu.tl\C Of helper supposed to. do in. the helper-client
interaction? The answer, in s ~ is. ~ be in the ready-to-head mode ofengageqnt,
i.e., to begin where the client. is. Thi$, requires the helper to be as informed as
possible about the context and meaning system of the world of the client The helper

the client. was "thrown" into. The helper would listen to the possibilities that were
,

open to the client, which of those-~ ,or ,~ ~ . a,nd &he '!bow" of the. cbQosing.
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The helper would encoµrage the client's hopes, aspirations, possibilities, and immanent
meanings and actions in light of an understanding of the reality of the client's world.
And the helper would understand and "light up" the client's storied situatedness by
means of discourse fired by moral imagination and the values of the profession
(Saleebey, 1994). Saleebey (1994, p. 355) quotes Goldstein (1991) who quoted Fibush
in this regard:
If one truly listens to what a client is saying--not for the purpose of
pigeonholing him into a diagnostic category or pinning a sociological label on
bim-4)ne begins toJm,ow, some 'Of the b!asic recQl'ring questions ,ari8ll>&,,Wt ~-·:.
the human dilemma.... My understanding ... comes in the interchange
·
betwecmrme,and theclicbt.r •• ·.,A:diaposis can be~ stereotypjng@t;J,,~h
slur and even more dangerously prone to becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy. ,
(pp. ~5)
,,;;
'' i l

This is discoorse in the Heideggerla.. sease, ~lighting up" aspects.of th,e,,workl for
other Dasein, and of making explicit a ,common understanding of that world

(Ricl!aarctsnJl. 1986).
Dase~ith is. alread.y, essentially .manifest in a co-state-of..mind.and a counderstanding. In discourse Being-with becomes "explicitly" shared; that is to
say, itiil,;alleady.bWi.,it;i&;UDSAared as so~thing that has not been taken bol(I;
of and appropriated. (Heidegger, 1962, p. 205)
Meaning can inspire or oppress. Helpers need to know how meaning, whether
manifested in story, narrative, vision, dream, or language, affects intention and action,
feeling and mood, relationships, interactions with the world, well-being, and
possibility. They also need to know how meaning can get people into trouble.
Saleebey (1994, p. 356) tells us a number of ways in which meaning is related to
''J

human dilemmas:
I

I.

Stories, narrative, and meaning configurations sometimes are not one's own or
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even those of one's culture. Rather, they are composed by and imposed from
the outside. The individual and the collectivity have no ownership of these
meanings. Thus, resonance and vitality of action·are subverted.
2.

There is an "impoverishment of narrative resources" (Bruner, 1990, p. 96)-that is, the stories that come from lived experience, individual and collective,
are few or are not compelling; they lack symbolic power or subjunctive
.

j,

·'

I
,

!1':

intensity.
3.

The stories that people tell, the constructions they devise about their lives,
sometimes propel them down dead ends or dangerous paths. Occasionally
such stories assume the status of myth (Laird, 1989). For example, "All the
men in this family are hell-raisers. You can't tame them, you've just got to
accept what they do or get out."

4.

The meanings through which people try to construe their situations and their
lives do not account for the exceptional, only the expectable. When the
,I.',,

ordinary does not pan out and the unique or unbidden occurs, it cannot be
made comprehensible or given coherence. As a result, it is ignored, or it
causes fear and maybe the paralysis of will or action.
5.

The stories that some people tell have no currency in the larger world of
people and events, particularly the stories of individuals from cultures and
subcultures outside the dominant institutions. To traverse and traffic in the
dominant world they have to surrender to other interpretations of their lives,
often adulterated ancl;-corrupt (White & Epston, 1990).
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Knowing that meaning,. depending on its context, symbolic nature, and origin bas' the
power to inspire or oppress, the helper can take the time to work with clients to
articulate those meanings, those stories, those possible narratives that elevate spirit and
promote action (Saleebey, 1994, p. 357).

Conclusion and Recommendations for Nursing
In the introduction to this chapter, I described how one of the participants in
particular, and several others to lesser degrees, were able to relay information about
'f .'

,-r;

; .. i '

-\ ;

_,,

~

past events, but were unable or unwilling to tell internally coherent stories about
themselves. The analysis and synthesis of the literature has focused on many aspects
of memory from a variety of theoretical perspectives as a means of considering
!

•

possible explanations for this phenomenon.
The question that directed this inquiry was whether there was a relationship,
not necessarily causal, between the interviewees' experiences of being-with their
families-of-origin and the development of their capacity for autobiographical
remembering. The results of the analysis and synthesis of the theoretical literature
have leant support for an affirmative response to this question.
Because of its explanatory fit, I proposed a theoretical framework that was
derived from the developmental and social psychology perspectives. The thesis of
this framework is that the origins of autobiographical memory are primarily social in
nature. Other kinds of memory, such as those that comprise the individual memory
system, are far less reliant on social interaction for their development.
Sharing past experiences serves to remind the co-rememberers of the common
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moments in the past, to extend the moments into the present, and to strengthen their
relationship in the present (Neisser, 1988, p. 555). Social remembering becomes a

way to transform the present interaction and to make new claims on it by appealing to
old experiences (Neisser, 1988, p. 554).

It is clear that adults raised in families that did not provide opportunities for
social remembering, for whatever the reasons, could still have highly develbfled :

semantic 'Or generalized event memory, i.e., recall of places, facts, routi~, and ~bat
is likely to· happen next. In order to adapt and survive, people need to know the
stability 10f the environment· in; which they find themselves. For this· ieasoti1 persons
.fwm uastable or ·unpredictable environments who work hard to;adapt 'Ind Sllrflive, may

have:even··more hlghly developed individual memory systems than.persons from more
'Stable· environments.

It is· alsb \Clear· that these same adults may have less highly developed·
autot,iograpbicat memory,,systems because they had insufficient opportunities•to ·

remember Sbare<ii.past events with their parents and/or other significant others.; 0r, ,
0

perhaps, because those significant others possess underdeveloped autobiographical
memory systems themselves.
The earliest function of autobiographical memory, the~ore. is to support
social interaction by enriching, maintaining and· strengthening relationships in the

present., Arid, social interaction is. a necessary precondition for the development of
·atrtobiographical memory. Another early function of autobiographical memory is the
productio1rvf, a ,ense .of self,:l'a self in the present who is engaged 'With another ,
1
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person, and who is aware of the feelings being invested in that transaction" (Neisser,

1988, p. 554).
Later, if the autobiographical memory system has had the necessary
opportunities to develop, it becomes useful in additional ways: (1) by enabling the
creation of the remembered self; (2) by sustaining a sense of unique personal identity;
(3) by sustaining interpersonal relationships; (4) to solve some types of problems;,811<1,

(5) to 'crms,,cbeck the semantic and· generalized event memory by reconsidering the
sources (N~isser, .1988, p. 555).

If the, autobiographical memory system does not develop because the

necessary social learning does not occur, rhen the person is deprived· of. iM1 may:
useful functions. What is not yet clear from the literature is whether or :not· ,it is

possible· for the autobiographical memory system to develop post.childhood, ·and if so,
to wl,lat extent~ ·. Intuition suggests that the success· of such resources as psycb()therapy,
support groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.), and reminiscence groups has
been due in ,put to the pnwision of social memory contexts in which autobiographical

memory can·develop.
The format of A.A. type support groups, for example, centers ·upon members
sharing their ..leads," -i.e~, their pers~nal stories or narratives, with the group. Such
support groups often advocate lifetime membership, and this may be viewed as an
~nity·.for members to reinterpret the past as a··meaDS of better understanding the
present and visualizing'. alternative' futures. •
Psychotherapy may be viewed as a scene of reminiscence that provides the
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individual and/or family with the opportunity to transcend the historical and perceptual
limits of the immediate situation, and to return to a past that has been forgotten.
Through psychotherapy, individuals and families may recover an acquaintance with the
past which has long been forgotten, and through social interaction, begin to create
meaning out of experience. Clinicians may attempt to help their clients, whether
families or ,individuals, view their pasts from a point of view that makes their desired
future more possible (Saari, 1991, p. 160).

Qli-. whose ·autobiographical memory systems .are developmentaUy ·.

emagqu may have difficulty retaining a sense of meaning when moving from one
context tG

anotaer.

.Clinicians may· need. to. "transcontext'' meaning,~ ,suclr c~'

tSaari. 1991, P• 1'74).

Transcontexting meaning may take the fomi oithe:1clinician

offering· a. rendering of a client story, narrative, or reminiscence from a different
pffl.lpKltive•.. · Or~ .it .may take the form of helping the· client imagine a future. in ·which

, ·, : ,.• ;.·~nisccnee and life review groups are another means· of providing .fDt ·.
social illwlnction that may very well stimulate development of the autobiogtapbital

memory system. NW'SC~ social ,workers, and others have been involved in such
groups, particularly with the elderly, for a number of years. If one accepts the
.. ,

premises of the proposed theoretical framework, then reminiscence and life review
groups may be recommended for client peer groups of all ages because they provide

the social context and interactions necessary for autobiographical memory
development.
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Perhaps the mpst important intervention in the promotion of autobiographical
memory development is to address the problem of American society having fo,gotten

the value of remembering, and particularly the value of social remembering. The
decline in the value of remembering does matter because we are a society "stymied in
the present and altogether uncertain of the future" (Casey, 1987, p. 11). With the

"diminution in esteem and enfeeblement in use" (Casey, 1987, p. 11). of memory in
general abd of autobiographical memory specifically, we as individuals and ·members

of social groups are experiencing a dismption in

our sense of identity.: co.ntimtit}t1aad

meaning.·

Andu:opologists, ,sociologists, ,philosoplters, and moral thealdgian\tlvoughout
histoty have argued that the·capacity to:"re-member" our experience is fundamental to

our humanity. It is time for nurses to do the:same.. In the postmodern world. a time
when:our •individllal, ·social ,and global structures .of meaning appear fragmented and
incoberent; a deepened awareness of the unifying power of remembering our stories
seems to offeraew·resourecs for living. Otherwise; the poet may indeed be OOJ1'CCt.in
saying that we may be remembemi· throughout history as the society that "had the
experience but missed the meaning" .(Bliot; 1941,: p. 194).

Nursing Comportment as Hospitality
How can nursing promote the value of re-membering in our selves, our
patients, and our world? I believe the answer lies in examining what Heidegger would
call our "comportment" as a profession. I believe that nursing's mode of comportment
/

'

is unique within health care. I call this unique mode of comportment hospitality. the
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provision of hospitality.
Nursing comportment is hospitality. It is our way of encountering others, of
Being-with. All comportment is a standing open towards that which-is-open, towards
beings. Hospitality is nursing's standing open towards patients, families, and
colleagues. Hospitality as comportment is the "how" of nursing, and according to
Heidegger, comportment (how), not intentionality (why), is what matters.
'(.

Hospitality is the translation into action of our understanding that we

(/·'

are in

: . ' •·• h} \

the world with others. It is an active extension of our a priori familiarity with those
others we encounter and the Being of those others:
. ·. · ~
Tiie world is always the one I share with Others. The world of Dasein is a
with-wotl4 J3fing-tn •Bm. .with Ptha"s. Thejr,,Being-in ~ve, withinthe-world is Dasein-with. (Heidegger, 1962, p. 155)
}

The comer of the "with-world" shared by nurses, patients and colleagues is the world
of the hospital, hospice, nursing home, clinic, office, private home, and anywhere
nurses encounter those they serve. Later I will show how hospitality concerns itself
'

•

'✓--'/'

1\ ! >\ ~} it

with the. creation of this with-world into a "free and friendly space" for encountering
;·;;\i.:'.,J

others· and listening to their remembered stories .
. 1:

Hospitality as comportment, and the transformation of the "with-world" into a
f'

free and friendly space, promotes discourse. Discourse, as previously discussed in this
chapter, is the "activity of 'lighting up' aspects of the world for other Dasein, and of
making explicit a common understanding of that world" (Richardson, 1986, p. 37).
'

.

This is a reciprocity between the Being of the nurse and the Being of patients,
colleagues and other, which ~ses from the way in which an understanding of one
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always involves and understanding of the other.
Dasein-with is already manifest in a co-state-of-mind and a co-understanding.
In discourse Being-with becomes "explicitly" shared; that is to say, it is
already, but it is unshared as something that has not been taken hold of and ·
appropriated. (Heidegger, 1962, p. 205)

It is through the sharing of remembered narratives and reminiscences that the nurse
and the patient share their understanding of Being and Being-with Others in-the-world.
Unfortunately, the concept of hospitality has lost much of its original depth
and evocative potential in our cul~e. In conjures up images of hos~ng t~,~• or baby
showers, or Tupperware parties, replete with superficial conversation, and all within an
!·

f

atmosphere of coziness. Hospitality has become a function of the social life of
persons. . It has been replaced among the helping professions by theories of
interpersonal relationships and therapeutic communication techniques. This has taken
helpers out of the ready-to-hand and into the present-at-hand mode of engagement.
The concept of hospitality should not be limited to its literal sense of
receiving a guest into one's home. An etymological word study, in the tradition of
. I.

Heidegger, reveals that hospitality is more than an important virtue. Instead, it is a
fundamental attitude toward our fellow human being in which guest and host can bring

.

new or deeper meaning to each other.
The lndo-European word ghostis denoted "stranger." From it were descended
the Germanic gastiz (the source of the English word "guest"), the Greek~
(meaning guest, stranger)~ and the Latin hostis (meaning stranger, enemy). This
original meaning is retained in the derived adjective, hostile.
But Latin had another noun, hospes, meaning "host," which was probably
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derived from hostis. Its stem form, hospit-. passed into Old French as hoste (whose

modem French descendant, hote, means both "host" and "guest"), and as hospital
(from medieval Latin hospitale, a noun use of the adjective hospitalis meaning "of a

guest." English borrowed this in the thirteenth century as the nouns "host" and
"hospital."
Originally, hospices, hostels, hotels, and hospitals were simply places at which
guests were received. In English, "hospital" began its semantic shift in t h e , ~
century,.being used torrefer to a "home for the elderly or infirm, or for ciow1HtnOK,.'.
outs." ·The modem sense as a "place where the sick are treated" fll\1t appeared: a:68
sixteenth

cenmry.

The original notion of receiving guests survives in "ldspitality" and

"hospitable." Hospice come via French from Latin hospitium

meaning

''bospitaijty, 11

another derivative of •hospes..
In .addition to, tae derivatives of the Latin bospes, the Greek word for

hospitelicy is philoaenil meaning "love of strangers" (pbilos. loving, and 'xenos. a
stranger). However, the Greek word xenos,denotes not only the meaning "stranger,"

but one or other of the parties, bound by~. of hospitalny, i.e., the guest,gj the host.

The other Gieck word for host is pandocheus which means "one who receives all"
(RM. all, anddechomai, to. receive).

The German . word for hospitality. is Gastfreundschaft which means "friendship
for the guest." 'the Dutch 1word for flospitality' is gastvrijkeid,which .means "the
freedom of the guest."
Hospitality, there~

~ ,primarily iproviding

a free and non..hastile space
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where the stranger can enter and become a guest instead of an enemy (Nouwen, 1975,
p. 51 ). The nature of the host/guest relationship is such that the host will pay
attention to the guest. Hospitality is a fundamental attitude toward our fellow Dasein
in which both host and guest can reveal their understanding of the world and
themselves to one another. Hospitality is the way we comport ourselves with those we

encounter.
Creating. a free .and friendly space refers both to physical and psychological ..

space. A free .and.friendlyphysical space is a place where the guest feels welcomed
and senses that. his or her..physical needs for safety, comfort, nourishment. deaalmess,

and rest

an,

attended to.with interest and.regard by the host.

A free :andfrieedly

psychological space is a place where we can reach out to our .fellow human· beiegs in

the ready"'.to-hand mode of engagement and invite them into reillem1'erlng. discourse,

and •a· IIO.W'.;{Olatioual. understanding. Hospitality is not about the task of changing
people; butir ;&· about: offering people. space where new possibilities can be ventured

or nnvuaduaamdiag can be achieved. It is not about trapping people in a comer
where.there.are no alternatives left,·but it is about opening a wide spectIUm of
possibilities for the choosing;

The plltadox of hospitality is that it wants to create emptiness, not<a fearful .
emptiness, but a friendly emptiness where strangers can enter and discover
themselves as .created free;. free to sing their own songs, speak their own
languages, dance their own dances; free also to leave and follow their own
vocations. ·Hospitality if not a subtle. invitation to adopt the .life style of the
host, but the gift of a chance for the guest to find his own. (Nouwen, 1975, p.

~,..

Cl\.

'/

,,

....

,' .. , ·

Nurses are simultane,:msly occupied with the demands of modem--day nursing
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care, and preoccupied with worries, concerns, unresolved questions, and open'."Cnded
situations of both a personal and professional nature. Occupation and preoccupation is
more likely to result in hostility than hospitality. Creating space is far from eas, in
our occupied and preoccupied profession. Technology and theory-based thinking has
depersonalized the interpersonal aspects of nursing to a high, degree. lacre&ing

demands often force the nurse, to keep some emotional distance ,to prevent .
."overinvolvement" with his ot her patients. A mov.e away from disoourse. t~ard idle
.talk•. ad from remembering•to-.dis-membering. is also inevitable.

;, , .,,

Sven ift •these challenging circumstances, however, the .nUfSe DNlt ltQ'\lC ,-to

provide hospitality by which interpersonal estrangemem, dis-memberiag, ;Of violence
can be prevented. He or she must strive to create the space in which DUtSe ancl,pauent
can reach ;O\Jt• to each other as fellow· travelers, through life, or Dasein .with whom we

share Be~in.fbe-world. Be or she must also seek to offer hospitality to other nurses

and.a. helpas·with whom he or she works.

To choose hospitality av.er hostility is

to choose ,relationship over estrangement. Hospitality is the movement aw1y {rom
hotblity_ •and dis-memberment towards the ·cieation .of space whereby physioal anel
psychological healing can take place within the nurse-patient relationship.

Therefore, nursing- needs to claim the comportment of hospitality. ,Nursing

needs to be -about the· business once again of creating a free and friendly space where
those who suffer,. ot wbosc mearung .is. oppressive can share their. remembered story

witJl, ~ who can listen and observe with audlentic attention, i.e., with the JUad.yto-band mode of engagemen(, "In this way, as:,tllese "acts of meaning" (Bruner, 1990)
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edge into the larger world, the self is strengthened and the folklore of the group is
emboldened" (Saleebey, 1994, p. 359).
Nursing comportment as hospitality is acting to create a free and friendly
space where remembering and discourse are fostered. It is the willingness to stand
open to others and to know the other fully. It is the Being-with our patients and our
colleagues. It ls Jl'l0re than merely the technique of listening. It requires the full

amd

real pn,senceiof.,tHe ,nurse to Be-with ,the other.· · Nurses are "hosts.'' .who patielttlyrmtct
cwt:fully listen ·(O 1the remembered stories. of their "guests." Nurses receive the
of; their guests• witltibu&Wri1ity and

Patients and colldagues
of their stories to \the

~ ·.

compassi• ·and· without. judgment, or, t t ~ ,;

ri fellow Dasetn' .whotredisoo~ their selves in) the AHelfiag

nurse who offers ·ttiem. ·a free and friendly place to Be; whether

that be a.: hospital. ·a hd1pice, a nursing home, an office,· or a private· home, ;Itt the
remembering and the telling· of stories, the patient or other befriends not· only the host,

the nurse;.:but also·ttae·past. And in the befriending of the past, he or she befriends the

presetat1amt·dreifatme. ·The gift of the patient or other to the nurse is the recogliition
of tww:tbat'pbrson's remembered ttory is the human story, and bow 1t connects with
the nurse"s ·story~
Nursing comportment as hospitality is the humble but also· demanding activity
of creating and offering a free

and friendly space where patients and others can

rememtJet.and·refle.ct upon the meaning of their human dilemmas without fear or ·
elQbamlsSlllellt. In, so doing, patients and. others can find the confidence to arti~

those meanings, those· possibl~ endings or narratives, that elevate spirit and promote·
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understanding.·. Nursing comportment is indeed one of the highest forms of hospitality.
The creation of a free and friendly space offers safe boundaries within which both the
patient and the nurse may search for new meanings in their remembering.
In addition to asking questions about how to create a free and friendly
physical space for the guest-patient, the nurse must also ask, "How can I create or
discover enough inner space where the stories of my· patients can· be received?" The

cultivation· of such an inner space is not only the personal responsibility of each nurse,
but• aisoi411t, responsibility of the profession. Nurses need· to be' encouraged, and taught
to offerfree,and friendly; space to one another and to other professional colleagues;

as·

well. as to patients. Hospitality as comportment is aa attitude, a mode of Being, that •
must transcend. the nurse-patient relationship and be cultivated at the institutional and
professional levels. This does not mean marketing hospitality as a commodity.
Physical space does not become free an6 friendly merely• as the resUlt of advertising it
as so. i Ps~cbological space cannot be created on demand from hospital administrators
trying to. keep the census high. · Hospitality as the comportmc;nt of nursing is the ·

provisic,o of free and friendly space, both physical and psychological, by nurses- for
patients, families~· and colleagues~

··Hospital, administrators, -housekeepers, dieticians, and others may an .be
concerned to some degree about:dle creation ·of a free and· friendly physical space: .

Physicians, social. workers, psychologists, and others,may all be col)Cemed· to some
degree about the creation of-a! he ud friendly psychological space. But iti is nursing
alone among the health care pmfessions and .support services that sees its •
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comportment; its mode. of encountering others, as the creation of a free and friendly
physical and psychological space in which remembering, healing, and meaning-making
can take place. The comportment of nursing, nursing's way of Being-with Others, is
hospitality.
Specifically with regards to this study, hospitality can assist adult
rememberers of Jamily breakdown to remember and make meaning of their SM)l'i~:,

Providing a . free an<;l: friendly space and a caring listener in the person of the nurse
invites ,adult remembcrers to remember who,· wha~ and where they have been. are
now, and may go. Hospitality is essential for all ,emembeters, but ,pedlaps,most.r-Of all
for thosennnemberers,with an "impoverislmlont of narrative resources" (Bruner; 1990,
p. 96). ·These are the persons who rely on event memory rather,tbau, autobiographical
memory. They are· not able to teli c.oherent stories or their stories ._, few or not
compelling because they lacksymbolic power or subjunctive intensity (Saleebey, 1994,
p. 356). Many adult rememberers of family breakdown fit this description.
As I have shown, the development of the autobiographical memory system is
dependent upon social interaction. Hospitality provides the space and the social
interaction necessary for fostering the development of narrative remembering. Once
the autobiographical system is established, it need no longer be dependent on social
sharing, although experiences which are shared with others may be retained longer and •
be more meaningful than those which are not. Nurses, therefore, by means of
hospitality, can nurture the capacity for narrative remembering and storytelling.
Hospitality may be ~xtended beyond the nurse-patient dyad. Every
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opportunity for sharing. remembered stories is of potential benefit to adult rememberer&
of family breakdown. This includes groups comprised of other rememberers. Comfort
levels may be enhanced by groups whose membership includes other adult
rememberers of family breakdown, but remembering groups need not be limited to
members who are "alike" to foster narrative capabilities.
Many things .get in the way of storytelling. Gattison Keillor addresses ,this in

the following excerpt:

g«

·,Authoritarian fathers,
in the way of storytelling, and so do overanxious
mother and satirical siblings, but mostly what defeats us is noise and busyness.
The,peoi,le·amund us deserve our.best attention sometimes;' and thcn.1 we,M.Yo:.;, ·, •
to shut the world out. Turn off the television. Tum off the radio. Don't read
the•newspaper•. ·Live a,.smaller life..... [The} media ten~ to ·remove.usrfrmn)'
direct experience. When we are fascinated by television and accept it as
reality, the. tangible and' visible world around us pales~ . ·• ·~ We ha~ mote
information than any other people in history, and we need a little less of it and
a little more experience. We need to·see London and also.Nebraska. The
terrible danger of media is their power to diminish our pleasure in the ordinary
day, the richness and the goodness of a simple landscape and ordinary small
talk and stories. (Keillor, 1994, p. 20)
0

Hospitality enables nurses to give adult rememberers of family breakdown and
other clients their best attention. In so doing, hospitality becomes a way to promote
storytelling. We all need our stories in order to survive. We need to tell them in
order to remember them. Many adult children of family breakdown have had little or
no opportunity to tell their stories. Many of them, therefore, do not remember their
stories. Many of them are afraid to remember their stories because they are painful.
And yet untold stories only haunt us and prolong the inevitability of remembering the
pain. Adult rememberers of family breakdown need to remember in order to do more
than merely survive, as event memory has enabled them to do. Adult rememberers
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need to tell their stories to make the past understandable, the present meaningful, and
the future possible.
Memories of events is not enough. Neither is possessing knowledge or even
wisdom. Edwards (1994, p. 23) reminds us of two poets who challenge us to
remember. Edna St. Vincent Millay, in her sonnets, spoke of it: "Wisdom enough to
~Q u,s out of our ill/Is daily spun; but there exists no loom to weave it into fabric. II

Atl,4 ia ,,R.~i~ ,~other

~i

Y@vge~y ye\1U~o)t~ toid \1s wh~t must be done:

"'I'fl~~ify~ be.no rebuilding/rithout rebuilding memory,/and without rebuilding
nipnunientsltQ!bose who bJ.Wd µs," Nurses, by means of ho~pita!f~. caa.enab,le.~m~.
,>..,'
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remembere~ of f~ly breakdown to rebuild melJl09', Hospitality i~,a lQOJU upon
'

which adult.,emem.berers of family bre~down c.an.weave
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their remembered
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experiences into the fabric of story to clothe them for the future.
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APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORM
YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT DESIGNED
TO ru(Pl:,ORB WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN ADULT CHILD OF A
PYSFUNCTIONAL FA.MILY AS TOLD BY YOUR LIFE STORY..
PARnciPATid1'iIS COMPLE'mtt VOLUNTARY. ·.
. :

tht.~~~~(?psts,ts, bf a~<U~ta~~iU~tviews/las?hg abo~t 90 .1Jlln\1fe$~ ~terviews will
~.c~(fu~te,t(~f,)he pnnc1paltn,v,e~uga~or.,,
.~the mtery,~w•. >;Q-¥~~~ ~ ~~d.to
shait:y~ur5n,~· $t0ry, It is pPssil)fe tliat1 y6µ ~ght'l?e c~taetet1·by'telephone· · ··

ronowing'thefinterview for clarification or review of the.interview text. If so, you will
receive no more than two calls. If you would prefer not to be recontacted, please
indicate by placjµg your initials here: _ _ _ _ __
;

'

"'

,,

;·'.,I'

!t)s·~~i~le tit~~ ~~gh .tti~uss~on an~ recollection of yow: stoo/, sa~ memories
~OUld occ~. ''Ym(~Y stop)he discussion or change the topic at any time.

Ate tlitte any benefits?
'.

'

.·-.:'.,

•'Iii

·,, ,, ' :

'

It is possible· that you could experience some degree of improvement in your wellbeing as a result of telling your story.
When and

where will the interview be done?

•. The interview will· be scheduled at· a time and place that are convenient for you.
,,,

;'

Who will have ocsess to the ijlterview material?
''

'

.

·~

"t

'

The audiotaped interviews will be transcribed by the principal investigator or trained
transcriptionist,
then destroyed. Any identifying information from the interview
will be removed or altered on the written transcript. The transcripts may be shared.

and
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with the study committee consisting of the principal investigator and three faculty
members familiar with interpretive research. Transcripts will be identified
anonymously with numbered codes. No individual identities will be detectable in any
reports or publications resulting from the study.

Wnat~if you change your mipd?
You are free to withdraw from this study or to refuse permission for the use of your
audiotaped interview, or transcript at any time. ,
Y~U, MAY ·T~KE,·AS MUCH TIME, AS YOU WISH TO THINK THIS O ~ ,
BEFORE YOU SIGN nns FORM, PLEASE ASK ANY QUESTIONS ON
ASFBCfS OF TNS S'fUll>Y THAT, ARE UNCLEAR. I, THEPRINCIPAL
~OATOR/WILL,~'ITHMPT TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS,¥OU MAY
lb\VE,PRJOR TO, DURING~ ORFOLLOWING'TIIE STUDY.

4IJTHORIZA1'ION: I, _____..:...,..;____________, have read this form and
have decided to participate in the research project described above. My signature
indicates that ·I; give ,pemds&ion'. for ,information, I provide in the interview or the
transcript ~ beusecltfor pJbtioati• in· research articles, books, and/or teaching
materials;· as lweH ias, f<ff presentation at research symposia. Additionally, my signature
indicates, tbat ;f: have· received a· eopy of this consent form.
SignatuRh, ·
Date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone Number_______.___ _ _-----

If you need further·.information, ple~;contact .the principal investigator:
•· Janet Nelson Wray, ~. Doctoral Student
Loyola University &hool,of Nursing
Damon Hall, 5tk''4oor
6525. Sheridan Road
, Chicago~ a 60626

·(708) 67i•74§8 :·

t,

I
":

(,

1.,
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APPENDIX B

RECRUITMENT LETTER
Date
Dear Mr./Ms. XXXXX,
Thank Y0\1 for agreeing to. participate in my research study of what it means to be an
adult child of a dysfunctional family.
This letter is a written confirmation of our appointment to tape-record your interview
on (Month, Day, Year} at (Place). If you find that you have to cancel our
appointment, please notify me at (708) 677-7458 (answering machine after 4 rings).
To help you prepare for the interview, I am sending you a copy of the question I am
going to ask you ·at the beginning of the interview. There are no other specific
questions which will be asked after that; subsequent questions will depend on what
you tell me, and what I need to ask to clarify what you tell me so that I understand
what being an adult child of a dysfunctional family means to you. Now here is the
question I hope you will use to prepare yourself for our interview:
Please be prepared to tell me your life story. This may include times
you will never forget because they remind you of what it means to be
an adult child of a dysfunctional family, or what I prefer to call an adult
rememberer of family breakdown. Include as much detail as possible
and stay in the telling of your life story, rather than stepping back and
analyzing it or describing it from afar. After you have given the details
of your story, please describe why this story cannot be forgotten and
what it means to you. Your story can be from the distant past or the
recent past, sad or happy, a story of breakdown when nothing went right
or one when everything went right. If possible, please use as few
names and references to specific places as possible. If you agree, I may
re-contact you for clarifying information after I have read your story, if
that is necessary. Or, if you agree, I may re-contact you to have you
read an interpretation of your story to see if you agree or can help
clarify the meanings of your remembered experience. With your help,
the narratives of adult rememberers of family breakdown can reveal the
unique and common meanings of the experience of remembering family
breakdown. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me. I am most appreciative of your participation in this study. If any
of your friends or acquaintances have remembered stories of family
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breakdown, please share this letter with them and encourage them to
contact me at 708-677-7458. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Janet Nelson Wray, RN, MN, CS, CARN
Doctoral Student
LQyola University School of ~~ini
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